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Abstract 

 

Civil War images are important visual records that captured and depict the realities 

endured by the American people during the Civil War. These images are a powerful visual 

platform that depicts the vivid representation of past history. Images of Civil War are 

frequently used as interpretive media, particularly at historic battlefields to enhance the 

visitor experience and understanding. However, empirical studies of the characteristics of 

Civil War images that can influence visitors’ experience are limited. Using historic images 

of Civil War landscapes, this study identified visitors’ preferences and attitudes for Civil 

War images at five different American Civil War battlefields: Chickamauga and 

Chattanooga National Military Park, Shiloh National Military Park, Manassas National 

Battlefield Park, Antietam National Battlefield, and Gettysburg National Military Park. For 

this study, the Content Identifying Method (CIM) and eye-tracking technology were used 

in understanding visitors’ preferences. The results indicate that visitors at historic 

battlefields prefer images that have a strong sense of active military activities and battle-

related action. In addition visitors also preferred images that exhibit a high sense of 

mystery and are visually complex. The study also revealed that visitor background 

variables such as gender, age group, and ancestors who fought in the Civil War 

significantly influence visitor preference for Civil War images. Motivation variables such 

as interest in learning about “the people,” “the military elements,” “physical artifacts of the 

Civil War,” and distance travelled to historic battlefields also significantly influence visitor 

preferences.  In term of visitor attitudes towards gruesome images, the majority of the 

participants believe that these types of images are important visual media that can 

influence their visitation experience at historic battlefields. Eye-tracking technology was 

useful in revealing the content that attracted participant attention in some of the images, 

but not in other images.  This study provides information that will be useful to park 

managers and interpretive designers regarding the characteristics of Civil War images that  
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are important in developing interpretive media for the public and factors that may help in 

the process of customizing the visitor experience at historic battlefields. 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

 

American Civil War battlefields are very unique cultural landscapes. They are 

extremely complex landscapes of commemoration where nature stood witness to deadly 

human conflicts. Embedded with human fears, courage, and wisdom, these battlefields 

together represent an important historical legacy for American society. However, 

interpreting these battlefields remains a huge challenge (Hennessy, 2002; Sutton, 2008). 

The National Park Service (NPS) has to “convey the significance and relevance of the 

Civil War, while at the same time sustain the [NPS] invaluable tradition of resource-based 

interpretation” (Hennessy, 2002, p. 10). One of the major focuses of the NPS is to improve 

battlefield interpretive media that varies widely in quality and content, and, in fact, many 

are over 40 years old (Hennessy, 2002). This effort toward improvement clearly requires 

continuous study to enhance the understanding of various interpretive media and content 

that currently serve as the primary platform of communication with the visitors to the 

battlefields. 

 The key in understanding these media might lie in the fact that visitors have 

different perceptions than do historians and park managers regarding a battlefield’s historic 

resources and about what representational strategies are needed in order to enhance their 

educational and recreational experience. In fact, currently, there is little empirical evidence 

that can help in understanding visitors’ perception towards contents of interpretive media 

particularly the Civil War images. Therefore, by understanding the visitors’ perceptions 

and the factors that influence their perceptions, the results can be used to assist in the 

process of developing effective and appropriate educational materials for future American 

Civil War battlefield interpretations. 
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1.1 Background of study   

This section provides the general definition and history of American Civil War 

battlefields.  It discusses the memories represented by American Civil War battlefields, the 

purposes of the battlefields preservation, and how the battlefields serve as a civic place for 

today’s American society.  It also provides fundamental understanding of why continuous 

efforts to improve visitors’ experiences through Civil War battlefield interpretations 

remain a unique and challenging process.   

 

1.1.1 The landscapes of American Civil War battlefields 

The landscapes of American Civil War battlefields are known as the “ceremonial 

center” for various forms of veneration (Linenthal, 2000, p. 38). It is a place where people 

seek experiences of “patriotic inspiration” through “memorialized, preserved, restored, and 

purified environments” (Linenthal, 1991, p. 1). The National Park Services (Service, n.d.) 

defined the American Civil War battlefields as “sites where armed conflict, fighting, or 

warfare occurred between two opposing military organizations or forces recognized as 

such by their respective cultures” (para. 4) 

Battlefields preserved in the United States serve as places of reconciliation among 

veterans (Hanink & Stutts, 2002), and for their descendants to reconstitute the memories 

inherited from their ancestors, especially after the first creation of Chickamauga and 

Chattanooga National Military Park in late 19th century. According to Linenthal (2000), for 

the American people with different ideological beliefs and backgrounds, the battlefields 

serve as civic spaces where they “come to compete for the ownership of powerful national 

stories and to argue about the nature of heroism, the meaning of war, the efficacy of 

martial sacrifice, and the significance of preserving the patriotic landscape of the nation” 

(p. 38). Besides commemoration, the primary purpose of Civil War battlefield preservation 
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is to study the remarkable military maneuvers used during the battles (Andrus, 1999; 

Dilsaver, 1994; Hanink & Stutts, 2002). 

In addition to historic memories embedded in the battlefield landscape, the sites are 

highly valued by American society due to the fact that the decisive American Civil War 

was often fought among friends and families, or took place within their towns and 

backyards (Starbuck, 2011). For instance, Sellers (2005) highlighted that the variety of 

landscapes that witnessed the war ranged from the eastern pastoral landscape, the southern 

rolling fields, and the middle-American woods, along rivers and streams, among 

farmsteads, and often in or near villages, towns, or cities. Throughout the war, these lands 

were left devastated and battlefields became significant scars on the landscape.  

Besides this, many consider the Civil War battlefield a sacred place in the 

American landscape.  The term sacred was used in the past few decades to elevate the 

American battlefield to represent spaces “ where memories of the transformative power of 

war, the sacrificial heroism of the warrior are preserved” (Linenthal, 1991, p. 3). 

Battlefields evolved as important pilgrimage sites and received millions of visitors who 

revere this type of memorialized sacred landscape. The term sacred in fact reinforces the 

notion that visitors who have visited these battlefield commemorations have often 

considered themselves similar to pilgrims visiting holy places.  

Utley (cited in Linenthal, 1991) discussed this phenomenon and stated that 

according to Americans, Civil War battlefields serve not only “as a vestige of the past, as a 

vehicle for enlightenment, but also a shrine, as temples for veneration” (p. 10). Thus, it is 

not surprising that these visitors often use religious language in expressing their awe when 

interpreting a battlefield’s gruesome events.  
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1.1.2 Issues with interpretation  

Planning for battlefield interpretation is a complex task. It involves not only 

complex decision-making processes, but also requires multidisciplinary experts to develop 

appropriate interpretative content and media to enhance visitors’ historic understanding 

and experience. Surprisingly, although Civil War images are known as the most powerful 

visual media used for battlefield interpretation, there is a lack of understanding regarding 

visitors’ attitudes towards these images. Currently, the typical approach used in developing 

interpretive media or in the process of selecting images does not rely heavily on visitors’ 

perspectives. Often, these images have been used as part of the battlefield interpretation 

with little or no visitor input.  

Furthermore, with the advancement of new technologies, such as smartphones and 

tablets, the opportunity to expand and customize battlefield interpretation according to 

visitors’ personal needs has brought new challenges to the park managers. Compared to 

typical static exhibit displays, technologies such as digital interpretation applications can 

enhance the use of human senses in experiencing meanings embedded within the 

battlefield landscapes. According to Moss (2008), the new technologies have brought a 

remarkable impact in creating a new pattern of learning processes, especially to our 

“millennial learners” or tech savvy generation (p. xiii). 

The new technologies also allow large amounts of historic information to be 

included as part of the interpretive content. Images of the Civil War, for instance, can be 

used effectively to augment and enhance communication between visitors and the history 

of the past. New technologies also serve as a visual platform that can provide better 

opportunities for visitors to develop personal connections in bringing these historic events 

“into the present tense” (Seels, 1997; Putnam cited in Trachtenberg, 1985, p. 2).  

However, excessive use of historic information such as Civil War images also has 

the potential to overwhelm the visitors’ ability to process information carried by the 
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images. Studies have shown that excessive use of interpretation materials can lead to 

visitors’ loss of attention (Beck & Cable, 1998) and information overload (S. C. Bitgood, 

1991). Also, it is not known whether the use of gruesome images for battlefield 

interpretation could offend some visitors emotionally, or lead them to “compassion 

fatigue” if excessively used (Campbell, 2004, p. 61). Therefore, this study attempts to 

understand visitor (stakeholders) preferences in Civil War images, and how images can be 

most effectively used to enhance visitor understanding of historic events, improve their 

educational, and expand their recreational experience.  

 

1.2 Significance and Need 

Several researchers have found that visitors’ experiences at heritage sites were 

significantly influenced by their interest and preferences. For example, at historic 

battlefields and religious sites, visitors’ experiences are influenced by their unique interest 

on specific military topics and preferences for interpretative information (Dunkley, 

Morgan, & Westwood, 2011; Poria, Biran, & Reichel, 2009). Poria, Biran and Reichel 

(2009), thus, argue that it is important for decision-makers to customize heritage 

interpretation based on visitors’ preferences and desires. Some visitors to landscapes of 

heritage settings might choose to “enrich their knowledge in different ways,” and others 

“may seek emotional experiences” based on their background and personal experience 

(Poria, et al., 2009, p. 103).  

In fact, Poria et al. (2009) also suggested that individuals at heritage settings should 

receive different quantities of interpretative material in order to better experience the sites. 

Although “the more the better” interpretation approach is commonly thought to serve as 

the best foundation for enhancing visitors’ experience (Howard, 2003), Poria et al. (2009) 

argue that this should not serve as a rule of thumb (p. 103). Understanding visitor attitudes 

and preferences for these images could provide useful information for park managers and 
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decision-makers in developing effective interpretive materials that could enhance visitors’ 

experiences of heritage settings. To provide a quality experience, Drummond (2001) 

promotes the practice whereby heritage site managers should have active communication 

with, and pay attention to their visitors’ suggestion. 

American Civil War battlefields are one of the major historical attraction types 

among the National Park Service heritage units1 (Palso, Ivy, & Clemons, 2009).  Currently, 

the NPS is responsible for managing twenty-five battlefields2 and received a combined 

total of 8.7 million visitors in 2011 (Service, 2012). According to the Civil War 

Preservation Trust (2005), visitors to historic battlefields typically spend an average of $50 

per person/day during their visit to these sites and are important contributors to local 

economies. If visitors are satisfied with their recreational and educational experience, it is 

more likely that they will stay longer, spend more, and recommend the place to their 

families and friends (Parkin, Middleton, & Beswick, 1989). To ensure that visitors have a 

positive experience, serious efforts should be taken to enhance both the interpretive 

facilities and the interpretation approach based on visitors’ needs and expectations  

Despite efforts by the NPS to incorporate the public’s opinions in interpretation 

planning, there is still a lack of empirical evidence that can help park managers better 

understand visitors’ perceptions of Civil War images and how these images should be 

used. Outcomes of this study will therefore not only benefit the park managers, but also 

will assist interpretive designers to better develop different types of battlefield interpretive 

media.  

 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Individual parks under NPS are referred to as units. 
2 The combined acreage is 72,000 acres.!
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1.3 Goal and Objectives 

The goal of this study is to obtain an understanding of visitors’ perceptions of 

different types of historic Civil War images and factors that affect visitors’ attitudes toward 

these images. The following study objectives are necessary to achieve this goal: 

1. To identify visitors’ attitudes toward and preferences for different types of Civil 

War images. 

2. To identify visitors’ attitudes regarding the use of gruesome images in Civil War 

battlefield interpretations. 

3. To determine how new eye-tracking technology can be used in understanding 

visitors’ preferences in Civil War images. 

4. To propose implications for future use of historic Civil War images for battlefield 

interpretation. 

 

1.4 Scope of Study 

 In general, two scopes were outlined and serve as a basis for data collection 

involved in this study, namely the spatial and the temporal contexts. These scopes are 

further explained in detail below. 

1. Spatial context: The study covers only data collected from visitors at five different 

battlefields, namely the Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Military Park 

(NMP), Shiloh National Military Park, (NMP) Manassas National Battlefield Park 

(NBP), Antietam National Battlefield (NB) and Gettysburg National Military Park 

(NMP). With the exception of Shiloh NMP and Chickamauga and Chattanooga 

NMP, other battlefields were located along the eastern coast of the United States. 

2. Temporal context: Only images that were captured during the period of the Civil 

War during 1861-1865 are used in the study. These images were comprised only of 

outdoor scenes that were captured before and after battles.  
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1.5 Organization of this Dissertation 

This dissertation is organized into six chapters; Chapter 1- Introduction, Chapter 2 - 

Literature Review, Chapter 3 - Research Methodology, Chapter 4 and 5 - Results and 

Analysis, and Chapter 6 – Conclusions and Implications.   

The first chapter briefly summarizes the importance of American Civil War 

battlefields to American society. It also states the goals and objectives of the study, 

discusses the research problems, and outlines the significance of the study.  

The second chapter discusses the overall context for the study based on a review of 

relevant literature. It is divided into six sub-sections: the understanding of heritage 

interpretation; methods of historic interpretations; theories and factors related to visitors’ 

experience; theories related to visitors’ preference; approaches in understanding visitors’ 

preferences, including the potential use of eye-tracking technology in understanding visitor 

preferences for Civil War battlefield images; and, finally, factors that may affect 

preferences for Civil War images. 

The third chapter describes the methodologies and procedures used in this research 

and is divided into four sub-sections. The first sub-section highlights the main research 

questions and how each of them was addressed in the research. The second sub-section 

describes different types of survey instruments used in the study. The third sub-section 

describes how the surveys were administered, both on-site and off-site, during the period 

of data collection. The last sub-section, describes the statistical procedures used in the 

study and the rationale of using them. 

Chapter 4 describes findings from the analyses of visitor preferences for the 

images. The discussion of findings is divided into four sub-sections including results from 

the demographic analysis, analysis of least and most preferred scenes, analysis of 

preference dimensions, and analyses of findings regarding significant factors that influence 

visitor attitudes and preferences towards Civil War images.  
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 Chapter 5 examines visitors’ attitudes towards graphic images of Civil War and eye 

tracking analysis for each preference dimension using heatmap and scanpath analyses to 

provide a deeper understanding of the results. 

Chapter 6 presents implications of visitors’ preferences for images for future 

battlefield interpretation, study limitations, and summarizes the significant findings of this 

study. This chapter also recommends potential avenues for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 This study aims to answer research questions related to the perceptions and 

attitudes of visitors towards Civil War images that can enhance their recreational and 

educational experience at American Civil War battlefields.  To answer these questions it is 

vital to understand the underlying theory and principles related to heritage interpretation 

and its relationship with the experience of visitors.  In addition, it is also important to 

understand the significance of historic images as an effective medium for battlefield 

interpretation.  Thus, the first section of this chapter will define interpretation in 

relationship to theories of communication and investigate evolving principles of heritage 

interpretation.  The second section discusses different types of heritage interpretation and 

methods used for interpretation.  Next, theories related to visitors’ experiences, strategies 

for delivering an optimal experience, and discussions of historic images and their 

importance for historic interpretation experiences are presented. The fifth section provides 

a review of theories related to visitor preferences and a description of how those 

preferences are analyzed in this study.  The sixth section explores various approaches to 

identifying and understanding visitors’ preferences for Civil War images.  The seventh 

section examines some of the factors that may influence visitors’ preferences, particularly 

at heritage settings.  The final section summarizes the literature review. 

 

2.1 What is Interpretation? 

 Interpretation is a unique communication process. It can be defined as the 

“transmission of information from the presenter to the viewer” for educational purposes 

(Poria, et al., 2009, p. 93).  According to Alderson and Low (1985), interpretation is a 

“planned effort to create for the visitor an understanding of the history and significance of 

events, people, and objects” (p. 3).  In 1957, the father of interpretation, Freeman Tilden, 
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coined one of the most recognized definitions of interpretation with regard to historic 

resources in his masterpiece Interpreting Our Heritage: “an educational activity which 

aims to reveal meaning and relationship through the use of original objects, by firsthand 

experience, and by illustrative media, rather than simply [by communicating] factual 

information” (Freeman Tilden, 1977, p. 33).  Tilden’s work was inspired by Enos Mills 

(1920), who, during his service as guide at Rocky Mountain National Park from 1889 to 

1922 (Saipradist, 2005), first developed principles and techniques for nature guides to 

inspire visitors and influence a change in their perspective and attitude regarding the great 

natural resources of the United States.   

 However, over time, the definition of interpretation evolved to carry different 

meanings for organizations and individuals.  Poria et al. (2009) argue that there is currently 

a struggle to define interpretation explicitly. Saiparadist (2005), for instance, outlined and 

generalized some similarities and differences in tourism literature as shown in Tables 2.1 

and 2.2. Although these definitions describe the objectives of interpretation differently, 

they share the goal of making the educational process more meaningful and vivid for 

society.  In addition, according to Uzzell (1998), “the origin of interpretation lies deep 

within the conservation movements;” thus, the main goal of interpretation is typically 

associated with maintaining the “stability and maintenance of [the heritage sites as what 

they presently are]”  (p.12).  This view is supported by Packer (2004), who perceives 

interpretation as a result of natural heritage conservation and management efforts. 
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Table 2.1. Definitions of Interpretation According to Organizations. (Table adapted from 

Saipradist, 2005, p. 32). 
Organization Interpretation definition 

Interpretation Australia Association “Heritage interpretation is a means of 
communicating ideas and feelings which help 
people understand more about themselves and their 
environment.” 

The Deakin Declaration “Interpretation makes an essential contribution to 
the conversation of Australia’s natural, social and 
cultural heritage by raising public awareness and 
creating opportunities for understanding, 
appreciation and enjoyment.” 

Association for Heritage Interpretation 
(U.K.) 

“Interpretation is communication. It is a vital part of 
how people experience the places they visit - our 
towns and countryside, our historic sites and 
monuments, our museums and galleries.” 

Interpretation Canada “Interpretation is a communication process, 
designed to reveal meanings and relationships of 
our cultural and natural heritage, through 
involvement with objects, artifacts, landscapes and 
sites.” 

The National Association for 
Interpretation (USA) 

“Interpretation is a communication process that 
forges emotional and intellectual connections 
between the interests of the audience and the 
inherent meanings in the resource.” 

Heritage Society of British Columbia “Interpretation is any communication process 
designed to reveal the characteristics, meanings and 
relationships of cultural heritage to the public 
through reference to objects, artifacts, landscapes, 
structures or persons.” 

Queensland National Parks and 
Wildlife Service 

“Interpretation is the process of stimulating and 
encouraging an appreciation of our natural and 
cultural heritage” 
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Table 2.2. Definitions of Interpretation According to Researchers. (Table adapted and 

revised from Saipradist, 2005, p. 33). 
Author Definition of interpretation Aim of interpretation 

Beck and Cable 
(1998) 

-An educational activity. 
-An informational and 
inspirational process. 

-To reveal meanings about cultural 
and natural resources. 
-To enhance understanding, 
appreciation, and therefore 
protection of historic sites and 
natural wonders. 

Uzzell (1998) -Part of the process of cultural 
transferences. 
-A crucial role of tourism 
management  
-A means of visitor management  
-Value-added tourism product  
-A form of manipulation and 
therapy. 

-To enhance the visitor’s sense of 
place and place identity. 

Alderson and Low 
(1985) 

-A planned effort 
-A program and an activity. 

-To create for the visitor an 
understanding and appreciation for 
the significance of historical events 

 

 The notion that interpretation involves a transmission of information from the 

presenter to the viewer should also be discussed from the perspective of communication 

theory. For example, in 1948, Claude Shannon first developed one of the most important 

models of communication, the “Mathematical Theory of Communication,” purposefully to 

describe the transmission process of electrical signals. The relevance of this theory for 

interpersonal communication is recognized by Warren Weaver and was found effectively 

useful in understanding human behavior. This theory was later known as the “Shannon – 

Weaver model of Communication” (Davis, 2012, p. 15). Based on this theory, Shannon 

suggested that message transmission comprises “sender”, “channel”, and “receiver” 

(Davis, 2012, p. 15). Some information, however, can be lost due to “various types of 

interference,” and Shannon defined this interference as “noise”. Thus, according to 

Shannon, it is important to reduce noise in order to improve the quality of the message 

(Davis, 2012).  
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 This theory provides a basic understanding of human communication and 

particularly its association with non-personalized interpretation (refer to section 2.2.1 for 

details). In this theory, the sender in the context of interpretation can be defined literally as 

a physical form of interpretive display, the receiver is the visitor (viewer), and the channel 

is the “means of communicating a message” (Davis, 2012), which includes printed media, 

artifacts, and interpretive descriptions (p. 15). Also according to this theory, noise can refer 

to any kind of interruption that can decrease the opportunity to deliver a complete message 

to the visitors. For instance, it can be associated inappropriate content or quality for 

interpretive media, the atmosphere of a site (physical factor), and crowds at a site (social 

factor).  

 

2.1.1 Principles of heritage interpretations 

 Due to his extensive study of the philosophy of interpretation, Tilden’s works are 

recognized and his universal principles are used by the National Park Service as guidelines 

in developing interpretive programs and materials at heritage sites. These principles (F. 

Tilden & Craig, 2007, p. 34) are listed below: 

1. “Any interpretation that does not somehow relate what is being displayed or 

described to something within the personality or experience of the visitor will be 

sterile.” 

2. “Information, as such, is not interpretation. Interpretation is revelation based upon 

information. But they are entirely different things. However, all interpretation 

includes information.” 

3. “Interpretation is an art, which combines many arts, whether the materials 

presented are scientific, historical or architectural. Any art is in some degree 

teachable.” 

4. “The chief aim of interpretation is not instruction, but provocation.”  
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5. “Interpretation should aim to present a whole rather than a part, and must address 

itself to the whole man rather than any phase.” 

6. “Interpretation addressed to children (say, up to the age of twelve) should not be a 

dilution of the presentation to adults, but should follow a fundamentally different 

approach. To be at its best, it will require a separate program.”  

 Beck and Cable (1998) argue that the above principles need further improvement to 

meet interpretive challenges in the 21st century.  They propose additional principles based 

on works by Mills (1920), Tilden (F. Tilden, 1957), and several other researchers, and 

consider them as a “stepping stone in an evolving philosophy of interpretation” (Beck & 

Cable, 1998, p. 12).  Listed below are the principles of the philosophy of interpretation as 

suggested by Beck and Cable (1998, p. 8). 

1. “To spark an interest, interpreters must relate the subject to the lives of visitors.”  

2. “The purpose of interpretation goes beyond providing information to reveal deeper 

meaning and truth.”  

3. “The interpretive presentation – as a work of art – should be designed as a story 

that informs, entertains, and enlightens.” 

4. “The purpose of the interpretive story is to inspire and to provoke people to 

broaden their horizons.” 

5. “Interpretation should present a complete theme or thesis and address the whole 

person.”  

6. “Interpretation for children, teenagers, and seniors – when these comprise uniform 

groups – should follow fundamentally different approaches.”  

7. “Every place has a history. Interpreters can bring the past alive to make the present 

more enjoyable and the future more meaningful.”  
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8. “High technology can reveal the world in exciting new ways. However, 

incorporating this technology into the interpretive program must be done with 

foresight and care.”  

9. “Interpreters must concern themselves with the quantity and quality (selection and 

accuracy) of information presented. Focused, well-researched interpretation will be 

more powerful than a longer discourse.”  

10. “Before applying the arts in interpretation, the interpreter must be familiar with 

basic communication techniques. Quality interpretation depends on the interpreter’s 

knowledge and skills, which should be developed continually.”  

11. “Interpretive writing should address what readers would like to know, with the 

authority of wisdom and the humility and care that comes with it.”  

12. “The overall interpretive program must be capable of attracting support – financial,  

volunteer, political, administrative – whatever support is needed for the program to 

flourish.”  

13. “Interpretation should instill in people the ability, and the desire to sense the beauty 

in their surroundings – to provide spiritual uplift and to encourage resource 

preservation.”  

14. “Interpreters can promote optimal experiences through intentional and thoughtful 

program and facility design.”  

15. “Passion is the essential ingredient for powerful and effective interpretation – 

passion for the resource and for those people who come to be inspired by the 

same.” 

 However, it is important to note that the interpretation principles suggested by both 

Tilden and Beck are not mandatory for developing interpretive materials or programs.  

They serve as a valid reference in this study to provide fundamental understanding 

regarding key elements for interpretation at heritage settings.   
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2.1.2  Summary of heritage interpretation  

 Interpretation is a complex communication process that involves, not only 

conveying information between the presenter and the viewer, but covers a broad range of 

factors that may affect its quality and the effectiveness. Although known as an informal 

educational activity, it is vital that interpretation be able to provoke and provide 

meaningful experience to the visitors. As explained by Tilden (1977), this is achieved not 

by communicating simply factual information, but also involves a combination of different 

approaches, such as the use of illustrative media, exposure to original artifacts, and 

encouraging firsthand experience. In addition to exposing and informing visitors with 

educational information, one of the important goals of interpretation is to encourage and 

shape attitude changes among the visitors. 

 The literature also reveals two of Tilden’s principles that are closely associated 

with the purpose of this study: to establish the relationship between what is being 

displayed with the visitors’ personalities and the need for children to have adapted 

interpretation programs. Moreover, some of the interpretation principles that were refined 

by Beck and Cable to meet the challenges in the 21st century, such as the need to 

incorporate new technologies for interpretation, the selection of information, and the 

design of optimal experiences through facility and program design, provide substantial 

evidence that support the goals of this study.  In addition, the Shannon Weaver model of 

communication provides an alternative understanding of how the communication process 

works, particularly for non-personalized interpretation approaches. It also helps to reveal 

some of the factors that can possibly disrupt effective communication through 

interpretation. 

 

2.2 Types of Heritage Interpretation  

 Heritage interpretation can be divided into natural resources interpretation and 
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historic-cultural resources interpretation.  Natural resources interpretation focuses mainly 

on preserving important aspects of natural environments, such as biodiversity, geology, 

and landforms.  On the other hand, historical-cultural interpretation can encompass either 

intangible or tangible resources.  The interpretation of intangible cultural resources 

emphasizes traditions, customs, languages and spiritual beliefs. The interpretation of 

tangible resources promotes educational activity at historic sites, including buildings, 

monuments, land areas, and artifacts.  The following section focuses solely on methods of 

interpretation of tangible resources at historic sites. 

  

2.2.1 Methods of historic interpretation  

 Methods of interpretation can be divided into two categories: personal and non-

personal interpretation (Beck & Cable, 1998).  Personal interpretation generally involves 

an interpreter working in “direct contact with the public” (Cheng, 2005, p. 4), such as park 

personnel delivering talks, demonstrations and guided tours.  Personal interpretation 

normally encourages two-way communication between speakers, presenters, interpreters, 

or park rangers with the visitors.  Meanwhile, non-personal approaches refer to self-guided 

interpretation using interpretive panels, interpretive signs, and audio guides developed by a 

site’s management.  Visitors typically use such impersonal materials to explore the site 

independently, with minimum assistance from the site’s management or staff.  According 

to Horn (1980), visitors’ experience is highly dependent on the effectiveness of these 

interpretation methods.  Effectiveness of the presentations is indeed the most important 

issue for interpretation (Light, 1995).  Therefore, continuous evaluation is needed to ensure 

interpretive media are designed and delivered effectively (Cheng, 2005). 

 At heritage sites, approximately only 22% of the visitors are engaged with personal 

interpretation compared to 62% who receive interpretation through non-personal methods 

(Bacher et al., 2007).  For example, at Gettysburg National Military Park (NMP), only 
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15% of the visitors use the “front line interpreter,” or personal interpreter, and 

Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania NMPs recorded that only 18% of the visitors use personal 

interpreters (Hennessy, 2002, p. 12).  The following sections discuss in detail the 

advantages and disadvantages of various methods of interpretation and, in particular, how 

photographic images are used as part of interpretive materials in both categories. 

 

2.2.1.1 Personal interpretation 

Guided tours  

 Guided tours can be conducted, either for individual visitors or self-defined visitor 

groups, or for groups of visitors organized by site staff; the tours can then be guided by 

volunteers or registered interpreters.  Two-way communication usually develops between 

the interpreter and visitors, and that exchange of comments, questions, and answers can be 

very effective. Face-to-face connections through guided tours allow the site staff to 

respond immediately to visitors’ specific interests or needs (Thomson & Harper, 2000).   

 Through guided tours, revealing a site’s history is easier. For instance, when a 

significant point of interest, such as artillery positions or an important viewshed at a 

historic battlefield have been lost to urban development, an interpreter can easily pinpoint 

the location and explain it to the visitors.  On the other hand, although guided tours are 

considered one of the most effective interpretation methods for historic sites, they are a 

very costly service to provide. Yearly spending to maintain organizational structures that 

are responsible for recruitment and training, become the main disadvantages of 

maintaining this method at individual heritage sites (Thomson & Harper, 2000). 

Photographic images are sometimes used by interpreters during guided tours to enrich their 

explanations or convey information that is difficult to deliver through verbal descriptions.  
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Living history and Reenactments 

 According to Piekarz (2007), living history presentations and reenactments can 

range from “small living history demonstrations, to full scale battle reenactments” (p.36).  

Living history can be broadly defined as interpretation through the use of staff members or 

volunteers dressed in period clothing, giving demonstrations of historic activities using 

historic tools or equipment, in an attempt to recreate the past. Often, the reenactors will 

interact with the audience to promote better understanding of the demonstrated activities.  

Besides enlivening the storytelling, living history has the advantage of demonstrating or 

explaining processes that can be hard to explain with text descriptions (Thomson & 

Harper, 2000).  The demonstrations can reconstruct past daily life activities, such as 

weaving or knitting, or recreate famous military engagements with “military reenactors 

[who] charge across open fields, wreathed in clouds of smoke from muskets, rifles, and 

cannon” (Thomson & Harper, 2000, p. 27). In addition, during a battle reenactment, 

reenactors pay meticulous attention into battlefield details, such as costumes, food, 

weapons, and tactical movements. 

 Nevertheless, similar to guided tours, one of the disadvantages of living history 

interpretation is its need for the careful selection and training of volunteers and local staff 

(Thomson & Harper, 2000).  It can also be costly because the interpreters’ period costumes 

can be very expensive to produce (Alderson & Low, 1985). Photographic images are 

seldom used by the reenactors to convey messages or information to the visitors, since 

living history focuses more on creating realistic appearances that give the audience a sense 

of retrospective and belonging to the historic setting. 

 

Demonstration 

 Similar to living history interpretations, demonstrations can depict period activities 

or techniques, but do not necessarily require interpreters to dress in period clothing.  
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Demonstrations also allow two-way verbal interaction between interpreters and the 

visitors.  They are also often conducted at historic sites, and the visitors are sometimes 

allowed to participate and personally experience the activities.  Tilden (1977), points out 

that demonstrations can be an effective educational method because they engage visitors’ 

imaginations and promote better understanding of the significance of heritage sites. Similar 

to living history, photographic images are seldom used in demonstrations since they focus 

more on activities that help to enhance visitors’ understanding of historic activities once 

carried out at a historic site.  

 

2.2.1.2 Non-Personal 

Interpretive signs and panels 

 In outdoor settings, interpretive signs, panels, wayside exhibits, and historical 

markers are generally the most common interpretation methods used at historic sites to 

communicate supplemental information on specific points of interest.  They are available 

for visitors at almost any time and are not limited to visiting hours imposed at visitor 

centers.  These outdoor exhibits are typically designed to carry a direct thought with clear 

information.  For battlefield interpretation, these methods are employed to direct visitors’ 

attention towards important viewsheds, lines of battle, firing or defensive positions, 

purposely to help in triggering visitors’ imaginations and increasing the impact of their on-

site visitation experience.  Period images captured at the same locations are used often for 

outdoor exhibits to depict evidence of a battle or other significant event.  

 Design considerations also play a significant role in determining the successful use 

of outdoor exhibits, such as safety, material costs, and visitor circulation.  However, since 

most such exhibits are physically static, visitors often have difficulty in interpreting and 

emotionally engaging with the historic landscape. 
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Publications (e.g., Interpretive brochures)  

 Interpretive brochures are generally considered the most useful and inexpensive 

hands-on interpretation method to help visitors orientate themselves at historic sites.  They 

are also typically used to depict particular points of interest and provide a general idea of a 

historic experience offered to the visitors.  Information included in an interpretive brochure 

can be a brief introduction to the site, maps, period pictures, illustrations, and images of 

artifacts.  They serve as the main communication tool between the visitors and resources 

available at historic sites.  In addition, they also assist visitors in planning their visit and 

locating historic resources tailored to their interest.  In fact, according to Alderson and Low 

(1985), they sometimes serve as mementos for the visitors.  The importance of brochures 

for interpretation purposes is reflected in the NPS record of yearly publications.  

Approximately, 200 new and revised brochures were produced at the NPS Harper Ferry 

Center, totaling almost 30 million copies every year (Patterson, n.d.).  

 

Visitor centers 

 Visitor centers are commonly used as the central orientation reference for visitors 

to obtain the general experience and overview of historic resources available on a given 

site.  They serve as repositories for exhibit artifacts, historical narratives, and timelines 

related to the historical events belonging to the sites at which they are located. They also 

provide services to accommodate visitors’ basic needs, such as public restrooms, souvenir 

shops, and service desks.  Visitors normally follow their own schedule and inclinations to 

observe displays presented in visitor centers.  Serious consideration is given when 

designing and planning for interpretive exhibits and media contained in visitor centers. 

Studies have shown that if interpretive materials are too extensive and detailed visitors will 

probably tire of the experience (Alderson & Low, 1985), lose their interest (Beck & Cable, 

1998), and succumb to information overload (S. C. Bitgood, 1991).  Photographic images 
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are commonly used as interpretive media at visitors’ centers to convey educational 

messages that can enhance visitors’ understanding. Moreover, they can help to break the 

monotonous use of prose and increase visitors’ interest since some people can learn better 

from visual media than from text (Staley, 2003). 

 Alderson and Low (1985) also suggested that exhibit design at visitor centers 

should consider a proper sequence of selected items. It should follow a specific theme that 

has been set for the historic site to provide information that can be clearly delivered to and 

learned by the visitors. Often, combinations of sophisticated interpretive approaches that 

are more intuitive and provocative, such as computer modeling, are used to encourage 

visitors to participate in and interact with the interpretive presentations of the resources.  

However, most of the technologies used are physically limited and confined within the 

center.  The major challenge for this type of interpretation approach is the operating cost, 

such as administration, artifact restoration, and building maintenance, in addition to 

maintaining and improving the quality of interpretative presentations.  

 

Audio guide  

 Audio-guided tours can be used to provide specific explanations to visitors without 

the physical presence of interpreters.  Although limited to specific points of interest at 

historic sites, audio-guided tours can be used indoors or outdoors, and are recognized as an 

effective method for visitors who prefer the spoken word to written text (Alderson & Low, 

1985).  Modern technology allows visitors to activate a CD or voice recording through 

their mobile phones in order to augment their experience of the site.  The pre-recorded 

audio tours sometimes include background music or intense sounds, such as cannon and 

rifle firing or soldiers screaming, to engage and enhance visitors’ imaginations.  In fact, the  
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audio-guided tours can be very useful to historic sites such as battlefields in helping 

visitors to understand the sequence of historic events that often took place in large areas 

(Alderson & Low, 1985).  

 Nevertheless, the audio-guided tours also have several drawbacks.  For instance, 

there is no interactive communication between the interpreters and visitors.  Visitors 

cannot ask questions and are totally restricted to what pre-determined information has been 

recorded. They also limit visitors’ power to choose appropriate historic resources related to 

their interest. Additionally, the sequence of points of interest described in the audio-guided 

tours is pre-determined, and thus limits visitors’ independence at historic sites. Audio-

guided tours are also sometimes hard to navigate due to visitors’ unfamiliarity with large 

areas and lack of sufficient signs for direction or orientation. Inability to incorporate other 

important interpretive media to supplement visitors’ understanding, particularly visual 

images, is also a main weakness posed by the audio-guided tours method. Thus, this study 

will significantly have less impact towards enhancing this method of on-site interpretation. 

 

Digital interpretation: Smart phone and computer tablet application  

 Over the last decade, information technology (IT) has dramatically changed and 

now provides opportunities for researchers to develop new methods of presenting historical 

information.  In the past few years, the increasing coverage and abilities of third generation 

(3G) and, more recently, fourth generation (4G) cellular wireless standards provide 

tremendous ease of access for the public to digital historical information available on the 

Internet through personal mobile computing devices.  

 For instance, numbers of self-guided smart phone and computer tablet applications 

are now being developed to fill the gap between traditional and contemporary methods of 

historic site interpretation.  The new interpretation method was designed to position itself 

as an alternative media that offers a more dynamic presentation of information to enhance 
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visitors’ on-site experience.  For instance, maps, videos, audio recordings, animation, and 

photographic images can be easily presented to visitors in real-time at a specific location 

on-site according to the visitor’s choice, raising the question of whether the current fixed 

interpretation panel may soon become obsolete.  The technologies also allow digital 

interpretation to be customized based on visitors’ interests and needs. 

 With the help of a GPS, touring through virtual signs would make visits to large-

scale historic sites such as battlefields more convenient since visitors could easily find 

battlefields, identify points of interest, and plan their visits to those points , as well as 

effectively communicate and orient themselves in the surrounding landscape once they 

arrived.  The use of mobile self-interpretation can enable visitors to have greater 

interactivity and engagement with the historical landscape, improving their enjoyment, 

understanding and appreciation of our past heritage (Shamsul Abu Bakar, Kim, Miller, & 

Katen, 2012; Shamsul A. Bakar, Miller, Katen, Kim, & Sforza, 2011). In fact, with the 

ability to integrate with social media, the use of digital applications is becoming more 

personalized since it allows the user to instantly upload pictures, communicate with park 

resources, and receive online responses. Discussions through online social media can 

possibly help to answer questions and enrich visitors’ understanding that may also 

influence their visitation experience.  

 

2.2.2 Summary of the use of photographic images for different methods of historic 

interpretation 

 The review suggests that photographic images are commonly used for non-

personalized interpretation methods, such as interpretive signs and panels, brochures, 

visitor centers, and digital interpretation. With the exception of two methods that depend 

entirely on verbal communication, visual representation for non-personalized interpretation 

is an essential platform that can enhance visitors’ understanding. This assertion is based on 
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the fact that “pictorial information can match the stimulus properties of real objects or 

event referents, activating cognitive representations associated with strong emotional 

responses” (Lang, Greenwald, Bradley, & Hamm, 1993, p. 262). Thus, it is important to 

ensure that photographic images for interpretive media have the potential to represent 

accurate symbolic meaning that can support the envisioned educational message. In 

addition, the use of images through non-personalized interpretation methods is vital to 

engage visitors’ attention and direct their interest toward educational materials at historic 

sites. The use of images also helps to break the monotonous use of text descriptions that 

are vital for non-personalized interpretation. In conclusion, this study will significantly 

enhance the design and presentation of non-personalized interpretation methods currently 

being used at historic battlefields.   

 

2.3 Understanding Visitor Experience at Heritage Settings 

 One of the objectives of historic site management is to provide meaningful 

experience to the visitors by meeting their visitation expectations. Heritage site 

organizations are increasingly sensitive to and aware of the need to include public 

participation in their policy planning and programs.  Optimal experience at historic sites 

generally encompasses several elements instead of a single, particular aspect of their visit.  

Generally, an optimal experience can be achieved based on atmosphere, characteristics of 

the site, existing infrastructure and services, interpretative programs, and facilities.  This 

view is supported by Poria et al. (2009), who say that it is important to understand the 

association among site attributes, visitors, and interpretive presentations while 

investigating the tourists’ experiences in heritage settings. 

 According to Rojas and Camarero (2008), a total experience sought by a visitor at 

heritage setting can typically be narrowed to personal satisfaction including leisure, 

culture, education, and social interaction.  They argue that “visiting experiences become 
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more than simply an inspection of an exhibit” (de Rojas & Camarero, 2008, p. 525). For 

example, using a museum setting to represent different types of informal education 

institutions (eg. heritage site visitors’ center, zoo, arts, arboretum), Falk and Dierking 

(1992) propose an “Interactive Experience Model” to present a coherent picture of visitors’ 

experiences.  This framework was developed based on common elements identified in 

visitors’ experiences and can be applied for different types of tourist attraction settings and 

different types of visitors (J. J. H. Falk & Dierking, 1992).  The visitor’s Interactive 

Experience Model encompasses three components, namely the personal context, the 

physical context, and the social context.   

 The personal context that may affect visitors’ experiences includes reasons for 

visiting, learning style, prior knowledge, previous experience (i.e. earlier visit to the same 

or other similar site), attitudes, interests, and cultural background.  The physical context 

refers to characteristics of the site, including its locations, site appearance, interpretive 

features, and ambience.  Finally, the social context includes the people with whom the 

visitors attend, and the people they encounter at the site, such as the staff, volunteers, and 

other visitors (J. J. H. Falk & Dierking, 1992).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Visitors experience framework according to Falk and Dierking (1992). 
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 Meanwhile, using a simpler concept, Csikszentmihalyi suggests that an optimal 

experience is achieved when our bodies and minds are “stretched to their limits in a 

voluntary effort to accomplish something difficult and worthwhile” (Csikszentmihalyi, 

1990, p. 3). He defines this experience as “flow” and proposes eight different 

characteristics, listed below, that can contribute to optimal experience (Beck & Cable, 

1998, p. 150).  

1. “Clear goals.” 

2. “Concentrations on the task at hand.” 

3. “A challenging activity that requires skill.” 

4. “The merging of action and awareness.” 

5. “Provides immediate feedback.” 

6. “The loss of self-consciousness.” 

7. “The paradox of control.” 

8. “Sense of time.” 

 Csikszentmihalyi (1997) also associated the level of skills and challenges required 

to achieve an optimal experience (refer to Figure 2.1). Based on this diagram, flow can be 

achieved when “the optimal levels of challenges (obstacles) and skills (personal) are met” 

(Abel, 2010, p. 21).  This theory can significantly influence how interpretive media at 

heritage sites should be designed to encourage visitors’ participation, which can lead them 

toward achieving an optimal experience.  
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Figure 2.2 Levels of skills and challenges in relation with flow. Figure adapted from Abel 

(2010, p. 21) 

 

2.3.1 Visitor’s experiences at historic battlefields 

 Falk and Dierking (1992) visitors’ experience framework reveals the importance of 

different factors and their complex relationship that can influence visitors’ experiences at 

museum settings. Although their work focuses on enclosed-informal learning 

environments, the basis of the framework can provide a critical understanding to park 

managers and interpretive designers useful in enhancing visitor experience at historic 

battlefields. Packer (2004), for instance, agreed that, although the fields of museum studies 

and interpretation have different learning goals and methods, both fields generally share 

more commonalities than are currently explored. This view is significant based on the fact 

that visitors’ experience at historic battlefields can be influenced by the same contexts 

(personal, physical, social) when visiting a visitor center (museum setting) and a battlefield 

landscape itself (learning in recreational setting through interpretation).  
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most essential decisions any of us can make is about how one’s time is allocated or 

invested.” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1998) 

Flow has been described as the point when the optimal levels of challenges 

(obstacles) and skills (personal) are met. “Flow tends to occur when a person’s skills are 

fully involved in overcoming a challenge that is just about manageable. Optimal 

experiences usually involve a fine balance between one’s ability to act, and the available 

opportunities to action.” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1998) As skill level rises challenges must 

 

 
Csikszentmihalyi’s graph indicating skills and challenges correlate 

Figure 5 

 

Figure 5: Csikszentmihalyi’s model of Flow 
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 For this study, the Civil War images are classified under the physical context of 

visitor experience since they have been used heavily as part of the interpretive media for 

battlefield interpretation. This corresponds to Falk and Storksdieck’s (2005) suggestions 

that physical context can also be represented by smaller scale elements such as exhibitions 

placed in a museum setting, in addition to site characteristics, location, and site appearance 

(J. J. H. Falk & Dierking, 1992). Previous research has shown that exhibition sequencing, 

positioning, content and labels can influence visitors’ learning (S. Bitgood & Patterson, 

1995; J. H. Falk, 1993; Serrell, 1996), since they are the primary vehicles to educate 

visitors in the museum setting. In the following sections two different scales of physical 

context highly associated with this study are further discussed to provide better 

understanding of visitors’ experiences at historic battlefields. 

 

2.3.1.1 Large-scale physical context: Battlefield landscapes characteristics 

 The notion that physical context play an important part in enhancing visitors’ 

experience, particularly at historic battlefields, is well established. Research on the large-

scale physical context of historic battlefields remains one of the most important aspects 

that has received attention by the NPS. Preservation efforts since in the early 19th century 

continuously focus on restoring the actual battlefields to reflect what the soldiers saw 

during the war. The restoration process includes reforestation of original forests and 

enhancing spatial structures defined by historic terrain, orchards, woodlands, grasslands 

and other types of cultivated fields (Lawhon, 2002).  This restoration is vital to improve 

the lines of sight, or viewsheds, of today’s visitors so that they can clearly understand 

avenues of approaches faced by the soldier during combat. In addition, the process of 

restoring man-made structures such as fence lines, farm lanes and historic buildings that 

played important roles in a battle can improve the historic integrity of the battlefields and 

significantly bring the experience closer to today’s visitors.   
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 Beyond the restoration process, the construction of monuments to mark specific 

combat units and their lines of battle in the battlefield landscape are known as one of the 

earliest approaches to emphasize the commemoration of war. The strong notion of 

monuments as objects of remembrance was acknowledged by John Howard Wert through 

his notes, “The more the field is decorated with these works of art, the more powerful 

becomes the impulse of the traveler and patriot to visit or revisit the field of glory” (Wert, 

1886, p. 5). According to Sellers, the process of creating and marking the battlefield is “not 

only a commemorative effort, but also an attempt to impose order on the past, on 

landscapes of conflict and confusion” (Sellars, 2005, p. 38). Through monuments, markers, 

and tablets, the battle’s dynamic can be revealed to the visitors and provide them with a 

better understanding of strategies and tactics involved (Sellars, 2005). 

 

2.3.1.2 Small-scale physical context: Civil War images for interpretive media 

 Historic images are known to be a powerful platform of communication that can 

help to convey information about the past to the viewers.  The importance of photographic 

images as a “functional medium with representational force” is undeniable because historic 

images can be the mediator that convey the knowledge of the past and present world 

(Chiorean, 2008, p. 243).  In fact, occasionally, photographic images provide the only 

source of evidence that can be used to gain insight into activities of past society (Moeller, 

1983). Photographic images can also reveal details such as spatial relationships and body 

postures and facial expressions typically omitted by descriptive narrative (Moeller, 1983). 

However, Chiorean (2008) argues that “photographic images play the role of speechless 

eyewitnesses, and the translation of their testimonials in words is not all unproblematic” 

(p.243).  

 Civil War images are known as one of the most important historic documents in 

visually preserving the memories of the Civil War, including the magnitude of the warfare 
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and the impact experienced by the American people.  These images represent multiple 

aspects of war, such as civilian life and environments, military figures, camp life, battle 

preparations, moments prior to battle, and outcomes of battles.  The primary objective of 

capturing these images was purposely to please publisher and public curiosity about the 

front lines of the battle rather than satisfying the expectations of historians.   

 According to Seels (1997), historians began to realize the importance of visual 

media to enhance  the understanding of history after the invention of an image processing 

technique called the halftone technique in late 19th century. The halftone technique3 allows 

mass production of historic photographs and subsequently renewed public interest in visual 

evidence of war.  It has also encouraged numerous hardcopy publications, documentaries, 

and movies that used photographs to portray one of the most important periods of 

American history (Seels, 1997).  According to Trachtenberg (1985), the photographs “are 

the popular historicism of our era; they confer nothing less than reality itself” (p.1). In the 

early 1860s, before the invention of the halftone technique, Civil War images were 

individually produced and difficult to publish (Cobb, 1962).  Wood engraving and 

lithography were used to mass-produce and publish images to broad audiences, but the 

lack of detail reduced their visual effectiveness. The “time-stained images” in the actual 

photographs are considered unarguable evidence that survive the war (Miller, 1912 cited in 

Trachtenberg, 1985). It is also important to note that the photographers of Civil War often 

faced difficulties when making photographs on the battlefields.  This included bulky 

equipment, sensitive chemicals, long exposure times, and weather conditions; these 

conditions limited their ability to photograph much besides the aftermath of battles (Cobb, 

1962; Seels, 1997).   

 In addition to being historic artifacts themselves, Civil War images are also being 

used heavily as part of the interpretive media for battlefield interpretation to augment 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 Halftone technique uses various sizes of dots in shape or spacing for image reproduction. 
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visitors’ understanding of historic events.  In fact the photographic images “offer a 

representation and interpretation of reality” (Masur, 1998, p. 1421).  Historical images 

taken during the Civil War provide evidence of physical representation embedded in the 

period landscape.  Unlike text, the images directly represent the realities of war, such as the 

cruelty of death (showing combatants’ bodies that are traumatized and mutilated), fear, 

suffering and grief that emotionally haunted the soldiers and citizens alike.  These images 

serve as a basis not only for the modern public to understand the result of the battles but 

also for historians and the staff of historic sites to interpret more vividly representations of 

the past. 

 Similar to visual media in text, images can also serve three different functions: 

draw attention to certain information, increase retention of information and increase 

understanding (Duchastel, 1978).  Besides engaging visitors’ emotions and stirring their 

imaginations with thematic subjects of the past, Tassel (1980) and Downey (1980) 

emphasize the importance historic images in facilitating educational processes.  They can 

make viewers resistant to ideological manipulation by making them more knowledgeable 

about the periods of history they depict (Seels, Good, & Berry, 1999).  

 In addition, historic photographs of the Civil War have been used to assist 

battlefield landscape restoration (Birnbaum, 1997).  For instance, to help with the 

restoration efforts, Civil War images often being used by the National Park Services as the 

main references to identify unique period historic landscape details. The details of the 

period can be seen in various types of fences, walls and structures that were reintroduced at 

the same site based on the landscape preserved in the historic images. 

!

2.3.2 Summary for visitors’ experience at historic battlefields 

 The visitors’ interactive experience framework helps to reveal factors that can 

influence visitors’ experiences at historic battlefields. Although this framework is 
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primarily associated with museum settings, it was found appropriate to shed light regarding 

visitors’ experience at historic battlefields. As mentioned in the previous sections, although 

evidence has shown the importance of exhibitions for visitors’ learning, little is known 

about how visual media, particularly the Civil War images, can influence visitors’ 

experience at historic battlefields. This review highlights the need to investigate the Civil 

War images in relationship to visitors’ interests, needs, and their relationship with their 

experience of historic resources.  Finally, this research also will reveal information about 

visitors’ reactions to different thematic subjects and contents preserved in Civil War 

images, thus providing useful information for park managers and decision makers to 

develop effective educational materials that will enhance visitors’ experiences of heritage 

settings.  

 

2.4 Historic Landscape Preferences 

 Studies of visitors, particularly at historic Civil War battlefields, are not new.  The 

National Park Service (NPS) and the University of Idaho Park Study Unit, for instance, 

have conducted continuous visitor studies through the Visitors Service Project since 1982.  

NPS efforts to further enhance and improve visitors’ experiences through these studies 

should be praised.  There is no doubt that these studies have significantly impacted the 

planning of interpretive media and activities at historic battlefields.  However, surprisingly, 

none of the study has focused on visitors’ perceptions of the content of the interpretive 

media, particularly those related to historic images of the Civil War. This is the case even 

though the images are recognized as important interpretative media.  This lack of data 

provides the opportunity for this study to fill the gap of current visitor studies at historic 

battlefields.  Therefore, this study aims to identify visitors’ perceptions of historic images 

of Civil War and factors that affect their perception of these images. 
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 Based on existing literature, an environmental perception study was determined to 

be the most suitable approach to identify visitors’ preferences using historic images.  

Although environmental perception studies are commonly used in understanding people’s 

perceptions of natural landscapes and built environments (Lekagul, 2002; Woods, 1995), 

this approach was chosen for the present study, because of it can identify the particulars of 

people’s reactions (Maulan, 2006) and it is both applicable and necessary for the historic 

battlefield environment.  Moreover, this method can be useful because it can help to reveal 

the meaning of a particular environment in the images. This is possible since peoples’ 

overall affective responses and judgments can significantly influence how they react to 

environments (Rapoport, 1977).  To identify patterns in these behaviors, the preference 

approach, also known as the Content Identifying Method (CIM)4, developed by Stephen 

Kaplan, Rachel Kaplan and John Wendt (1972), is used.  In addition to its empirical 

approach, this method is heavily dependent on the use of images to obtain spontaneous 

preference ratings from the research participants (Woods, 1995).  

 The preference approach also has several advantages that support the goal of this 

study. First, using this approach, it is relatively easy for people to make judgments based 

on their preferences: it can be done in the absence of expertise, little time commitment is 

needed to answer the survey compared to interviewing, and expressing preferences does 

not require deep thinking (R. Kaplan, 1985).  Second, preferences are considered almost 

second nature (R. Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989); thus, the participants will not be disagreeable 

to responding to a number of images substantial enough to include several different types 

of content in the survey (Woods, 1995).  This benefit is significant, particularly during the 

on-site data collection process. Furthermore, this study will offer a new opportunity to 

expand the use of the landscape preference approach, particularly with regard to 

understanding viewer responses to historic photographic images.  The subsequent sections 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 The details of CIM method is further discuss in section 2.5. 
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discuss several theories related to landscape preference studies that are considered 

significant for this study. 

 

2.4.1 Understanding Civil War images through landscape preference theories 

 In general, landscape preference theories can be categorized into two main fields of 

theories, namely, evolutionary theories and cultural preference theories (Bourassa, 1991; 

Tveit, Ode, & Fry, 2006).  The evolutionary theories are derived from the common 

evolutionary development of humankind, such as the environmental affordance theory (J. 

J. Gibson, 1979), the human biological development and evolution theory (Balling & Falk, 

1982), the prospect and refuge theory (Appleton, 1975), and information processing theory 

(R. Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989).  Some of these theories were found suitable to provide a 

basis for understanding visitors’ preferences for historic images of the Civil War. Further 

discussion of these theories follows, namely, the cultural preferences theory and theories 

categorized as evolutionary, including the prospect and refuge theory and the information 

processing theory. 

 

2.4.1.1 Cultural preferences theory 

 The cultural preference theory suggests that several factors, including individual, 

social and cultural background; motives; and previous landscape experience may influence 

perceptions of landscapes (Arnberger & Eder, 2011; Van den Berg & Koole, 2006; Zube, 

Sell, & Taylor, 1982).  In addition, some research has proven that the cultural preference 

theory may explain landscape preference (Strumse, 1996; Tveit, et al., 2006).  For instance, 

a study by Kaplan and Talbot (1988) found that there are significant preference differences 

between Black and White Americans regarding how they perceived natural landscape. In 

addition, preferences for landscape management practices were also found to differ 

between stakeholders and professionals (Anderson, 1978).  This can be explained because 
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preferences are not affected only by the physical characteristics of a landscape, but also by 

how the viewers are related to it (Bradley & Kearne, 2007). 

 This theory can be used as a basis to understand whether visitors’ backgrounds can 

influence their preferences for historic images of the Civil War.  For instance, it is 

anticipated that visitors who have ancestors who fought in the Civil War will have a higher 

preference for images that show battlefield landscapes compared to visitors without 

ancestors who fought during the war. It also can help in understanding whether other 

background variables, such as education, income-level, and age group can influence 

preference for Civil War images. 

 

2.4.1.2 Prospect and refuge theory 

 Appleton first introduced the prospect and refuge theory in 1975, stemming from 

his habitat theory, which suggest humans’ satisfaction, experience and pleasure are highly 

influenced by their biological needs (Porteous, 1996).  The prospect and refuge theory is 

based on human concerns with the needs to be safe and survive.  According to Appleton 

(1975), prospect is the condition that provides the advantage of seeing without being seen 

(refuge) and he associated this theory with humans’ evolutionary process as hunters and 

gatherers.  He argues that humans have natural inclinations toward environments that can 

simultaneously offer them a place to observe and hide.  Suhardi, Shariff and Miller (2006) 

suggest that humans respond to the same environmental stimuli in the modern times, even 

though they “no longer need to seek shelter from beasts of prey” (p. 28). This theory is 

considered appropriate for the present study due to the fact that the of Civil War images 

include landscapes that contain civilian structures, building ruins, encampments, and 

fortifications that may potentially offer the sense of prospect and refuge to the study 

participants.  
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2.4.1.3 Information processing theory 

 One of the most influential landscape preference theories is the information 

processing theory proposed by the Kaplans (S. Kaplan, 1979; S. Kaplan & Kaplan, 1982).  

Based on this theory, human are “information hungry creatures;” therefore, they are more 

likely to “prefer landscapes that can offer information that will help them make sense of 

the world around them” (Maulan, et al., 2006, p. 29).  Understanding information in the 

environment brings a sense of awareness that is important for one’s survival and feeling of 

security.  In fact, according to Rachel Kaplan, Stephen Kaplan and Ryan (1998), people 

also highly value environments that can offer them a sense of exploration.  

 Kaplan and Kaplan (1989) believe that people’s preference for landscapes is 

formulated by the content of the environment, such as trees, water, and human-made 

structures as well as by the spatial organization of the environment.  In addition to the 

environment, the Kaplan and Kaplan also believe that information associated with the 

environment depends heavily on its spatial qualities.  Based on these arguments, they 

proposed a preference framework that can explain how people perceive and interpret 

images of landscapes.  This framework allows better understanding of visual qualities of 

the environment based on two-dimensional and three-dimensional properties portrayed in 

an image. Table 2.1 provides details of this framework.  

 

Table 2.3. Landscape Preference Frameworks by Kaplan and Kaplan (1998). 

 Understanding-making sense Involvement/exploration 

2-dimensional Coherence Complexity 

3-dimensional Legibility Mystery 
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 The 2-dimensional properties consist of coherence (order and organization of 

elements in the environment) and complexity (the degree of diversity among the elements 

in the environment).  Meanwhile the 3-dimensional qualities are legibility (orientation and 

ease of finding one’s way) and mystery (potential opportunity to see and wander further).  

For this study, the landscape preference framework serves well in understanding 

preferences for historic images of the Civil War.  

  

2.4.2 Summary of concepts that support understanding of Civil War images through 

landscape preference theories 

 For this study, the landscape preference theories serve as the fundamental basis in 

understanding visitors’ preferences for Civil War images. In particular three different 

theories were reviewed, including the cultural preference theory, the prospect and refuge 

theory and the information processing theory. In the traditional landscape preference study, 

research has shown that the content of images such as trees, water and man-made 

structures can significantly influence people’s preferences. However, in this study, the 

content of the images that may affect visitors’ preferences may be different because the 

Civil War images mainly portray vivid representations of the past. On the other hand, it is 

anticipated that the spatial qualities of the historic images will have a significant impact 

that may affect visitors’ preferences.  

 Finally, it is vital to highlight the fact that this study is considered the first to 

attempt to understand historic images of Civil War using the landscape preference theories. 

Results from this study hopefully will expand not only understanding visitors’ preferences 

associated with historic landscape of conflicts but also reveal the potential of using 

landscape preference theories beyond the traditional environmental preference studies.  
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2.5 Potential Approaches in Understanding Preferences for Civil War Images 

 The traditional approach of preference studies uses a survey method to yield 

people’s responses regarding a particular environment. Known as the Content Identifying 

Method (CIM), this approach has been widely used to obtain an understanding of people’s 

attitudes and perceptions for the landscape. In addition to the CIM method, eye-tracking 

technology is identified as the approach that has the potential to help in understanding 

people’s preferences through recorded gaze data. Although the uses of eye-tracking 

technology, particularly in understanding landscape preferences, are limited, other studies 

have shown that eye-tracking data can be useful in identifying peoples’ preferences. The 

sections below discuss these two approaches as the main vehicles to derive understanding 

regarding visitors’ preferences for Civil War images. 

 

2.5.1 Content Identifying Method (CIM) 

 The CIM has been validated as an appropriate approach in understanding and 

identifying factors that affect people’s perceptions of the environment. In particular, CIM 

has been mainly used in assessing both natural and built landscape such as field and forest 

environment, mountain canyon and dessert, wetland, costal environment, and agrarian 

landscape (Herzog, 1984, 1987; Maulan, 2006; Miller, 1984 ; Strumse, 1996). However, 

currently, little is known regarding whether CIM can be used in understanding preferences 

for historic battlefield landscapes, particularly using various themes of Civil War images.  

According to Woods (1995), this method “draws upon empirical research methods, but 

relies on preference ratings that are highly intuitive and image independent” (p. 41). 

Preference ratings were obtained by having survey participants rate photographic images 

that were shown to them in the form of a booklet or a slide presentation. The image 

preference ratings were then analyzed using factor analysis that generated different groups 
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(known as dimensions) of images according to similar patterns of participants’ responses. 

Through this analysis, it is expected that the images contained in each group share similar 

contents or stimuli to which the participants respond similarly. The analysis of each 

dimension then continues with visual interpretation “to reveal patterns of perception that 

people have in response to an environment” (Maulan, 2006, p. 21). 

 Studies have shown that photographic images can be used as a suitable surrogate 

for a particular environment (R. Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989). This is particularly important in 

understanding historic battlefield landscapes since the realities of the war that took place in 

the period landscapes have long gone. Thus, historic images of Civil War, which provide 

vivid representations of the past, serve as the most appropriate surrogate that can be used. 

Furthermore, research by Pitt and Zube (1987) and Shuttleworth (Shuttleworth, 1980) 

argue that there are no significant issues or differences found when using photographic 

images for preference ratings. Their studies provide answers regarding criticism of using 

photographic images or slides for preference studies. 

 

2.5.2 Eye-tracking 

 According to Jacob and Karn (2003), research in eye-tracking “pre-dates the 

widespread use of computers by almost 100 years,” with early interest in understanding 

eye movements that occurs in reading process (p. 1). The earlier research was initiated 

through intrusive mechanical devices that required contact with the cornea and then was 

followed by non-intrusive approaches in the early 20th century (Jacob & Karn, 2003). 

Then, in the second quarter of the 20th century, researchers began to explore eye-

movements associated with still images. For instance, Buswell (1935) attempted to identify 

people’s eye-movement patterns and perceptions when they look at color pictures.  
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 The increase of interest in eye-tracking research can be associated with the 

advancement of and easy access to different types of tracking equipment. For example, in 

the 1960s, Shackel (1960) and Mackworth and Thomas (1962) introduced a head-mounted 

eye-tracker which allowed only a certain level of head movement in comparison with 

today’s eye-tracking apparatus that is becoming less intrusive, less obtrusive, more mobile 

and easier to use. These qualities in particular can be associated with the advancement of 

imaging sensors, video cameras and image processing systems that are considered 

important for human computer interaction (HCI) (Oyekoya, 2007).  

 Generally, research in eye-tracking focuses on several types of gaze data, including 

saccades, fixations, dwelling time, and scanpath. According to Pomplun (1998), eye 

movements (gaze) are not a continuous process when viewing pictures or a static scene. 

Eye movements that tend to leap from one inspected location to another are identified as 

saccades, and the motionless positions between those leaps are fixations (Pomplun, 1998). 

Dwelling time is defined as time durations for individual fixations, while scanpath refers to 

eye movement patterns that emerge from a sequence of fixations (Jacob & Karn, 2003).  

 Since the 1950s, eye-tracking technologies have been heavily focused on usability 

studies that ranges from pilot training (Fitts, Jones, & Milton, 1950; Flemisch & Onken, 

2000; Harris & Christhilf, 1980) to computer interface (Byrne, Anderson, Douglas, & 

Matessa, 1999; Card, 1984; J. H. Goldberg & Kotval, 1998) and web design (Abel, 2010; 

Albert, 2002; J H Goldberg, Stimson, Lewenstein, Scott, & Wichansky, 2002). On the 

other hand, eye-tracking studies on scene perception and visual attention towards pictorial 

media such as paintings (Iarbus, 1967; Massaro et al., 2012; Wallraven, Cunningham, 

Rigau, Feixas, & Sbert, 2009) and photographic images (Iarbus, 1967; Geoffrey Russell 

Loftus, 1976; Rayner, 1998) provides possible understanding of preferences for Civil War 

images. 
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 Other studies, for example, have shown that gaze data such as higher fixation 

counts, return of fixations and longer dwelling time can be a significant indication of color 

preferences (Lee, Tang, & Tsai, 2005), interest in a particular images (Glaholt, Wu, & 

Reingold, 2009; Oyekoya, 2007), and processing of complex information (Oyekoya, 

2007). Nonetheless, Rayner (1998)  argues that detailed analysis of eye movement can be a 

high-cost and low-yield effort and highlighted the need to be cautious when interpreting 

gaze data. Results from other experiments have suggested that the gist of a scene can be 

comprehended by a viewer with the first few fixations, and the remainder of the fixations 

are believed only to fill in details (Duchowski, 2007).   

 

2.5.3 Summary for approaches in understanding preferences for Civil War images 

 The above discussion describes two different approaches in understanding Civil 

War images. First, the use of the CIM method to analyze peoples’ responses for a 

particular environment is recognized as a valid method in understanding their perceptions. 

This method depends heavily on factor analysis to generate different groups of images 

based on patterns of preference ratings.  Meanwhile, the eye-tracking approach focuses 

mainly on different types of gaze data that can be an indication of the viewer’s preferences. 

Nevertheless, little is currently known regarding how combinations of eye-tracking 

technology and the CIM approach can provide more meaningful understanding peoples’ 

preferences associated with still images. However, the above reviews have shed some light 

and open new opportunities for attempting combinations of these approaches that can 

provide a more holistic understanding of peoples’ preferences and their relationship with 

complex gaze data.  
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2.6 Potential Factors Affecting Preferences for Civil War Images 

 Due to lack of existing literature related to understanding preferences towards 

historic images, this section expands the scope of discussion to explore significant 

variables that may significantly influence visitors’ preferences at different types of heritage 

site. These variables were categorized into six main sub-sections, namely personal life 

histories, prior knowledge and familiarity with topics, motivation, special interest, cultural 

background, and trip characteristics. The sections below provide details of each variable.  

 

2.6.1 Personal life histories 

 Life histories, such as childhood experiences, can significantly affect interest at 

heritage sites, particularly at historic battlefields (Dunkley, Morgan, & Westwood, 2011).  

Dunkely et al. (2011) found that interest in military technologies, such as military tanks, 

can be associated with Uzell’s (1989) argument that boys tend to play as soldiers and 

reconstruct battles.  In a study of battlefield tours at the Somme and Ypres (WW1) 

battlefield, they remarked that one of the study participants spent more time than other 

members of the tour group taking pictures and observing details at tank memorials.  A 

subsequent interview revealed that the study participant enjoyed playing with and building 

model tanks during his childhood (Dunkley, et al., 2011).  In addition, some of the study 

participants admitted that their general interest in WW1 was mainly because of their 

military backgrounds and family connections with the Great War. Findings from other 

studies also shown that visitors who have close connections with casualties of war are 

significantly influenced in their experience at historic battlefields (Gatewood & Cameron, 

2004; T. Seaton, 1996).   

 

2.6.2 Prior knowledge and familiarity with topics 

 Studies by Dunkley (2011) suggest that prior knowledge can affect interest in 
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studying specific topics at historic battlefields.  Using creative conversation methods, she 

identified that one of her research participants was particularly intrigued to learn about the 

military logistics in World War 1 (WW1).  Further investigation revealed that the 

participant had prior knowledge of the same topic for a Napoleonic battle.  In addition, 

prior interest in historic site was found to be significant factor that affects how visitors use 

interpretive media (Light, 1995).  Visitors with prior interest for historic site is more likely 

to have a greater desire to use their leisure time to learn about the exhibitions or 

interpretive displays compared to mainstream visitors.  This corroborates with Griggs and 

Alt’s (1982) findings that visitors’ prior interest in a particular subject can affect how they 

use interpretive displays at natural history museums.  

 

2.6.3 Motivation 

 Motivation to visit heritage sites is one of the areas that has received great attention 

from researchers, particularly in the field of tourism. According to Beck and Cable (1998), 

“understanding what an audience already knows and what motivates them permits 

interpreters to present more interesting, pertinent, and challenging information” (p.17). 

Motivation can be reasons for visitation (eg. education, leisure, recreational, remembrance) 

or interest in learning more about a specific subject or exhibit. For instance, a study by 

Winter (2011) at the Great War Town of Ieper or Ypres indicated that most of the visitors 

to the town can be categorized as tourist instead of war pilgrims.  This is reflected by the 

fact that visiting battlefields or military cemeteries was not their sole reason for travel. 

Staying at the town was generally for a leisure experience and part of their longer trip. On 

the other hand, Winter (2011) found that most of the visitors listed remembrance and 

education as the main reason they participated in activities such as visiting war memorials, 

battlefields, and cemeteries. These activities are particularly significant for visitors who 

had family who fought in the war (Winter, 2011).   
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 However, it is also important to highlight that visitors’ motivations to see and 

experience the meaning of a place can change over time.  Uzzell (1998) describes such 

changes in regard to battlefield landscapes: “When the war generation first visited 

battlefield sites after the last war, it was to pay homage and to remember.  As that 

generation ceases to be with us, so do the motivations to visit change.  Places become less 

to do with remembrance and more to do with a day-trip excursion” (David Uzzell, 1998, p. 

14).  

 

2.6.4 Special interest  

 People’s special interests and pursuits can significantly influence their preferences 

at heritage sites.  For instance, a study by Poria et al. (2009) shows that their study 

participants preferred that information provided through interpretation at heritage sites be 

customized according to their personal interests and pursuits.  In addition, Poria et al 

(2009) also found that visitors with different interests at heritage sites preferred different 

types of interpretation narratives.  These findings suggests that heritage park managers 

should present relevant information to the visitors in such a way that it can be tailored to 

their unique interests.  Furthermore, special interest was also found to be a significant 

influence on how visitors use interpretive displays at heritage sites.  According to Griggs 

and Alt (1982), visitors with special interests are inclined to use different types of 

interpretive displays than are other visitors.    

 

2.6.5 Cultural background and sub culture (age/gender/education) 

 Poria, Yaniv, Biran and Avital (2009) found that a sense of personal heritage could 

significantly influence preference toward the content of an interpretation.  The more people 

perceive a heritage site as part of their personal heritage, the more they want the 

interpretive content to be associated with and focused on their heritage (Poria, et al., 2009).  
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This finding corroborates with Nasar’s (1997) argument “that people from the same 

cultural background are likely to have similar preferences because of their similar 

experiences” (Maulan, 2006, p. 32).  

 Age was found to be a significant variable that influences people’s behavior toward 

searches for information prior to visiting historical sites, and toward the use of interpretive 

media at heritage sites.  For instance, a recent study by Palso et al. (2009) at American 

Civil War battlefields showed that members of the older age group ( above 55 years old) 

are more likely than are members of a younger age group to use maps and brochures as a 

method of searching for information prior their visit.  Meanwhile, members of the younger 

age group (age below than 51 years) are more likely to use websites, information from 

previous visits, and information from acquaintances.  

 Another study by Griggs and Alt (1982) reveals that visitors in an older age group 

have greater involvement with interpretation media compared to younger visitors.  Older 

visitors have more interest in reading and observing interpretation panels and displays 

since understanding is important for them (Griggs & Alt, 1982).  In addition, they also 

discovered that visitors with a higher level of education tend to seek more information 

during their visit.  Other cultural factors, such as religion, also significantly influenced how 

visitors respond to online information about heritage sites.  A study by Gvili and Poria 

(2005) identified that people with different religions and levels of religious belief have 

different preferences for the content in museum websites.   

 

2.6.6 Trip characteristics 

 Particulars of the travel arrangements, such as travelling with younger family 

members, can also significantly influence how people use interpretive media at heritage 

site. In a natural history museum setting, visitors with children tend to glance quickly 

through the interpretive information and are less likely to enter the exhibitions (Griggs & 
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Alt, 1982).  On the other hand, they found that couples without children have a greater 

tendency to spend more time reading interpretive media and enter exhibitions.  

 

2.6.7 Summary of factors affecting visitors’ preferences at heritage site 

 The above reviews provide some understanding regarding personal factors that may 

influence visitors’ preferences for Civil War images. These factors include personal life 

histories, prior knowledge and familiarity with topics, motivations, special interest, cultural 

background and subculture (i.e. age gender education), and trip characteristics. Based on 

the nature of these studies, some of these factors, including personal life histories and 

background variables, will possibly have strong influence that affecting visitors’ 

preferences for Civil War images. In addition, it is anticipated that different preferences 

might exist among sub-variables contained within each of these factors such as gender, 

special interest and motivation to visit historic battlefields.  

 

2.7 Conclusion of Literature Review 

 The literature review covers a wide range of topics to provide coherent 

understanding regarding visitors’ preferences for Civil War images. The reviews first 

discuss the basic concept of interpretation and relationship with theory of communication, 

fundamental interpretation principles and principles that are highly associated in the study. 

In addition to revealing the main purpose of interpretation, some of the interpretation 

principles outlined by Tilden and Beck and Cable highlight the importance and 

contribution of this study. Meanwhile the discussion of different methods of historic 

interpretation revealed that the uses of images, particularly through non-personalized 

interpretations, are vital to engage visitors’ attention and interest regarding educational 

materials at the historic site.  
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 Based on the interactive experience framework, the review also provides some 

understanding regarding factors that can influence visitors experience at historic 

battlefields, namely the personal context, physical context and the social context. Some of 

these factors were also recognized to have the potential to significantly affect preferences 

for Civil War images. The review also provides a theoretical and methodological basis for 

this study. Specifically, several landscape preference theories, such as the cultural 

preference theory, prospect and refuge theory and information theory, were identified to be 

suitable as a basis in understanding visitor preferences. In addition, since this study is 

entirely focused on photographic images to yield preference ratings, the CIM and eye-

racking methods have been found as a suitable approach to understanding visitors’ 

preferences. Finally, the literature review also revealed some of the personal factors that 

have the potential to affect visitor preferences for Civil War images. For instance, some 

factors such as personal life histories, and visitors’ background and motivation are 

important variables that need to be closely examined. The next chapter, Methodology, will 

discuss in detail the procedures used for data collection in this study.  
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 

 

The objectives of this study are to identify visitor preferences and attitudes towards 

different types of historic Civil War images and to determine how eye-tracking technology 

can be used to understand visitor preferences.  To fulfill the objectives, a visitor preference 

survey was designed and used as the main vehicle to obtain data for this study.  This 

chapter describes the procedures used to develop the survey and rationale for using it.  The 

discussion of methodology in this chapter is organized in this following order:  the first 

section highlights the research questions, which are the driving force of the study. It 

discusses how each research question is addressed in the research.  The second section 

discusses the survey instruments, including the major components of the questionnaires 

used in the survey.  The third section describes the demographics of the participants, and 

the fourth section presents the protocols and procedures for administering the survey.  The 

fifth section discusses the statistical procedures used to analyze the data, and the final 

section summarizes this chapter.  

 

3.1  Research Questions 

Four research questions were identified to address the objectives for this study.  

Each of the research questions is discussed to identify how it contributed to the study. The 

appropriate methods to determine answers to each question are also described.  

 

3.1.1  Research question 1 (RQ1): What are the characteristics of Civil War images 

that influence visitor preferences?   

The purpose of the first question is to identify significant factors and characteristics 

of Civil War images, such as types of military activities, the physical and facial appearance 
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of soldiers, the presence and positioning of weapons, and ruins that may influence visitor 

preferences.  By understanding these characteristics, future improvement can be made 

during the image selection process in developing battlefield interpretation materials.  It can 

also enhance the understanding of park managers and interpretion designers regarding 

which characteristics of images are important to enhancing visitor appreciation of 

historical events and educational experiences at historical battlefields.  Based on the 

literature reviewed in Chapter 2, the investigation includes analysis to determine the 

content of the most and least preferred images, analysis to discern the salient dimensions of 

the content, and analysis of the participants’ verbal descriptions of the images in order to 

infer the participants’ perceptions of and emotional responses to them.  For these analyses, 

data were collected based on participants’ rating responses and free response descriptions 

gathered through the survey questionnaire. The design and administration of the survey are 

described in detail in Section 3.4.  

 

3.1.2  Research question 2 (RQ2): What are the factors that influence visitor 

preferences of Civil War images? 

The second research question attempts to identify significant factors that may 

influence visitor preferences towards the Civil War images.  An answer to this question 

could contribute to a crucial understanding of how battlefield interpretation can be 

customized and how individuals perceive these images based on their unique background 

characteristics.  The analysis was premised on two types of independent variables: the 

participants’ background variables and the participants’ motivation variables.  To answer 

this question, several statistical procedures including multivariate and univariate analyses 

were used.  Detailed descriptions of these variables and how they are used in the survey are 

discussed in Section 3.4.  
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3.1.3  Research question 3 (RQ3): What are visitor attitudes regarding the use of 

gruesome images of Civil War for battlefield interpretation.   

In addition to identifying which characteristics of Civil War images are preferred 

by visitors, this study also investigated the use of gruesome images of the Civil War as part 

of the interpretive materials at historic battlefields.  It also seeks to understand the potential 

of using gruesome images in enhancing affective components of battlefield interpretation 

from the visitor perspective.  To identify their attitudes, a set of gruesome images of the 

Civil War was used to obtain responses from the participants. In addition, participants’ 

verbal descriptions regarding these images were used to validate some of the findings.  The 

procedures used to obtain the data are further described in Section 3.4  

 

3.1.4 Research question 4 (RQ4): How can eye-tracking technology be used to better 

understand visitor preferences for Civil War images?   

In addition to the traditional survey questionnaire approach, eye-tracking 

technology was used in the study to aid in understanding visitor preferences for the Civil 

War images.  The eye-tracking technology was chosen because of its ability to record eye 

movements that may reveal significant patterns affecting preferences.  The variables 

collected from the eye-tracking experiment were derived from data recorded using 

scanpath, eye fixation, dwelling time, entry time, and fixation duration analyses 

(definitions appear in Section 3.2.3).  Further details of how data collection was conducted 

through the experiment are described in Section 3.5.   

 

3.2  Survey Instruments   

To attain the objectives of this study, preference ratings was selected as one of the 

main methods by which to measure visitor preferences towards historic images of the Civil 

War.  According to Kaplan (1985), preference ratings of scenes were proven effective in 
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identifying perceptual factors or dimensions even when used in different types of research 

settings.  Preferences also related to a person’s cognitive processes, previous knowledge, 

and innate reactions (R. Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989). The results of preference analysis reflect 

perceptions (S. Kaplan & Kaplan, 1982) and patterns of preferences, and so can shed light 

on the nature of the perceptions (Woods, 1995).  

Preference as an approach in measuring attitudes regarding the environmental 

setting is more effective and useful than other abstract concepts, such as aesthetics, that are 

possibly more difficult for general participants to make judgments about (R. Kaplan & 

Kaplan, 1989).  According to Woods (1995) and Lekagul (2002), people continuously 

make preference judgments in everyday life. The process of making preference judgments 

can be enhanced based on past experience and new information (R. Kaplan, 1985).  

Therefore, preference is considered as the most suitable approach in assessing visitor 

perception of historic Civil War images.  Consistent preference ratings for these images 

can provide an understanding of visitor perceptions of the content of images that are 

important to their understanding and educational experience.  This is achieved by using 

Content Identifying Methods (CIM) developed by Rachel Kaplan (1977). Three different 

methods of data collection were used in the study in order to answer the research 

questions.  

 

3.2.1  Instrument design 

The first method of investigation in the study used a booklet of images and survey 

questionnaires (available in Appendices-A and B), the second method was an online 

survey (available in Appendix-C), and the third was the eye-tracking survey. The first 

method was employed in the study because the data collection process was proven efficient 

and practical for previous preference studies, named in the literature review.  Using a 

booklet of images and questionnaires, large numbers of potential participants can 
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simultaneously participate during an on-site survey.  In addition to the image booklet and 

questionnaire, the online5 survey was used to increase the sample size for on-site data 

collection.  Participants who chose to participate but voiced a time constraint were offered 

the opportunity to participate in the online survey.  Finally, the eye tracking survey was 

conducted to obtain gaze data from some of the off-site6 participants, particularly with 

regard to answering the fourth research question.   

Structurally, all these methods of data collection address a similar set of images, 

questions, and order.  On the other hand, the first two methods were conducted on-site at 

the selected study areas (at historic battlefields) while the eye-tracking survey was 

conducted at the Virginia Tech campus due to physical limitations posed by the equipment. 

In addition, the administrative procedures also vary among these methods.  Details of the 

procedures used in developing each survey instrument are discussed further in the sub-

sections below.  

 

3.2.1.1 Visitor survey questionnaires and image booklet   

The first method of data collection has two components.  The first component is the 

survey questionnaires and the second component is the booklet of photographic images.  

The survey questionnaires consisted of four different sections that correspond to the first 

three research questions.  These questionnaire sections are described in the following 

order: 

1. Image preference rating survey (responding to RQ1) 

2. Image description survey (responding to RQ1) 

3. Gruesome images survey (responding to RQ3)" 

4. Visitor interest and background survey (responding to RQ2) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Input from participants who had visited the actual sites!
6 On-campus participants 
7 Based on a sequence of questions in the survey and image booklet. 
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The image booklet consisted of three sets of Civil War images that were used by 

the participants to answer the survey questionnaires.  The rationale and procedures used to 

develop both the questionnaires and the image booklet, as well as the manner in which 

these components correspond to each other are described in sub-section below. 

 

3.2.1.2 Preference rating survey 

For the preference rating of historic images, the Content Identification Method 

(CIM) developed by R. Kaplan (1977) was adopted as the main approach to reveal patterns 

of visitor preferences.  This method was used because it was proven reliable in identifying 

people’s perception using rating judgments (Likert scale) particularly in environmental 

assessment surveys. Park managers and interpretive designers can use the results from the 

preference rating survey to understand the characteristics of the Civil War images that can 

enhance visitor understanding and educational experience when visiting the battlefield. In 

this study, the historic image preference rating was measured using a five-point Likert 

scale, where 1 = uninterested, 2 = somewhat uninterested, 3 = neither uninterested nor 

interested, 4 = somewhat interested 5 = very interested.  The sub-section below describes 

the image booklet and the procedures used to select and sequence the images of historic 

battlefields for the preference rating survey. There were two procedures: image selection 

and images presentation. In this study, however, only images that related to Civil War land 

battles were used. 

 

3.2.1.3 Image booklet   

The images were arranged in an 8.5” x 11.5” landscape-oriented booklet (Images 

Booklet-A) and each page contained only one image.  It was decided that this format 

would enable the survey participants to see details that may be important to their 

preference for historic Civil War images.  If the images were too small, it would be 
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difficult for the participants to make clear judgments about their preferences, perhaps 

missing factors germane to the results of the study.  Finally, to avoid order effect8, a 

second booklet of images (Images Booklet-B) was created, with all the images in the first 

booklet but arranged in reverse order.  Throughout the on-site survey, approximately half 

of the participants were shown “Images Booklet A” and the other half were shown 

“Images Booklet-B.”  The Civil War images were printed on both sides of the paper, to 

reduce the thickness of the booklet.  

 

Image selection   

In order to understand visitor perceptions of battlefield images, it is also important 

that the images include different types of content.  To achieve this, more than 200 historic 

images were selected based on their content, quality, and scale from various military 

campaigns that took place during the Civil War.  In addition, the images were comprised 

only of outdoor scenes that were captured before and after battles, and all show remarkable 

details of the war scenes.  The majority of the war images used in this study were selected 

and downloaded from the Library of Congress online database known as “Selected Civil 

War Photograph Collection.” 

One of the chief issues identified for the image selection is related to the quality of 

these images. The majority of the images were captured on wet-plate negatives, known to 

be very sensitive and hard to keep.  Scratches, stain marks, and roughness can easily be 

identified in the images due to the reproduction techniques and poor handling.  For the 

purpose of the study, images that had strong stain marks or scratches in the foreground9 or 

middle ground10 were excluded.  This was necessary to avoid distracting the participants.  

Moreover, the selected images were edited slightly to eliminate some of the superficial 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 Participants’ tendency to rate the images with the same responses. 
9 The part of a view that is nearest to the viewer in a picture. 
10 The part of a view that sits between the nearest and farthest elements.!
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flaws mentioned above.  The majority of the edges were cropped and some were enhanced 

for brightness.     

As mentioned earlier, it is important to include different types of Civil War images 

in order to understand people’s perceptions of what elements of images enhance their 

historic understanding and educational experience.  To achieve this, the images were 

categorized into battle ruins, military fortifications, military encampments, weapons, 

landforms and topography, military transportation, non-combat units, civilian structures, 

and military personnel.  For each category, the images also varied in term of scale, 

condition and organization. The images in which the main content was positioned farther 

than the middle ground and those that were blurred were excluded.  In addition, the 

selection procedures involved a stratification process to ensure that different content 

represented in the images was adequately represented and repeated in the survey.  Based 

on these procedures, a final set of 36 images was selected for use in the survey. 

 

Image sequencing  

To obtain clear and unbiased responses from the participants, it is very important to 

properly present the 36 images in the booklet.  For the random sampling process, each of 

these images was given a number from a random number table. To determine the image 

sequence, the following rules were used.  

1. “No more than two consecutive images from the same content categories 

were allowed in the booklet” (Maulan, 2006, p. 53) 

2. “Sequential images from the original order were not placed together” 

(Maulan, 2006, p. 53). 

The images were drawn based on the rules mentioned above and only one random 

number was drawn at a time. However if the image did not meet the rules stated above, the 

random number was returned to the pool of numbers, and another number was drawn. 
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The rules were adopted for sequencing the images to prevent participants from 

being familiar with a particular content.  This is necessary to avoid a sequence effect in the 

ratings by the survey participants. In addition, at the beginning and at the end of the 

booklet, two additional images were added to help the participants to get used with the 

rating procedures and to avoid the participants from expecting that they almost end the 

survey. The additional images at the beginning and the end were added to reduce the 

beginning and end effect factors, and were not included as part of the statistical analysis 

(Kaboudarahangi, Tahir, Shariff, & Maulan, 2011; Rogge, Nevens, & Gulinck, 2007). 

Short phrases or labels were provided for each image to help the participant 

understand what the image was about and how it related to Civil War battlefields; for 

example, images carried labels such as city ruins, civilian house, and battlefield vantage 

point.  This is an uncommon procedure, not used in most landscape preference studies; 

however, since this study focuses on images related to Civil War battles, the labels were 

necessary to ensure the survey participants understood how the images were related to 

historic battlefield sites.  

 

3.2.1.4 Image description survey   

Verbal descriptions of the images were used to identify participants’ interpretations 

of the Civil War images to answer the first research question.  Using 10 images selected 

from the preferences rating survey, the participants were told to describe these images 

using only one or two words. The participants’ descriptions are an important part of the 

triangulation process in understanding the preference dimensions extracted from the factor 

analysis.  According to Maulan (2006), the descriptions can be used to determine “what 

participants were reacting to when rating their preferences for the scenes” (p. 54).  Again, 

for the image descriptions, only one image was printed on each page; the same format was 
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used for the image preference rating that allows participants to see two images at the same 

time.  These images were placed in Section 2 in the image booklet. 

 

3.2.1.5 Gruesome images survey   

The gruesome images of the Civil War are used as part of the interpretative 

materials to enhance visitor understanding and experience at historic American battlefields.  

Although it is possible that they influence visitor experience, questions remain regarding 

whether use of this type of images for battlefield interpretation could offend or upset some 

visitors, or whether it is highly valued as a realistic part of their educational experience.  

To answer these questions, the survey was divided into two sub-sections.  The first section 

identified visitor attitudes regarding different levels of gruesome images of the Civil War, 

and the second section assessed the visitors’ beliefs about the use of these images for 

interpretation purposes.  

For the first section, eight gruesome images showing dead and injured soldiers 

were included in the image booklet.  The images were selected based on several criteria, 

including the arrangement of the corpses (eg. corpses in random locations on battleground 

or placed in rows), visibility of the faces of the dead soldiers, numbers of corpses in the 

images, covered or open corpses, and corpse postures.  In this section, participants were 

asked to choose an answer from five multiple-choice options to represent their personal 

views on using these images as part of a battlefield interpretation (a = always 

inappropriate, b = appropriate if the viewer is warned that images are potentially 

disturbing, c = appropriate if age restrictions are implied, d = always appropriate, e = don’t 

know).  The participants’ responses to this section help to determine whether the 

characteristics of these images make them appropriate for use in battlefield interpretation, 

and how that use might be made most effectively.   
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For the second sub-section, the participants were asked to identify and clarify their 

beliefs about the use of gruesome images for interpretation purposes.  Five different 

statements, as shown below, were presented to the participants in addition to a request that 

they suggest an appropriate age for viewing such images in the event they believe 

restrictions should be imposed.   

1. Helps me understand the realities of war (e.g. death, suffering). 

2. Offers an opportunity to honor the sacrifices of those who were killed or 

injured. 

3. These pictures are sacred; thus, it is not right to use these images for 

interpretation purposes. 

4. I feel emotionally uncomfortable if I choose to look at these images. 

5. Age restrictions should be imposed in order to access these images (Please 

suggest: Age ___ and above) 

To allow more meaningful understanding of the effect of the gruesome images, 

participants were also asked to describe their personal reactions in the last section of this 

survey. 

 

3.2.1.6 Visitor interest and background survey   

The last section of the survey was designed to answer the second research question, 

regarding factors that influence visitors’ preferences for Civil War images.  Based on the 

literature, several types of variables were identified as potential factors that may influence 

visitor preferences. However, for better understanding of the study, those variables are 

reorganized into two major variable groups, namely visitor motivation and visitor 

background variable groups.  Motivation variables comprised three sub-variables, 

including interest in learning, reason for the visit, and travelling distance to historic 

battlefields.  The background variables included two major sub-groups.  The first sub-
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group included demographic variables, which includes age, gender, level of education, and 

level of income.  The second sub-group was familiarity with battlefield landscape.  The 

familiarity variables included whether a member of the participant’s family had served in 

the military, whether the participant’s ancestors had fought in the Civil War, the number of 

visits the participant had made to battlefield sites, and, finally, whether or not the 

participant had visited that particular historic battlefield before (repeated or non-repeated 

visitor).  These variables are presented in Table 3.1.  Further discussion of how these 

variables were used and rationale for including them in the survey are highlighted in the 

sub-sections below. 

Table 3.1 Variables Used as Factors Affecting Visitor Preferences for Civil War Images 

Motivation variables 
Background variables 

Demographic Familiarity 

Interest in learning Age groups Family in military 

Reason to visit Gender Ancestors fought in CW 

Distance travelled Education level Number of visits 

 Income level Repeated on non-repeated 

 

Motivation variable 1: Visitor interest in learning   

In the survey, participants were asked to rate their interest in learning about 

different types of historic battlefield resources11, such as battlefield ruins, representations 

of soldier life, military tactics, battlefield monuments, and military cemeteries during their 

visit.  It is important to note that participants’ motivations, such as interest in learning 

about a particular historic resource, can influence their preferences when rating Civil War 

images.  According to Dunkley, Morgan, and Westwood (2011), visitors to landscapes of 

heritage such as battlefields, typically have different and sometimes specific intentions as 

to what they want to learn and experience.  For instance, visitors who have more interest in 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 Please refer to Appendix A for a full list of the historic battlefield resources used in the visitor survey. 
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learning about military technology will possibly rate the images of military weapons 

higher than visitors with other interests.  The survey also revealed important historic 

resources that were the most and least interesting to the participants.  In the questionnaires, 

participants were asked to use a five-point Likert scale to indicate their personal interest for 

each type of resource (1 = uninterested, 2 = somewhat uninterested, 3 = neither 

uninterested nor interested, 4 = somewhat interested, 5 = very interested, 6 = don’t know).  

Overall, 16 different types of historic battlefield resources were included in this section.  

Analysis focused on participants’ interest in learning and is elaborated in section 3.5.2.1. 

 

Motivation variable 2: Reasons to visit   

Different reasons to visit historic battlefields may also affect participants’ 

preferences for Civil War images.  Reasons for visits can include personal curiosity about 

history, recreation, uniqueness of an exhibit, and popularity of the battlefield.  The 

participants were asked to write one or two reasons for their visit to the battlefield12. 

 

Motivation variable 3: Distance travelled  

Another factor that might affect visitor preferences for Civil War images is the 

distance they travel to historic battlefields.  For instance, it is anticipated that participants 

who live farther with longer travelling distance might have higher desire to experience 

certain historic battlefield resources, which could affect their preference.  On the other 

hand, participants who live closer to heritage sites may perceive the heritage as more 

meaningful (David Uzzell, 1998).  This may affect their preferences for photographic 

images as well. Further analysis will provide evidence of whether participants with 

different travelling distances perceived the images included in this study differently. Data 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 For eye-tracking participants, the question was changed slightly from “How interested are you in learning 
about each of the following in a visit to a battlefield?” to “How interested are you in learning about each of 
the following if you plan to visit a historic battlefield?” 
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for this variable was collected using an open-ended question that asked for participants’ 

home postal codes.  

 

Background variable 1: Socio-economic status 

A visitor’s demographics, including nationality, education level, age, income level, 

and gender, may affect preferences for Civil War images.  The socio-economic background 

also provides different opportunities to learn about and perceive the world (Maulan, 2006).  

Participants with higher economic status, for instance, possibly have more opportunity to 

visit historic battlefields. Frequent exposure to different interpretive materials may affect 

their perceptions of and preferences for the images.  In addition, age group has been shown 

to influence preferences for information sources at historic battlefields (Palso, et al., 2009).  

Using a categorical scale, participants were asked to identify their nationality, 

gender and education level (grade school, high school, college, post-graduate). An interval 

scale was used to measure their gross family income (less than $25,000, $25,000-50,000, 

$50,000-75,000, $75,000-100,000, and more than $100,000).  Since the gross income level 

might be considered confidential by some participants, the question was made optional.  

 

Background variable 2: Familiarity with battlefield landscape   

Another factor that may impact the visitor image preferences could be the their 

familiarity with the battlefield landscape.  For instance, some participants may have 

personal life-histories that are closely related to a military environment, which could affect 

their preferences.  Thus, it is anticipated that participants with ancestors who fought in the 

Civil War, or family members who served or currently serve in the military, may reflect 

their affiliation with the military in their preferences for images of the Civil War.  In fact, 

different life histories was found to be a significant influence on particular interests at 

historic battlefields (Dunkley, et al., 2011). 
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Frequency of visits to historic battlefields can also serve as a predictor of 

participants’ preferences. For instance, participants with high numbers or frequencies of 

visits to historic battlefields, such as “Civil War buffs,” may have higher interest in the 

battlefield’s history.  It is also possible that they may rate Civil War images higher than do 

mainstream visitors.  Using a categorical scale (yes or no), the participants were asked if 

they had made prior visits, along with an open-ended question regarding the number of 

visits, in order to identify their familiarity with the battlefield.  In addition, participants 

were asked whether they had ancestors who fought in the Civil War (yes, no and don’t 

know), or immediate family members who serve in the military (yes or no). 

 

Pilot tests   

Both the image booklet (available in Appendix-A - Image Booklet) and the 

questionnaire (available in Appendix-B - Questionnaire) were tested before they were used 

at the study locations.  Four participants from among Virginia Tech Alumni and 

Blacksburg residents were chosen to take part in the pilot test.  Aside from a few 

grammatical errors and word choices, participants easily understood the instruments.  Time 

taken to finish the survey ranged between 15 and 20 minutes.  The instruments were 

revised and finalized according to the suggestions of the pilot test participants. 

 

3.2.2  Online visitor survey   

Some visitors interested in the study were unable to participate in the on-site survey 

because of time constraints. These individuals were given the opportunity to take the 

survey online.  An online survey was designed using Qualtrics Online Survey Software.  

The online survey was formatted as closely as possible to the image booklet and on-site 

questionnaires (available in Appendix-C - Printout of online survey). 
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3.2.3  Eye-tracking survey   

The eye-tracking survey was used to answer the fourth research question.  

However, due to physical limitations imposed by the equipment, the eye-tracking 

experiment could be conducted only within a laboratory environment.  Thus, a group of 

students and staff members at the Virginia Tech campus replaced a sample from the study 

areas and augmented their on-site and online input with eye-tracking data. 

Studies have shown that recorded gaze data from eye-tracking experiments is 

useful in understanding preferences.  For instance, fixations can be useful to identify 

preferences for logos (Glaholt, et al., 2009), and for colors (Lee, et al., 2005).  To record 

the participants’ eye movement, this study used an eye-tracking apparatus that consisted of 

an infrared eye movement sensor and a recording system manufactured by SensoMotoric 

Instruments (SMI) of Germany. The instruments in this study are known as Shuttle-1 (the 

researcher’s monitor) and Shuttle-2 (the participants’ monitor).  The eye-tracking sensor 

was placed directly below the participants’ monitor and recorded various gaze data, such as 

fixations, fixation times, saccade, dwelling time and entry times. The analyses conducted 

for this study are heatmap analysis, scanpath analysis and area of interest analysis (AOI).  

Listed below are the technical definitions used for the eye-tracking survey. 

• Heatmap analysis: “shows gaze patterns over the stimulus image visualized 

as a colored map” (SMI Vision 2012). 

• Scanpath: Identifies gaze patterns, or the “spatial arrangement of a sequence 

of fixations” (Jacob & Karn, 2003). 

• AOI analysis: Denotes the “area of a display or visual environment that is of 

interest to the research or design team” (Jacob & Karn, 2003).  
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• Fixation: Recognizes “when the eye is relatively immobile and indicates the 

area where attention is being allocated” (Rayner, 1995 cited in Josephson & 

Holmes, 2002, p. 539). 

 

3.2.4  Eye-tracking survey pilot test   

Four Virginia Tech students were asked to pilot test the order of the eye tracking 

survey.  Several issues were discovered, including technical procedures and matters of 

word choice in the survey scripts.  The issues with the technical procedures included eye 

calibration and missed connections between the rating scales and the images.  

Additionally, as a precautionary measure, the pilot test results were checked to ensure that 

the recorded data could be retrieved from the system. Each participant required between 15 

and 20 minutes to complete the survey.   

 

3.3  Survey Participants   

This study used convenience sampling, or the sidewalk survey method (non-

random sampling method), to survey battlefield visitors.  Using this method, every visitor 

to the visitor center (subject to a minimum age requirement) could be a potential 

participant for the survey based on their time availability (Rea & Parker, 1992).  A total of 

266 visitors participated in the study. This number meets the minimum statistical 

requirement for factor analysis and multivariate analysis.  In particular, a minimum of five 

participants is required for each variable for factors analysis (Lekagul, 2002). In this study 

factor analysis involved 36 variables; thus, the minimum number required is only 180.  

The table below describes the number of participants surveyed at each battlefield, 

including the online survey. 
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Table 3.2 Sample Size for On-Site Surveys 

No Site Booklet (n) Online (n) 

1 Chickamauga and Chattanooga NMP 47  

Total online 

participants for all 

sites 

24 

2 Shiloh National Military Park. 40 

3 Manassas National Battlefield Park 52 

4 Antietam National Battlefield 48 

5 Gettysburg National Military Park 53 

 

For the eye-tracking survey, the number of participants can be varied according to 

types of eye-tracking study.  For instance for, the minimum sample size for usability 

studies is typically five participants. In addition, a study by Jacob (2003) on 20 usability 

experiments conducted in the last 50 years recorded that the number of samples were 

between 3 and 40.  Meanwhile, for some preference and perception studies, the number 

included in a sample for an eye-tracking experiment ranged from 8 (Glaholt, et al., 2009) 

to 36 (Djamasbi et al., 2007) and 103 (Lee, et al., 2005).  Therefore, the number samples 

for the eye-tracking experiment in this study are considered acceptable (n=14).  

 

3.4  Survey Administration Protocols and Procedures 

As previously mentioned in Section 3.2.1-Survey instruments design, two of the 

data collection methods were employed at historic battlefields and the eye tracking survey 

were conducted at the Virginia Tech campus.  Therefore, the terms on-site (historic 

battlefields) and off site survey (eye-tracking) were used to distinguish the survey 

administrative protocols.  The following sections include further discussion and details 

regarding the protocols and procedures employed in the surveys.  
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3.4.1  On-site survey protocols   

The survey protocols for the on-site surveys constitute of two parts.  First, the 

Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board (IRB) application was required to obtain 

permission for human subject research activities and, second, the research permit 

application and approval from the National Park Service (NPS) were required to conduct 

the survey at historic battlefields.  To obtain the IRB approval for the on-site surveys, the 

researcher is required to submit the final images booklet, questionnaires, a sample of 

printed online survey, recruitment materials and consent form.  Once the IRB application 

was approved, the NPS permit applications were made for individual study areas.  

Along with the IRB approval letter (see Appendix-D), the researcher was required 

to submit other documents including research proposal, research instruments, study sign 

(see Appendix-E) through the National Park Service Research Permit and Reporting 

System.  The permit application was made online for each study area and individually 

reviewed by the respective park’s natural resource managers.  Individual park 

superintendents or Chief Park rangers approved the applications after all the requirements 

were fulfilled.  The permits were then issued to the primary investigator through mail 

(refer to Appendices-F through J).  As part of the permit conditions, the researcher was 

also asked to carry a copy of the research permit during the survey period for safety and 

security reasons.   

 

3.4.2  Off-site survey protocols   

The eye-tracking protocol was submitted to the Virginia Tech IRB separately for 

the research approval (refer to Appendix-K for eye-tracking IRB approval) along with the 

documents mentioned above (except for a printed sample of online survey).  In addition to 

these documents, experiment scripts (see Appendix-L) that provided detailed instructions 
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to the eye-tracking participants during the experiment were also submitted to clarify the 

study procedures. Further discussion of the these procedures is provided in the Section 3.5 

 

3.4.3  On-site procedures: Image booklet and questionnaires   

The visitor preferences survey was conducted between May and August 2012 (the 

summer season) at five different historic battlefields on these following dates.  

Table 3.3 Locations of the Study Areas and Survey Periods 

Study area Survey period Time 

Chickamauga and Chattanooga NMP May 26th to May 28th 9.00 am – 5.00 pm 

Shiloh NMP 16th June to June 17th 9.00 am – 5.00 pm 
Manassas NBP June 23rd to June 24th 9.00 am – 5.00 pm 
Antietam NB August 25th to August 26th 9.00 am – 5.00 pm 
Gettysburg NMP August 27th to August 29th 9.00 am – 5.00 pm 

 

The survey dates were finalized based on the granting of the research permit, the 

location of the study areas, and weather conditions.  With the exception of Gettysburg 

NMP, the on-site surveys were conducted only during the weekends due to the likelihood 

that the visitor centers would receive a greater number of visitors than usual.  This 

approach was taken to maximize the number of potential participants.  

The researcher was assigned a staff contact at each park to assist with the survey.  

The researcher consulted this person upon arrival at the park to determine where the survey 

could be conducted.  This member of the park staff directed the researcher to several 

potential locations at each park where the survey table and study signs could be placed.  

The following factors were considered in locating the survey table: visibility, accessibility, 

and shade to ensure visitor comfort while taking the survey.  Two signs were stationed at 

locations with high visitor traffic to inform visitors of the study (see Figures 3.1 through 

3.5 for depictions of typical survey table and sign arrangement).   
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The researcher approached people as they walked to the visitor center, gave them 

the study pamphlet,13 and asked whether they were available to participate in the survey.  

For visitors who expressed an interest in participating, the author explained the objective 

and benefits of the survey, and risks to the participants (see Appendix-E).  They were also 

made aware that the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Virginia Tech had approved the 

study, the data collected would be anonymous, that a five-dollar compensation would be 

provided, and that the survey was voluntary with verbal consent.  They were also provided 

with an opportunity to ask questions regarding the procedures used in the survey, and were 

made aware that visitors under 16 years of age were not allowed to participate in the study.  

For participants between 16 to 18 years old, verbal consent was required from a legal 

guardian in addition to their own assent.  

After expressing their willingness to participate, they took the survey at the survey 

table. To ensure that participants fully understood the study, the researcher went through 

each page and explained the contents of the survey form.  This step was taken to reduce the 

possibility of participants’ missing data. 

The researcher was available to answer any questions while the participants 

completed the survey.  After finishing the survey, the participants received their 

compensation.  Some of the visitors refused compensation and asked that the money be 

donated to the visitor center donation box, or used to cover expenses incurred in the study.  

Additionally, to ensure the survey validity and reliability, the researcher conducted the 

survey alone.  A total of 244 visitors participated in the study. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#$!In addition to its original size (36”x 24”), the study sign was printed on 8” x 5.5” paper and distributed to 
visitors to increase their awareness of the survey.!!
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Figure 3.1. On-site visitor survey at Chickamauga NMP Visitor Center. 

 

   
Figure 3.2. On-site visitor survey at Shiloh NMP Visitor Center. 

 

   
Figure 3.3. On-site visitor survey at Manassas NBP Visitor Center. 
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Figure 3.4. On-site visitor survey at Antietam NB Visitor Center. 

 

   
Figure 3.5. On-site visitor survey at the old Gettysburg NMP Visitor Center. 

 

3.4.4  On-site procedures: Online survey  

As mentioned previously, some participants were interested in participating in the 

study but stated a time constraint and would prefer to take it later; for these participants, 

the researcher offered the opportunity to take the survey online.  Potential participants were 

asked to write their email address on the researcher's e-mail form in order to receive the 

survey invitation.  The invitations to take the survey were sent to the participants three 

days after the initial arrangement.  A reminder was sent to the participants who had not 

provided their feedback one week after they first received the invitation.  The online 
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survey required 20 minutes to complete and no compensation was provided to the 

participant.  After two weeks, the survey was automatically closed, and no further contact 

was made with the participants. From 64 invitations sent to visitors who registered for the 

online survey, 24 people responded.   

 

3.4.5  Off-site procedures: Eye-tracking 

The eye-tracking survey was advertised in the campus listserve from September 

until October 2012.  In the email message, potential participants were asked to reply to the 

researcher if they were interested in participating.  Participants who agreed to participate 

were provided with the survey schedule and asked to choose specific sessions that were 

convenient.  

The survey sessions were conducted at the School of Visual Arts Perception and 

Usability Testing Laboratory at Virginia Tech.  For this experiment two different 

computers were used, Shuttle 1, and Shuttle 2 (shown in Figure 4.6).  The researcher used 

Shuttle 1 to control and monitor the survey process while participants used Shuttle 2 to 

answer the survey.  Shuttle 2 was equipped with an eye-tracking infrared sensor to track 

the participants’ eye movements (shown in Figure 3.6).  The eye tracking procedures 

occurred into two stages.  The first stage was the calibration procedures, and the second 

stage was the experimental procedures. The sub-sections below (3.4.5.1 and 3.4.5.2) 

discuss these procedures further. 
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Figure 3.6: Eye-tracking Shuttles 1 and 2 (left); the infrared sensor on Shuttle 2. 

 

3.4.5.1 Eye-tracking calibration procedures   

Prior to the experiment, the eye-tracking participants were asked to sign an 

informed consent form (refer Appendix-M).  To maintain the quality of the experiment, the 

researcher used standard scripts to inform the participants of the technical procedures (refer 

to Appendix-L) for the study.  The scripts also provided consistency in terms of 

information given to the participants, thus increasing the internal validity of the study.     

First, the participants were seated in front of a computer screen (Shuttle 2) for the 

eye calibration process.  Using Shuttle 1 to monitor their eye position, the researcher asked 

the participants to adjust their seating positions14.  This ensured that their positions were at 

the center of the computer monitor (Shuttle 2).  The calibration screen showed a red disk 

and participants were asked to focus their eyes on it.  Once they pressed the space bar, the 

disk started to move across the screen.  The participants were asked to follow the disk with 

their eyes as it moved until it stopped. A calibration window popped-up and provided the 

calibration value to the researcher.  If the result of eye calibration value exceeded more 

than 0.5 for both x and y coordinates, the participants were asked to repeat the process.  

The maximum calibration value was used to ensure that a high quality of measurement 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 Participants were asked variously to move forward, backward, and to adjust their chair height. 
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could be achieved.  Before the participants began the survey, they were reminded not to 

move too much during the experiment, as excess body movement could distort the results.  

However, in the event that the participants moved too far from or too close to the 

equipment, the researcher prompted them to adjust accordingly.  While the survey was 

conducted, only the researcher and research participant were present in the lab. 

 

3.4.5.2 Eye-tracking experimental procedures  

Participants were instructed to start the experiment after the calibration process. 

They begin with a slide that informed them of the different sets of images used in the 

study.  The first set was the images involved in the preference rating; the second set was 

images used to collect verbal descriptions; and the third set was the set designed to collect 

multiple choice answers related to gruesome images of the Civil War.  The eye-tracking 

participants were allowed to view the image as long they wanted, in order to approximate 

the conditions given to the on-site and online participants with the image booklet. 

With the first set of images, the participants were first shown a short phrase that 

described the subsequent image and then a slide appeared with the image on the computer 

monitor.  The infrared sensor started recording the participants’ eye movements when they 

viewed the image.  Once they were finished, the participants were instructed to press the 

spacebar to move to the next slide to rate their level of interest in that image, and the 

infrared sensor paused recording for this slide.  This sequence repeated for each of the 40 

images used in the study.  

For the second set of images, participants were first shown an image followed by a 

screen on which they typed one or two words to describe the image.  For the gruesome 

images, participants were also shown an image ad followed by multiple-choice answers 

from which they could choose a statement to best represent the image.  The sequence was 

repeated for all images used in both sections. 
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After the sections of image responses, the experiment continued with web-based15 

questionnaires.  In this section, participants were asked about their belief regarding the use 

of gruesome images for interpretative purposes, their interest in learning about historic 

battlefield resources, and their background information.  Once finished with the 

experiment, the researcher delivered the compensation and thanked the participants for 

their contribution.  No further contact was made with the participants after the session.  

The overall process took approximately 20 minutes to complete.  A total of 14 participants 

participated in the eye-tracking survey. 

 

3.5  Statistical Procedures for Data Analysis   

The analysis can be divided into two main sections, according to the research 

questions.  The following analyses relate to research questions one, two and three, and a 

statistical program named Statistical Products and Service Solutions (SPSS) version 20 

was used for all of them.  The 95% significance level was used to test all analyses as this 

provided a moderate interpretation of the data. 

1. Analysis of most and least preferred images,  

2. Analysis of the dimensions related to participants’ preference ratings, 

3. Content analysis of participants’ verbal descriptions, 

4. Multivariate analysis (MANOVA) and analysis of variance (ANOVA) were 

conducted to identify relationships among the visitor’s preferences and the 

categorical independent variables, and 

5. Frequency analysis of participant responses to gruesome images of the Civil 

War. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 A web-based questionnaire was designed for this survey and linked with the eye-tracking system. 
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Meanwhile, an eye-tracking analysis software program called SensoMotoric 

Instruments SMI BeGazeTM was used to analyze the gaze data obtained from the eye-

tracking study, and the results of this analysis relate to research question four.  The 

analyses of data for eye-tracking participants are discussed in the following order. 

1. Heatmap analysis for most and least preferred images, 

2. Heatmap and scanpath analysis for identifying preferred dimensions of 

images, and 

3. Area of interest analysis (AOI) for factors affecting image preference 

dimensions.  

 

3.5.1  Analysis for most and least preferred images   

Descriptive analysis was applied to most and least preferred images for data 

collected from both on-site and online surveys to identify characteristics of Civil War 

images that affect participants’ ratings. Mean preference scores obtained from the 280 

participants for the 36 images used in the study were ranked according to their preference 

score.  Based on the variation of content and natural break points of mean ranks, the ten 

most preferred images were selected to reveal common characteristics in the images that 

are assumed vital in inducing high preferences scores.  The same procedure was repeated 

for the ten least preferred images in identifying shared characteristics of Civil War images 

that lead to lower preference scores.  These groups of images were then compared to 

identify their similarities or differences.    

 

3.5.2  Analysis of dimensions of preference   

Further analysis to identify characteristics of Civil War images that affect 

participants’ preferences required the analysis of preference dimensions.  This analysis was 

performed as part of the triangulation process to validate findings yielded from the analysis 
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of most and least preferred images.  Listed below are the required steps for the analysis; 

details for each steps are further discussed in the sub-sections that follow: 

1. Factor analysis, or Category Identifying Method (CIM); 

2. Content analysis for each dimension extracted from factor analysis; 

3. Content analysis for each dimension using participants’ verbal descriptions; 

and 

4. Dimension ranking based on dimension mean score values. 

 

3.5.2.1 Factor Analysis or CIM   

The researcher used factor analysis to group the Civil War images according to 

their similar characteristics based on preference rating patterns across all study participants 

(Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1998).  These groups of images are called dimensions, 

and the constituent images are assumed to share similar characteristics or content to which 

participants react consistently.  In addition to this analysis, several criteria, listed below, 

were used in the process of grouping these images to ensure more meaningful dimensions.  

1. The eigenvalue of the factor was set to 1.0 in order to be included as part of 

interpretation (R. Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989). 

2. The “maximum likelihood factor analysis [was] used to extract the 

dimensions because the procedure eliminated the indeterminacies and 

subjective decision required by other extraction method and maximum 

likelihood estimates contained a powerful invariance property” (Comrey & 

Lee, 1992, p. 92). 

3. To reduce overlapping dimensions among items, the Promax oblique 

rotation method was used to rotate the dimensions, since it produces more 

discrete dimensions (Hair, et al., 1998). 
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4. Minimum loading was set to 3.0 and gradually increased to produce more 

meaningful results for each dimension.  The final loading value used in the 

study to extract the image dimensions was 0.38.  

5. For easier interpretation, images that did not load into any dimension or 

loaded into more than one dimensions were deleted (R. Kaplan & Kaplan, 

1989).  

6. Only dimensions that were represented by more than three images can be 

interpretable (R. Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989). 

In addition to the image preference ratings, factor analysis was also used to extract 

participants’ responses for interest in learning (refer section 3.2.1.6) into predictor 

variables. These variables were then used to identify factors that inform image preference 

dimensions. For factor analysis of interest in learning, the minimum loading value of 3.0, 

as suggested by Hair (1998), was used.  

 

3.5.2.2 Content analysis for each dimension   

Each of the dimensions was visually analyzed by the researcher to identify 

common characteristics or content shared by these images. The dimensions were named to 

represent the main content of the images that loaded into them.  

  

3.5.2.3 Analysis of verbal descriptions   

Content analysis was used to explore the participants’ written descriptions on the 

image description survey.  The written descriptions were grouped into themes, and the 

description frequencies were analyzed to “provide a basis for understanding the reasons for 

people’s responses and attitudes” (Maulan, 2006, p. 72).  The results of the participants’ 

descriptions are an important part of the triangulation process and contribute to 

understanding the dimensions extracted from the factor analysis.  The participants’ 
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descriptions were also useful in validating the findings from the dimensions content 

analysis.  

 

3.5.2.4 Ranking of dimensions   

Each of the dimensions was ranked based on their preference mean scores to 

identify content or characteristics of images that affected participants’ preferences.  The 

dimension ranking also shed light on the points of interest (POI) that are vital for 

participants’ educational experience at historic battlefields. 

 

3.5.3  Analysis of differences (T-Test, MANOVA, and ANOVA)   

Several parametric tests were used to identify differences in mean preferences 

among independent variables, including the T-Test, Multivariate Analysis of Variance 

(MANOVA) and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).  In this study, MANOVA was used to 

identify whether each of the independent variables had a significant influence on 

participants’ preferences for the image dimensions.  If the results were significant, the 

analysis was followed by an ANOVA test to explore whether the means of the independent 

variable sub-groups differed for each dependent variable.  Finally, if the results from 

ANOVA were significant, Post-Hoc Multiple Comparison analysis was used to identify 

which groups differed. However, for independent variables that had only two-sub 

categories, such as ancestors who fought in the civil war (yes or no) and gender (male or 

female), a T-test was used instead of ANOVA.  All of these tests were conducted using a 

0.05 significance level. In addition, the post-hoc multiple comparison analysis employed 

the Bonferroni method to control the experiment-wide type I error rate. 
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3.5.4  Analysis of gruesome images 

The analysis of gruesome Civil War images used descriptive statistics to identify 

participants’ attitudes towards the use of these images for battlefield interpretation, and can 

be divided into two major stages.  In the first stage, participants’ beliefs about these images 

were measured based on the frequencies of responses obtained from the list of statements 

(presented in Sub-section 3.2.1.5).  These statements were also categorized into “believe” 

and “don’t believe,” and ranked according to frequency for data interpretation purposes.  

Additionally, participants’ verbal statements regarding these images were used to validate 

and provide further explanations for more meaningful interpretation of the results.  

Furthermore, descriptive statistics were also used to identify recommendations for age 

restriction in order to access these images.  

For the second stage of the analysis, participant attitudes were also identified based 

on their responses when viewing the eight gruesome images used in the survey.  Using 

descriptive statistics, these images were analyzed based on frequency of responses 

obtained for each condition used in the multiple-choice answers (described in Sub-section 

3.2.1.5).  In addition, content analyses were also conducted to identify characteristics of 

gruesome images in relationship to participants’ responses for each condition.  To further 

examine the results, a group of students and staff members at Virginia Tech were asked to 

rank these images according to level of gruesomeness (least gruesome to highly 

gruesome). Gruesome can be defined as something that is horrific, grisly or extremely 

unpleasant (Abate & Jewell, 2001). The percentage of frequencies for each condition was 

plotted over this ranking to identify what level of gruesomeness might affect participants’ 

judgments.  
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3.5.5  Heatmap analysis for most and least preferred images   

As stated previously, due to limitations imposed by the survey equipment, a group 

of students and staff members at Virginia Tech campus were surveyed in conjunction with 

eye-tracking in equipment in a lab setting to substitute for actual on-site participants.  

Thus, for more objective interpretation, a separate mean analysis was conducted to identify 

most and least preferred images solely for the eye-tracking participants.  The results were 

then compared with the previous mean scores (280 participants) to identify appropriate 

images that could be used for the analysis.  In this stage, the images were analyzed using 

composite heatmap analysis to identify the content that received significantly more visual 

attention during the eye-tracking survey, and which possibly affected the preferences of the 

participants. 

 

3.5.6  Heatmap and scanpath analyses for dimensions of preference   

The eye-tracking analysis for preference of image dimensions was conducted using 

the scanpath and heatmap analyses.  The scanpath analysis was conducted for every off-

site participant and for each image in the dimensions categories to identify significant 

viewing patterns that could be associated with participants’ image preferences.  The 

process is anticipated to help in understanding underlying reasons for participants’ 

responses.  The analysis was followed by composite heatmap analysis, which was used to 

identify which parts of the content received high visual attention from the participants.  

Results from this analysis can be used to expand the interpretation for each dimension of 

the images. 
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3.5.7  Area of interest (AOI) analysis for factors affecting images preference 

dimensions 

The AOI analysis was used to further validate the findings for factors that affect 

participants’ preferences.  The AOI was determined only for images that obtained 

significant results from the analysis of differences and the image preference dimensions.  

Composite gaze data, namely entry time, dwelling time, average fixations, and fixations 

count, were measured and compared between sub-variables (i.e., male or female) for each 

area of interest.  Results from the AOI analysis were then triangulated with the results from 

the analysis of difference between sub-variables to identify whether gaze data can further 

validate factors that affect participants’ preferences image dimensions.   

 

3.6  Summary of Methods   

The research methods and procedures used in this chapter have addressed how 

research questions posed in this study can be answered.  Section 3.1 highlights the research 

questions and how each of them was addressed in the research.  Section 3.2 describes the 

survey instruments used in the study, including the image booklet and survey 

questionnaires, online survey, and eye-tracking survey.  Components for each of these 

instruments are also discussed to reveal how each was tailored to the research questions.  

Section 3.3 describes the participants, and Section 3.4 discusses the administration of the 

surveys, both on- and off-site during the period of data collection.  Finally, Section 3.5 

describes the statistical procedures used in the study and the rationale of using them.  

These include descriptive analysis, T-Test, ANOVA, MANOVA, heatmap analysis, 

scanpath analysis, and area of interest analysis (AOI).  Chapter 4 will cover the results of 

each of these analyses.  
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS OF PREFERENCES FOR HISTORIC IMAGES 

 

This chapter discusses the results of the survey in light of the research questions 

described in Chapter 3 and is organized into three sections.  To provide an underlying 

understanding of the study results, the first section deals with the descriptive reporting of 

the participants’ backgrounds.  The second section examines the characteristics of the Civil 

War images, discovered through the analysis of the most and least preferred images and 

Content Identifying Method (CIM), that influence participants’ preferences.  The final 

section examines factors that affect participants’ preference of Civil War images.  To 

achieve valid and reliable results, all statistical analyses were performed at a 95% level of 

confidence. 

 

4.1 Participant Background 

This section offers a brief description of participants’ backgrounds according to the 

methods of data collection.  Understanding the background distribution based on different 

survey methods is important because it may affect the participants’ preferences.  As 

mentioned in Chapter 3, two methods of data collection, including images presented in 

booklet form and images presented via online survey, were used at historic battlefields.  

Meanwhile, the eye-tracking survey was conducted at Virginia Tech campus due to 

physical limitations posed by the eye-tracking equipment.  The following sections discuss 

the background results in detail.  
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4.1.1 Participants at historic battlefields: Exposure to images in booklet or digital 

format 

A total of 266 visitors participated in the survey at historic battlefields, and they are 

divided into two different groups.  The first group consists of 242 (91%) visitors who 

choose to participate using the survey booklet at five different historic battlefield locations, 

described in Table 4.1.  Participants who chose the online survey method numbered 22 

(9.0%).  For both survey methods, the majority of the participants are United States 

citizens, white, male, aged between 25-64 years, educated at college and postgraduates 

levels, and middle-class (having household incomes higher than $100,000).  These 

findings are consistent with other studies, which reveal that the majority of visitors to 

historic Civil War battlefields are American, highly educated and wealthier than general 

population (Palso, et al., 2009; Trust, 2005).  

Table 4.1 Distribution of Participants According to Site 

Site Frequency Percent 

 

Chickamauga 47 19.4 
Shiloh 41 16.9 
Manassas 52 21.5 
Antietam 49 20.2 
Gettysburg 53 21.9 
Total 242 100.0 

 
For the booklet survey, between 5.0 – 7.4% of missing values are recorded16!

compared to 33.3% for the online survey.  High missing values for the online survey may 

possibly have been caused by a hardware limitation17  that discouraged participants from 

finishing the survey.  Table 4.2 shows participants’ backgrounds in detail according to the 

method of data collection at historic battlefields. 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 With the exception of household income; that variable was optional to answer. 
17 If participants have low-speed internet access, it can take a longer time to download the high-resolution 
Civil War images used in the online survey.!
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4.1.2 Participants at Virginia Tech Campus: Eye tracking 

At the Virginia Tech campus, 14 students and staff members volunteered to 

participate in the survey.  The results are almost identical with those from the booklet and 

online participants: the majority of them were American, highly educated, and white.  

These results of background variables are also consistent with typical campus 

demographics.  The age of the eye-tracking participants was between 16-44 years of age, 

and the majority had less than $25,000 in annual income.  The numbers of male and female 

participants for the survey are equal.  Table 4.2 shows the detail of the backgrounds of the 

participants in the eye-tracking study. 

 

4.1.3 Summary of participants’ backgrounds 

 From the total of 280 people who participated in the study, 88.6% of them are 

American citizens, and the number of male participants is higher than that of female. A 

combination of ages between 24-44 and 45-64 are the dominant age group (70.1%), and 

70.4% of the participants have completed either an undergraduate or post-graduate college 

education. Based on the studies by Palso et al. (2009) and the Civil War Preservation Trust 

(2005), these groups are highly educated and have better financial stability, both 

characteristics that allow them the free time and disposable income generally necessary to 

visit battlefields.  

Regarding ethnicity, based on personal observation, majority of the participants 

were white and only few were black.  This percentage reflects the same phenomenon 

observed among typical visitors to historic battlefields.  It is important to note that the 

results of the present study are highly influenced by data collected from the visitors to 

historic battlefields; they represent 95% (266) of the total number of participants (280).  

Table 4.2 summarizes the results of participant backgrounds. 
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Table 4.2 Participant Background According to Methods of Data Collection 

 Battlefield Participants VT Participants   
 Booklet                 Online Eye-tracking             Overall 
Variables f % f % f % Total f % 
 
Nationality 

        

United States (local) 220 91.0 16 67.0 12 86.0 248 88.6 
Foreign 9 4.0 - - 2 14.0 11 3.9 
Missing value 13 5.0 8 33.0 - - 21 7.5 
Total 242 100.0 24 100.0 14 100.0 280 100.0 
 
Gender 

        

Male 133 55.0 10 41.7 7 50.0 150 53.6 
Female 95 39.2 6 25.0 7 50.0 108 38.6 
Missing value 14 5.8 8 33.3 - - 22 7.9 
Total 242 100.0 24 100.0 14 100.0 280 100.0 
 
Age 

        

16-24 29 12.0 1 4.2 5 35.7 35 13.2 
25-44 59 24.4 5 20.8 9 64.3 73 25.4 
45-64 99 40.9 8 33.3 - - 107 38.2 
More than 64 37 15.3 2 8.3 - - 39 13.9 
Missing value 18 7.4 8 33.3 - - 26 9.3 
Total 242 100.0 24 100.0 14 100.0 280 100.0 
 
Education level 

        

Grade school 3 1.2 - - - - 3 1.0 
High school 54 22.3 2 8.3 1 7.1 57 20.4 
Undergraduate 95 39.3 7 29.2 6 42.9 108 38.6 
Post-graduate 75 31.0 7 29.2 7 50.0 89 31.8 
Missing value 15 6.4 8 33.3 - - 23 8.2 
Total 242 100.0 24 100.0 14 100.0 280 100.0 
 
Income level 

        

Less $ 25,000 16 6.6 1 4.2 6 42.9 23 8.2 
$25,000-50,000 43 17.8 1 4.2 - - 44 15.7 
$50,000-75,000 39 16.1 1 4.2 3 21.4 43 15.4 
$75,000–100,000 39 16.1 2 8.3 - - 41 14.6 
More $100,000 62 25.6 3 12.5 1 7.1 66 23.6 
Missing value 43 17.8 8 33.3 4 28.6 63 22.5 
Total 242 100.0 24 100.0 14 100.0 280 100.0 
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4.2 Participant Preferences for Images of The Civil War   

 This section identifies participants’ preferences for characteristics of Civil War 

images.  To achieve the objective, two types of analysis were conducted. First, based on a 

five-point preference rating (Likert scale 1 = uninterested, 2 = somewhat uninterested, 3 = 

neither uninterested nor interested, 4 = somewhat interested, 5 = very interested), most and 

least preferred images were identified.  The results were ranked according to the images’ 

mean scores (refer to Appendix-N) and then followed by visual analysis to identify 

common characteristics shared among the images.  

The second stage of the analysis involved analysis of preference dimension, or 

CIM.  Factor analysis was used to group the Civil War images into several dimensions.  

The dimensions were then ranked to identify the significance of each, based on the 

preference rating, and named according to common features among the images.  The 

dimension analysis was followed by content analysis and analysis of participants’ verbal 

descriptions.  The following sections discuss the results in detail.  

 

4.2.1 Analysis of most preferred images 

 Based on the mean scores, which ranged from 4.21 to 4.09, the ten most preferred 

images (25, 12, 31, 29, 32, 13, 18, 16, 37 and 38)18 were identified.  These images show 

relatively dynamic military movements that include images of pre-battle activities and 

images of the aftermath of military campaigns.  Various military-related situations, such as 

post-battle ruins, soldiers in trenches, large weapon emplacements, soldiers with rifles, and 

military encampments, are the dominant contents of these images.  

Six of the images (25, 12, 31, 37, 13 and 18) show various types of military 

earthworks and structures, including ditches, trenches, breastworks, defensive walls, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 The images were ordered according to their mean value, highest first. 
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palisades, abatises, and parapets.  In addition to the defensive structures, half of these 

images (12, 29, 31, 32, and  37) have either small- or large-scale weapons placed in battle 

positions.  Except for images 25, 16, and 38, human presence can be found and 

characterized as casual sitting or standing positions, deprived faces, and poor living 

conditions. 

In term of spatial organization, the majority of the images (25, 12, 31, 37, 13, 18, 

16, and 38) have open background views.  Some of these images have defense structures 

that have a winding shape or that partially block the view, thus making the images high in 

mystery.  In addition to a sense of mystery, most of these images were found to be visually 

complex (refer section 2.4.1.3 for definition).  The battle landscapes are chaotic; thus, the 

images are low in legibility and coherence. In general, these images were most preferred 

due to combinations of dynamic military actions, readiness of military elements, and 

evidence of the consequences of war. 

 

 
Rank 1 – Image 25 

M = 4.21, SD= 0.886 
 

 

 
Rank 2 – Image 12 

M = 4.19, SD= 0.94 
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Rank 3 – Image 31 

M = 4.14, SD= 0.908 

 
Rank 4 – Image 29 

M = 4.13, SD= 0.953 
 

 
Rank 5 – Image 32 

M = 4.11, SD= 0.985 

 

 
Rank 6 – Image 13 

M = 4.11, SD= 0.989 
 

Rank 7 – Image 18 
M = 4.10, SD= 0.806 

 

 
Rank 8 - Image 16 

M = 4.10, SD= 1.017 
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Rank 9 – Image 37 

M = 4.09, SD= 0.922 

 
Rank 10 - Image 38 

M = 4.09, SD= 1.075 
 

Figure 4.1. Most preferred images ranked according to overall mean value. 

 

4.2.2 Analysis of least preferred images  

 The mean scores of the ten least preferred images ranged from 3.42 to 3.75.  Based 

on the rating scale, these images are still somewhat interesting to the participants (rating 

3.0 and above).  The images show relatively static depictions of military engagements and 

lack any indication of imminent action.  The majority of the content of these images is 

dominated by close-ups of posed soldiers and non-combat units (10, 17, 9, and 36)#%.  

Several characteristics were found to be similar across these images.  The majority of the 

figures in the images have clean faces with calm facial expressions.  They show no sense 

of urgency or struggle that can be associated with a typical battle atmosphere.  

Additionally, they have clean and neat uniforms, an indication of static military conditions. 

The least preferred images also include different modes of military transportation 

(8, 3, and 21).  Except for image 21, there is a noticeable lack of battle action or serious 

military activity.  Interestingly, the participants also least preferred some of the images that 

have military weapons (21, 10, and 28).  Compared to the most preferred images, the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 The images are ranked according to their overall mean value 
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placement of weapons in the least preferred images gives an impression that they are not 

prepared for battle.  

Based on spatial organization, most of the least preferred images are relatively 

orderly.  For instance, images that appear highly influenced by the human presence include 

people positioned artificially and purposefully centered against the background elements 

(tents, house and cannons).  Most of the images have a low sense of mystery since they 

offer no cues to encourage further visual exploration.  Moreover, these images are low in 

terms of visual complexity because they lack any integration other man-made or natural 

elements.  It can be concluded that the participants preferred these types of images least 

due to the lack of battle actions; appearance of posed, close-up human figures; and well-

organized spatial quality.  

 

 
Rank 10 – Image 28 
M = 3.81, SD=1.011 

 

 
Rank 9 – Image 10 

M = 3.78, SD = 1.019 
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Rank 8 – Image 21 
M = 3.74, SD= 1.061 

 
Rank 7 – Image 26 

M = 3.70 SD= 1.126 
 

 
Rank 6 – Image 3 

M = 3.68, SD= 1.042 

 

 
Rank 5 – Image 36 

M = 3.61, SD= 1.132 
 

 
Rank 4 – Image 19 

M = 3.59, SD= 0.771 

 

 
Rank 3 – Image 9 

M = 3.48, SD= 1.181 
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Figure 4.2: Least preferred images. 

 

4.2.3 Comparison of most and least preferred images   

 A mean analysis for most and least preferred images helps to reveal common 

characteristics among these images that may have influenced participants’ preferences.  

The most preferred images (highest m=4.21) are dominated by various military-related 

actions, including weapons in battle positions, physical war ruins, defensive earthworks 

and soldiers’ living conditions.  Meanwhile, the least preferred images (lowest m=3.41) are 

generally static with elements that lack association with military actions, such weapons in 

non-battle positions, various vehicles, and soldiers and non-combat units in posed 

positions.  

One of the most apparent findings shows that participants prefer the presence of 

soldiers with casual standing or sitting postures rather than clearly posed positions.  

Furthermore, participants have higher interest towards images of soldiers that show 

deprived conditions compared to clean, calm, and well-dressed soldiers.  These findings 

reflect participants’ interest in images that can help them to easily associate with the 

realties and consequences of Civil War.  Meanwhile, in terms of spatial organization, the 

 
Rank 2 – Image 8 

M = 3.46, SD= 1.132 

 
Rank 1 – Image 17 

  M = 3.41, SD= 1.097 
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participants prefer images that have high mystery and complexity but low legibility and 

coherence.  As expected, these findings are entirely reasonable considering that battlefield 

landscapes are generally perceived as chaotic and mysterious.  

 

4.3 Analysis of Preferred Dimensions   

This section presents the results of the preference dimension analysis derived from 

participants’ preference ratings.  As stated in Chapter 3, the most and least preferred 

analysis can be further validated using preference dimension analysis. The procedures used 

in the analysis are divided into two stages. The first stage described results extracted from 

the factor analysis and followed with dimension ranking according to preference rating 

magnitude.  The second stage involved the content analysis of each dimension to reveal 

any common stimulus that might have affected participants’ preferences.  The analysis also 

involved analysis of participants’ verbal descriptions and used to validate factors that 

affect their preference.  

 

4.3.1 Factor analysis and ranking of dimensions 

Factor analysis was used to group the common contents of the images based on 

participants’ “consistent patterns of reactions” (Maulan, 2006, p. 94).  The analysis 

produced eight different dimensions.  For more meaningful dimensions in this study, the 

factor loading was increased to 0.38, although a loading value above 0.30 is considered 

significant (Hair, et al., 1998).  
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Table 4.3 Factor Loading Values (Pattern Matrix) 

 Factor 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

s10 .809        
s9 .762        
s17 .643        
s4 .549        
s26*         
s36*         
s27  .897       
s11  .881       
s19  .832       
s13  .780       
s33   .877      
s24   .877      
s28   .787      
s31   .553      
s30*         
s22*         
s32    .807     
s23    .621     
s14    .554     
s20    .386     
s37*         
s7     .851    
s6     .847    
s5     .677    
s12     .424    
s8*         
s16      .782   
s38      .721   
s35      .663   
s29**       .668  
s15**       .504  
s34**        .678 
s21**        .447 
s3*         
s25*         
s18*         
Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood.  
 Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization. 
a. Rotation converged in 10 iterations. 

*  deleted – cut off value was increased to 0.38 for more meaningful dimensions. 
**deleted – due to fewer than three images representing a factor. 
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In addition to guidelines suggested by Kaplan and Kaplan (1989), the procedures 

described above extracted six significant dimensions for further analysis using the CIM.  

The number of images belonging to each dimension varies between three and four.  Table 

4.3 depicts the factor loading for each dimension.  Using the mean values for each image 

related to each dimension, the preference dimensions were ranked to identify participants’ 

preference rating magnitudes.  The mean preference ratings for each dimension ranged 

from 4.03 (highest) to 3.63 (lowest).  However, the mean differences among other 

dimension vary only slightly. The dimensions were named based on their common 

characteristics as shown below:  

• Dimension 1 – Civilian ruins/outcomes of war 

• Dimension 2 – Large artillery in battle positions 

• Dimension 3 – Soldiers in encampments and defensive posts 

• Dimension 4 – Civilian structures in battlefields  

• Dimension 5 – Battlefield vantage points and viewsheds 

• Dimension 6 – Soldiers and civilians in posed positions 

Table 4.4. Ranks of On-Site Participants’ Preference of Dimensions  

Rank Dimension M SD. Alpha 

1 
Civilian ruins/outcomes of war  
(3 images – 16, 38, and 35)20 

4.03 0.892 0.780 

2 
Large artillery and soldiers in battles positions  
(4 images – 33, 24, 28, and 31) 

4.01 0.754 
 

0.841 

3 
Soldiers’ living conditions in encampments and defensive posts  
(4 images – 7, 6, 5, and 12) 

3.96  0.777 0.822 

4 
Civilian structures in battlefields  
(5 images – 32, 23, 14, and 20)  

3.94 0.797 
 

0.791 

5 
Battlefield vantage points and viewsheds  
(4 images – 27, 11, 19, and 13) 

3.89 0.848 0.877 

6 
Soldiers and civilians in posed positions  
(4 images – 10, 9, 17, and 4) 

3.63 0.893 0.836 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20 For all dimensions, the images were ranked based on their loading value  
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Additionally, a reliability test was used to identify internal consistency among 

items in each dimension and among dimensions. The result shows moderate to high 

internal consistency using Cronbach’s Alpha values among items (Table 4.4).  The Alpha 

value among dimensions is 0.782 and is considered acceptable. This analysis proves that 

the scenes in each dimension are highly correlated and reliable.  

 

4.3.2 Content analysis and participants’ verbal descriptions.  

This section discusses each of the dimensions identified in the Civil War images, 

first with regard to analysis of the dimensions comprising each image, and then with regard 

to the verbal descriptions of the images elicited from the participants. 

 

Dimension 1: Civilian ruins/outcomes of war  

Three images were loaded into this dimension (Table 4.5).  This dimension, having 

the highest mean (m=4.03), was named “Civilian ruins/outcomes of war”.  All images in 

this dimension show destruction of civilian property and infrastructure. Traces of burn 

marks, rubble, shattered windows, blown up walls, and scattered bullet holes are the main 

elements contained in these images.  Two images (16 and 38) have open views to the 

background that show larger-scale destruction incurred by civilians.  Image 16 in particular 

offers a sense of refuge to the participants.  No human figures can be clearly identified in 

these images.  

The majority of these images are very complex due to a combination of the 

elements mentioned above.  These images also have a high level of mystery created by 

hidden views between the ruins, shattered windows, disconnected paths and bridges.  

Without a proper sense of way-finding, images in this dimension also have a low level of 

legibility.  
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Image 16 

loading = 0.782, M = 4.10 

 

 
Image 38 

loading = 0.721, M = 4.09 
 

 
Image 35 

loading = 0.663, M = 3.92 
 
Figure 4.3. Dimension 1 is the presence of civilian ruins/outcomes of war 

 

Dimension 1: Participants’ verbal descriptions  

To further understand the participants’ preferences for various dimensions, 10 

images were selected from the first part of the preferences survey and used in the verbal 

descriptions section.  Using one or two words, participants were asked to describe these 

images based on their first thoughts or impressions.  Descriptions of these images were 

categorized according to their similarities to each dimension determined to exist in the 
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image.  Only one image (16) fell into the category of the dimension “Civilian 

ruins/outcomes of war.”  Descriptions of this image generally focus on the physical 

evidence of the destruction caused by war. The majority of the participants (69.2%) used 

words such as “destruction,” “destroyed,” “ruins,” and “devastation” to describe the image.   

Descriptions related to negative emotions are the second most frequent category 

(12%) of descriptors used by the participants.  To associate their personal feelings with the 

image, participants used words including “sad,” “wasted,” and “sorrow.”  Descriptions 

associated with spatial organization of the image such as “desolate,” “mess,” “closed,” and 

“merge” are the third most frequent category (5.3%). Among the categories with the lowest 

frequency of descriptors were locations (0.8%), nature of the place (0.85%) and scale of 

destruction (2.5%).  Results from the participants’ descriptions support the findings 

extracted from the content analysis for images containing Dimension 1.  The participants 

comprehended and acknowledged the painful experiences endured by the civilians.  

Appendix-O presents the details of Dimension 1 verbal descriptions and categories. 

 

Dimension 2: Large artillery and soldiers in battle’s positions  

Four images were loaded into the second highest dimension preference rating 

(m=4.01).  This dimension is dominated by images with large military artillery and 

soldiers; thus, it was named “Large artillery and soldiers in battle positions.”  The majority 

of the artillery is placed within military earthworks and are ready for battle.  Secondary 

contents in these images are “cannoneers.”  A few of the cannoneers are shown loading 

ammunition and ready to fire the cannons.  The images also provide details of carriages, 

metal mounts, and footers attached to the artillery.   

Images in this dimension are relatively moderate in terms of mystery due to hidden 

distant views.  The images are moderately complex with various details of military 
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elements.  It is hard to examine and walk within enclosed and fortified spaces, making the 

images in this dimension low in terms of legibility.  

 

 
Image 33 

loading = 0.877, M = 4.05 

 

 
Image 24 

loading = 0.877, M = 4.04 
 

 
Image 28 

loading = 0.787, M = 3.81 

 

 
Image 31 

loading = 0.553, M = 4.14 
 
Figure 4.4. Dimension 2 is the presence of large artillery and soldiers in battle positions.21  

 

Dimension 2: Participants’ verbal descriptions.   

 For verbal descriptions, only one image (31) fell into the category with the “large 

artillery with soldiers in battle positions” dimension.  The most frequent descriptive 

category involved the artillery (41.9 %).  The majority of the descriptors used by 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 The images are presented in the order of their loading value, first, and their mean, second. 
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participants are “mortars,” “cannons,” and “guns.”  This confirms the dominant content 

mentioned in the previous section. In addition, participants also used words including 

“powerful,” “firepower,” and “loud” to describe the characteristics of the weapons. 

Three different categories were found to be highly associated with the secondary 

content of the image.  Constituting 28.7% of the descriptions, words used by the 

participants to identify the cannoneers’ positive feelings, negative feelings and their poses.  

Among words used to describe positive feelings are “proud” and “impressive.”  For 

negative emotions, they used words such as “dangerous,” “frightening,” and “fear.”  

Meanwhile, descriptions for the cannoneers’ poses were “ready” and “staged.”  The 

categories with the lowest two description frequencies (both 3.4%) refer to the cannoneers’ 

tasks and their activities. Appendix-P presents the dimensions of the two details of verbal 

descriptions and categories. 

 

Dimension 3: Soldier’s living conditions in encampments and defensive posts 

The dimension that ranked third (m=3.96) comprises four images that generally 

portray soldiers’ living conditions in encampments and defensive posts; typically, these 

images show static depictions of potential activities.  Poor encampment conditions 

revealed the difficult living conditions faced by the soldiers.  These soldiers, however, 

appear relaxed with no signs of distress.  They may be construed to perceive life in the 

encampment as a refuge from the war. Image 12 was the only image with soldiers as the 

dominant content. It shows a group of soldiers, with close-up facial expressions, in an 

entrenchment.  The soldiers appear largely serious and in depressed conditions, a common 

circumstance for soldiers ready for battle.  This dimension has a moderate sense of mystery 

since two of the images have backgrounds with hidden structures blocked by defensive 

earthworks.  
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Image 7 

loading = 0.851, M = 3.89 

 
Image 6 

loading = 0.847, M = 3.90 
 

 
Image 5 

loading = 0.677, M = 3.87 

 

 
Image 12 

loading = 0.424, M = 4.19 
 
Figure 4.5. Dimension 3 is soldiers’ living conditions in encampments and defensive 

posts.22 

 

Dimension 3: Participants’ verbal descriptions 

 For Dimension 3, only one image (12) coincided with the dimension “soldiers’ 

living conditions in encampments and defensive posts.” The results show two different 

descriptive categories that have the highest percentage of responses from the participants. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
&&!The images are presented in the order of their loading value, first, and their mean, second. 
!
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The categories refer to the negative feelings of the soldiers toward their living conditions 

(25.8%) and to the soldiers’ activity (25%). 

For the category referring to negative feelings, participants used words including 

“tired,” “weary,” “loneliness,” “hungry,” “pain,” and “sad” to describe the hardship faced 

by the soldiers. In contrast, participants also perceived the entrenchment as place of 

temporary refuge for the soldiers.  They described the soldiers’ activities as “waiting,” 

“resting,” “break time,” and “stories.” Appendix-Q presents the details of the verbal 

descriptions and categories for Dimension 3. 

 

Dimension 4: Civilian structures in battlefields  

Four images were loaded into the “civilian structures in battlefield” category of 

image components, and this dimension ranked fourth among the other dimensions 

(m=3.94).  Civilian houses and farm sheds with open views are the dominant content of 

this dimension.  Two of the images (32 and 14) contained structures that functioned as 

field hospitals.  Except for Image 23, human presence was secondary content in this 

dimension.  The images look relatively calm with soldiers and civilians in static stances.  

Images 14 and 20 in particular offer opportunity to further explore the background views.  

This dimension has moderately complex spatial organization because of lack of 

association between other elements and the structures. This dimension, however, has a 

moderate sense of mystery.  The houses and farm sheds have window and door openings 

that encourage a sense of exploration into the structures’ inner spaces.  
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Image 32 

loading = 0.807, M = 4.11 

 
Image 23 

loading = 0.621, M = 3.88 
 

 
Image 14 

loading = 0.554, M = 3.92 

 

 
Image 20 

loading = 0.386, M = 3.84 
 
Figure 4.6. Dimension 4 is the presence of civilian structures in battlefields.23 

 

Dimension 4: Participants’ verbal descriptions  

 Verbal description identified only one image (32) with Dimension 4, Civilian 

structures in battlefields.  For this dimension, 25.8% of the verbal descriptions related to 

the functions of the structures in the battlefields.  Among the words that participants used 

to describe the building functions were “hospitals,” “headquarters,” “barracks,” and 

“quarters.”   
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23 The images are presented in the order of their loading value, first, and their mean, second. 
!
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Descriptions related to soldiers’ activities are the second most frequent category 

(21.9%) used by the participants for images that loaded into Dimension 4. For example, 

words such as “waiting,” “relax,” “rest,” and “break” were used to describe the activities.  

Participants also tended to associate these images with negative emotions (11.7%) rather 

than positive emotions (8.6%).  Among the words involving affect were “tired,” “horror,” 

“painful,” “lonesome,” and “depressed.”  Appendix-R presents the details of the 

Dimension 4 verbal descriptions and categories. 

 

Dimension 5: Battlefield vantage points and battlefield viewsheds  

 The fifth dimension consists of images that show battlefield views from a vantage 

point (m=3.94). These views generally look towards open grassy fields. They also clearly 

distinguish the foreground, middle ground, and background of the landscapes. The vantage 

point has steep slopes with rocky surfaces and clustered vegetation. The majority of the 

images focus particularly on the conditions or changes of the surrounding topography and 

have minimal human presence. This dimension is relatively moderate in mystery. Some 

parts of the views are obscured by rocky formations on top of the vantage point. The 

dimension also has high legibility since the vantage points provide a sense of overviews of 

the landscapes. However, none of these images were used for the verbal description 

section. 
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Image 27 

loading = 0.897, M = 4.06 

 
Image 11 

loading = 0.881, M = 3.93 
 

 
Image 19 

loading = 0.832, M = 3.64 

 

 
Image 13 

loading = 0.780, M = 4.12 
 
Figure 4.7. Dimension 5 is the presence of battlefield vantage points and viewsheds.24 

 

Dimension 6: Soldiers and civilians in posed positions   

 Dimension 6 has four images and comprises close-up images of soldiers and 

civilians. This dimension is named “Soldiers and civilians with posed positions” and 

ranked the lowest (m=3.64).  The majority of the images show groups of soldiers and 

civilians with clear facial expressions.  The soldiers and civilians have clean faces, calm 

expressions and proper dress.  Their stances are generally static.  The secondary elements 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24 The images are presented in the order of their loading value, first, and their mean, second. 
!
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in these images include cannons, tents, houses, and horses.  Interestingly, three of these 

images were also rated among the least preferred images discussed in the previous section.  

The dimension has a high level of coherence because elements in the pictures were 

generally captured in specific order.  As expected, the images are low in mystery and 

complexity; less expectedly, perhaps, they are also low in legibility. 

 

 
Image 10 

loading = 0.796, M = 3.79 

 

 
Image 9 

loading = 0.704, M = 3.48 
 

 
Image 17 

loading = 0.694, M = 3.42 

 

 
Image 4 

loading = 0.540, M = 3.88 
 
Figure 4.8. Dimension 6 is the presence of soldiers and civilians with posed positions.25 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25 The images are presented in the order of their loading value, first, and their mean, second. 
!
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Dimension 6: Participants’ verbal descriptions  

 Two images (10 and 17) in Dimension 6 were in the subset of images used in the 

verbal descriptions section.  For this dimension, the most frequently occurring verbal 

category described by the participants related to the soldiers roles and tasks (45.7%).  

Participants referred to the soldiers with words including “artillery officers,” “surveyors,” 

“planning,” and “strategy.”  

The second most frequently occurring category is descriptions that are related to the 

soldiers’ poses (14.3%), using words such as “staged,” “posed,” “posing,” and “serious.”  

Descriptors related to the soldiers’ activities are the third most frequently occurring 

category (10%).  Among the words used to describe the activities were “rest,” “ready,” 

“meeting,” and “planning.”  Interestingly, although these images show details of facial 

expressions, the category of physical appearances ranked among the categories with the 

lowest frequency of occurrence (5.4%).  Words used to describe the soldiers’ physical 

appearance were “young,” “well-dressed,” and “clean.”  Appendix-S presents details of the 

Dimension 6 verbal descriptions and categories. 

 

4.3.3 Summary of participants’ preferences for dimensions of Civil War images   

 Using factor analysis and procedures described in Chapter 3 (refer to section 

3.7.1.3), the preference dimensions of six images were extracted based on the participants’ 

preference ratings.  To identify the magnitude of the participants’ preference ratings, the 

dimensions were ranked using mean values for each image contained in each dimension 

group.  The highest rated dimension was “Civilian ruins/outcomes of war” (m=4.03), 

followed by “Large artillery in battle positions” (m=4.01), “Soldiers in encampments and 

defensive positions” (m=3.96), “Civilian structures in battlefields” (m=3.94), “Battlefield 

vantage points and viewsheds” (m=3.89), and, finally, “Soldiers and civilians in posed 

positions” (m=3.63).  
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According to the two dimensions with the highest ratings, participants prefer 

images that are dynamic in terms of military activities or battle actions.  Meanwhile, the 

two dimensions with the lowest ratings generally show images with static military 

activities.  Both findings are consistent with the results yielded from the analysis of most 

and least preferred, in which participants preferred images that show strong associations 

with dynamic compared to static depictions of military undertakings. To further understand 

underlying factors that affect participants’ preferences, the dimensions were also analyzed 

based on their content, the spatial organization of the content, and participants’ verbal 

descriptions.  Results of these analyses are generalized in Table 4.5. 
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Table 4.5 Summary of Findings for Preferences of Dimensions in Civil War Images. (Table 

format adapted and revised from Maulan, 2006, p. 121)  
Sense of 

Military Activities  Affect 
Analyses 

Content Spatial Organization 

Dimension 1 - Civilian ruins/ outcomes of war M= 4.03 
 
 

dynamic 
post battle actions 

Res  
Building ruins, bridge remnants, 
shattered windows, burn marks, bullet 
holes, blown up wall, 

High complexity, high 
mystery, low legibility, low 
low coherence 

Par Highly 
Negative 

Ruins, rubble, ruins, destructive, 
wrecked Mess, close, desolate 

Dimension 2 - Large artillery and soldiers in battle positions M= 4.01 

dynamic 
pre-battle actions 

Res  
Mortars, cannons in battle positions, 
soldiers in action, clear detail of 
military equipment 

Moderate in complexity, 
high mystery, low legibility, 
low coherence 

Par 
Positive 

+ 
Negative 

Cannons, mortars, guns, firepower, 
technology, trenches, fortified Big, huge, massive 

Dimension 3 - Soldiers’ living conditions in encampments and defensive posts M = 3.96 

semi-dynamic/ static 
pre-battle 
post-battle 

actions 

Res  Tents, earthworks, soldiers relaxing, 
fortification 

Moderate complexity, 
moderate mystery, low 
legibility, low coherence 

Par 

Highly 
Negative 

+ 
Positive 

Encampment, trenches Crowded, huddle 

Dimension 4 - Civilian structures in battlefields M = 3.94 

semi-dynamic/ static 
post-battle 

actions 

Res  Farm shed, civilian houses, soldiers, 
ambulance 

Moderate complexity, high 
mystery, moderate 
legibility, low coherence 

Par 
Negative 

+ 
Positive 

Hospital, headquarters, barracks, 
homestead, farmhouse Crowded, disorganized 

Dimension 5 - Battlefield vantage points and viewsheds M= 3.89 

static  
post battle 

actions 

Res  Vantage point, rocky surfaces, 
clustered vegetation, open field 

Moderate mystery, high 
legibility, low complexity 

Par  Not available 

Dimension 6 - Soldiers and civilian in posed positions M= 3.63 

static  
pre-battle 
post-battle 

actions 

Res  
Soldiers in posed positions, civilian, 
tent, house, horses 
clean faces and uniform 

Low mystery, low 
complexity, low legibility, 
high coherence 

Par Negative+ 
Positive Surveyors, artillery officers, officers Posed -staged 

*Res = researcher descriptions, *Par = participants descriptions 
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4.4 Factors Affecting Participants’ Preferences 

This section examines factors that affect participants’ preferences for Civil War 

images.  Knowing the relationships among these factors will help park managers and 

interpretive designers to determine how images of the Civil War can be effectively used to 

enhance users’ experiences at historic battlefields.  It can be particularly important when 

developing and designing interpretive materials.  This value corresponds directly to the 

second research question stated in Chapter 3.  The results are organized into three main 

sub-sections.  The first sub-section discusses analysis related to potential factors extracted 

from the background of the participants.  The second sub-section discusses factors related 

to participants’ motivation in visiting historic battlefields.  The final sub-section concludes 

and summarizes the overall findings.  To ensure reliability of the results, all statistical 

analyses were performed at a 95% level of confidence. 

 

4.4.1 Participants’ backgrounds   

In this section, factors related to the background of the participants are divided into 

two different categories.  The first category includes participants’ demographic variables, 

including gender, age-group, level of education and level of income.  The second category 

concerns the participants’ familiarity with the battlefield landscapes.  Variables included in 

this category are number of visits participants have made, whether or not the participants 

had visited a historic battlefield before, whether the participants' family members had 

served in the military, including ancestors in the Civil War.  

For each variable, a MANOVA was performed to identify relationships between 

the dimensions of preference and participants’ backgrounds.  If the MANOVA results were 

significant, the analysis continued with ANOVA tests to identify existing differences 

between sub-categories and the dimensions of preference.  Finally, if the results from the 
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ANOVA tests were significant, post-hoc multiple comparisons were used to identify which 

sub-categories differed from each of the dimensions of preference.  However, for variables 

that had only two categories, an Independent T-test was used instead of an ANOVA.  The 

following section presents the significant results from the analysis. 

 
4.4.1.1 Relationship between “socio economic” variables and image preferences 

dimensions 

Gender 

 Based on MANOVA tests, gender and age group were found to be statistically 

significant variables (F8.017, p<0.000; and F1.737, p<0.05) among the socio-economic 

variables that influence participants’ preference for Civil War images.  For gender, further 

analysis using independent T-tests revealed that only Dimension 2 (Large artillery and 

soldiers in battle positions) and Dimension 4 (Civilian structures in battlefields) are 

significantly different in term of gender preferences (p<0.05).  

 Results from multiple comparison analysis were as expected.  For Dimension 1, 

male participants (m=4.17) had a higher mean preference than did the female participants 

(m=3.78).  This is reasonable because of the likelihood that male participants identify with 

the male soldiers in the Civil War images. Additionally, this dimension also intimates a 

sense of power, strength, and superiority that can easily be associated with masculine 

characteristics.  For Dimension 4, Civilian structures in battlefields, female participants 

had a higher preference (m= 4.14) compared to the male participants (m=3.80). This result 

is also reasonable due to the likelihood that female participants see those structures as safe 

shelter against the difficulties faced by women and their families during the war. 
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Table 4.6 MANOVA and T-Test for Gender  

 
Dimensions MANOVA T-Test Multiple Comparison 

Analysis 
 F Sig t Sig df Male Female 

Gender 8.017 0.000      

1. Civilian ruins/outcomes of 
war  

  Not sig. p > 0.05 3.99 4.08 

2. Large artillery and soldiers 
in battle positions  

  4.244 0.000 254 4.17 3.78 

3. Soldiers’ living conditions 
in encampments and defensive 
posts  

  Not sig. p > 0.05 3.94 3.94 

4. Civilian structures in 
battlefields  

  -3.468 0.001 254 3.80 4.14 

5.Battlefield vantage points 
and viewsheds 

  Not sig. p > 0.05 3.92 3.79 

6. Soldiers and civilians in 
posed positions  

  Not sig. p > 0.05 3.59 3.65 

 

Age-group 

 Meanwhile, ANOVA shows that only two Dimensions, Soldiers’ living conditions 

in encampments and defensive positions and Civilian structures in battlefields, are 

statistically significantly different for the age group variable (p<0.05).  Based on multiple 

comparison analysis, two age groups were found statistically significant for both 

Dimension 3, Soldier life in encampments and defensive posts, and Dimension 4, Civilian 

structures in battlefields.  For Dimension 3, preference among the age group of 45-65 was 

significantly higher (m=4.12) than among the age group of 16-24 (m=3.72). For 

Dimension 4, the age group of older than 65 again rated higher (m=4.12) than the age 

group of 16-24 (m=3.61).  It is possible that older age groups have higher preference for 

these dimensions because they are more knowledgeable and emotional about the harsh 

conditions of soldiers’ lives, and perceive the images of civilian structures as valuable 

memories that need to be preserved.  
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Table 4.7 MANOVA and ANOVA for Age Group 

Dimensions 
MANOVA ANOVA Multiple Comparison Analysis 

F Sig F Sig 16-24 25-44 45-64 > 65 

Age group 1.737 0.029     

1. Civilian ruins/outcomes of 
war  

  Not sig. p > 0.05 3.93 
 

4.12 
 

4.03 
 

3.96 
 

2. Large artillery and 
soldiers in battles positions  

  Not sig. p > 0.05 3.97 3.87 4.10 4.06 

3. Soldiers’ living conditions 
in encampments and 
defensive posts  

  4.397 0.005 3.72 3.76 4.12 4.04 

4. Civilian structures in 
battlefields 

  3.054 0.029 3.61 3.88 4.01 4.12 

5.Battlefield vantage points 
and viewsheds 

  Not sig. p > 0.05 3.77 3.66 4.01 3.94 

6. Soldiers and civilians in 
posed positions  

  Not sig. p > 0.05 3.31 3.59 3.70 3.75 

 

4.4.1.2 Relationship between variables related to familiarity with battlefield landscape and 

preference for dimensions of images  

 Table 4.8 indicates the outcomes of the frequency analysis for four independent 

variables used as predictors to identify factors that affect participants’ preferences for Civil 

War images.  The first variable (previous visits) identifies whether participants are repeat 

or non-repeat visitors to historic Civil War battlefields.  Based on the results, 75% identify 

themselves as repeat and only 17.1% were non-repeat visitors26.  

From 210 repeat participants, only 170 estimated their number of visits to historic 

battlefields and those data are used as the second variable.  To avoid positively or 

negatively skewed categories, the 33rd and 66 percentile values were used to divide the 

number visitations equally into three different categories.  Based on the procedures, 20.7 % 

of the participants had made fewer than four visits; 20.4% had made between five to 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26 First visit to a historic battlefield  
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twelve visits; and 19.6% had made more than twelve visits to historic battlefields. Missing 

values constituted 39.3% of the total.  

Two hundred fifty-eight participants (92.1%) answered a question of whether their 

ancestors fought in the Civil War.  The results show that 40.4% of the participants 

answered “yes” and 51.8% answered “no.”  Finally, the last variable, “close family serves 

in military,” shows that the majority of participants answered in the affirmative (66.4%) 

and 25.7% answered in the negative. Table 4.8 depicts the details of the frequencies. 

Table 4.8 Frequency Analysis for Familiarity with Battlefields Variables  

Variables Categories f % Total (n) Missing Value 
% 

Visit Non-repeated  48 17.1 258 22 
 

7.9 Repeated 210 75.0 

Number of visits 
Less than 4 58 20.6 

170 110 39.2 Between 6-12 57 20.4 
More than 12 55 19.6 

Ancestors fought in 
Civil War 

Yes 113 40.4 258 22 
 

7.9 No 145* 51.8 
Family member 
serve in military 

Yes 186 66.4 258 22 
 

7.9 No 72 25.7 
         *don’t know responses were calculated as missing values 

It is noteworthy that analyses using MANOVA for these variables indicated that 

only the “ancestors fought on Civil War” variable has a significant influence on 

participants’ preferences regarding Civil War images (F2.293, p<0.05).  Further statistical 

analysis using Independent T-tests revealed only two dimensions, those of “large artillery 

and soldiers in combat positions” and “battlefield vantage points and viewsheds,” are 

significantly different in terms of the participants’ preferences (p<0.05).   

Multiple comparison analysis shows that participants whose ancestors fought in the 

Civil War have higher preferences for Dimensions 2 (m=4.14) and 5 (m=4.04) compared 

to visitors whose ancestors were not directly involved in Civil War fighting.  Interestingly, 
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the results suggest that participants with ancestors who fought in the Civil War possibly 

wanted to discover what their ancestors may have experienced.  

Pictures showing large artillery and soldiers in battle positions could possibly 

trigger participants’ imagination about the intense sounds of destruction experienced by 

their ancestors.  The same possibility could explain results yielded for “battlefield vantage 

points and viewsheds.”  Some studies have shown that it is often the case that visitors to 

historic battlefield want to experience what the soldiers saw (Gatewood & Cameron, 2004; 

Gough, 2004).  Vantage points could offer them opportunities to share the views that their 

ancestors saw and walked through.  

Table 4.9 MANOVA and T-Test for Ancestor Who Fought in the Civil War  

 
Dimensions MANOVA T-Test Multiple Comparison 

Analysis 
 F Sig t Sig df Yes No 

Ancestors fought in CW 2.293 0.036      

1. Civilian ruins/outcomes of 
war  

  Not sig. p > 0.05 4.11 3.96 

2. Large artillery and soldiers in 
battle positions  
 

  2.523 0.012 254 4.14 3.90 

3. Soldiers’ living conditions in 
encampments and defensive 
posts 

  Not sig. p > 0.05 3.98 3.91 

4. Civilian structures in 
battlefields  

  Not sig. p > 0.05 3.99 3.90 

5.Battlefield vantage points and 
viewsheds 

  3.029 0.030 253 4.04 3.72 

6. Soldiers and civilian in posed 
positions  

  Not sig. p > 0.05 3.71 3.55 

 

4.4.2 Participants’ motivation 

Participants’ with different motivations possibly seek to experience different 

historic resources available at historic Civil War battlefields.  In this section, three different 

types of motivations, such as participants’ interest in learning, reasons to visits, and 
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travelling distance, were used as predictors to identify possible relationships with the 

preference for various dimensions of the images.  The analysis involves procedures 

described in the previous section, including MANOVA, ANOVA and Multiple 

Comparison Analysis. 

 

4.4.2.1 Interest in learning   

 This section discusses the relationship between participants’ interest in learning 

about different battlefield historic resources&"  and how it may influence their preferences 

towards the images’ preference dimensions.  It is vital to highlight that interest in specific 

historic resources at historic battlefields may influence how they respond to specific types 

or dimensions of historic Civil War Images.  To help understand the relationship, a list of 

16 different types of historic resources found at battlefields were used in the study and the 

analysis is organized into these sub-sections:  

• Historic battlefield resources are ranked based on mean preference to reveal their 

importance.  

• Factor analysis of historic battlefield resources is presented then followed by brief 

discussions of items contained in each dimension.  

• Relationships between interest in learning aspects and image preference dimensions 

are explored. 

 

Historic battlefield resources  

 Based on a 5-piont Likert scale (1 = uninterested, 2 = somewhat uninterested, 3 = 

neither uninterested nor interested, 4 = somewhat interested, 5 = very interested), the mean 

analysis (refer Table 4.10) revealed that the participants in general were “somewhat” to 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
&"! Battlefield historic resources can be man-made structures, natural topography, military cemetery and 
military positions.!
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“very” interested about learning different types of historic battlefield resources. The 

highest mean score of the battlefield resources is (m=4.41) and the lowest is (m=3.73). The 

highest three mean analyses describe the realities and outcomes of the war (battle ruins 

m=4.41, soldiers’ living conditions m=4.40, existing natural environment and how it was 

affected by the battle m=4.28). Meanwhile, the lowest three means represent resources that 

have least connection with the actual combat actions, such as military transportation 

(m=3.73), battlefield monuments (m=3.81), and non-combat units (m=3.83). These results 

confirmed findings extracted from the ranking and content analysis of the dimensions of 

preferred images presented in the previous sections.  

Table 4.10 Mean Analysis of Historic Battlefield Resources 

Resources N Mean Std. Dev 
Ruins 257 4.41 .889 
Soldier life 257 4.40 .779 
Nature affected by battle 257 4.28 .860 
Military tactics 258 4.18 .935 
Women and children 257 4.18 .929 
Structures in battlefield 256 4.16 .852 
Civilian life 257 4.16 .894 
Commanders 258 4.16 .970 
Specific combat unit 257 4.10 .967 
Slave and slavery institution 257 4.10 .989 
Military cemetery 257 4.08 1.035 
Military technology 256 4.04 1.030 
Black soldiers 256 4.02 .949 
Non-combat unit 257 3.83 1.024 
Monuments 257 3.81 1.143 
Transportation/logistics 256 3.73 .964 
Valid N (listwise) 244   

 

In addition, several notable findings derive from this analysis. For instance, 

surprisingly, the participants ranked battlefield monuments among the least interesting 

items although monuments are known as major physical representations intended to 

commemorate and communicate battlefield events.  Moreover, it interesting to discover 
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that interest in learning about the military battle tactics was ranked fourth among the 

historic resources items. This may reflect a shift of interest or attention among a new 

generation of Americans who seek to understand the historic events through different 

approaches and perspectives. 

 

Interest in learning aspect 

 Using factor analysis, participants’ interests in learning were grouped into several 

aspects28 and used as predictors to identify a relationship with the dimensions of the 

images they preferred. Using minimum loading value (0.30) as suggested by Hair et al. 

(1998), the analysis extracted three different aspect of participants’ interest in learning 

about battlefield resources (Table 4.11). Based on the characteristics of the variables, each 

aspect was named as follows: (a) people of the Civil War, (b) military actions of Civil War 

and (c) physical artifacts of the Civil War. Further understanding of participants’ interest in 

learning was achieved through ranking these aspects (Table 4.12). The sections below 

discuss the results in detail.  

 

People of the Civil War   

This aspect consists of six variables that describe different groups of people who 

experienced the Civil War.  The aspect particularly reflects the life stories and experiences 

of both the civilians and the soldiers. The items relate to women and children, slaves and 

the institution of slavery, black soldiers, the life of civilians, non-combat units, and the life 

of soldier. This aspect was named “People of the Civil War.” 

 

 

  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28 The term “aspect” is used to avoid confusion with the images preference dimension  
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Military actions of the Civil War  

This aspect includes variables associated with military activities during the Civil 

War. The variables that were grouped into this aspect are military tactics, combat units, 

military commanders, military technology, and military transportation and logistics. This 

aspect was named  “Military actions of the Civil War.” 

 

Physical artifacts of the Civil War   

This aspect comprises five variables related to physical artifacts that exist in most 

of the Civil War battlefields.  The variables extracted into this dimension are military 

cemeteries, battlefield monuments, human-made structures (e.g. houses or bridges), the 

natural environment, and battlefield ruins. The dimension was named “Physical artifacts of 

the Civil War.” 

Table 4.11 Factor Analysis for Interest in Learning (Pattern matrix) 
 Factor 

Aspect 
1 2 3 

16-Women and children .948    
 

People of the 
Civil War 

13-Black soldiers .839   
15-Slaves and the institution of slavery  .829   
14-Civilian life .822   
5-Non-combat unit .472   
3-Soldier life .409   
4-Military tactics  .885   

Military elements 
of the Civil War 

8-Specific combat unit  .816  
2-Military technology  .692  
6-Military commanders  .678  
9-Transportation and logistics   .572  
11-Soldier cemetery   .895  

Physical artifacts 
of the Civil War 

10-Monuments   .881 
7-Structures in battlefield   .314 
12-Nature affected by battle   .300 
Ruins*    
Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood.  
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization. 
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a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations. 
*item excluded –loading value less than 0.30 

 

 

Table 4.12 Interest in Learning Dimensions’ Ranking 

Rank Aspect Mean Std. dev. Alpha 

1 People of the Civil War  
(6 variables- 16, 13, 15,14, 5, 3) 4.13 0.711 0.870 

2 Physical artifacts of the Civil War  
(5 variables- 11, 10, 7, 12) 4.08 0.738 0.747 

3 Military Elements of the Civil War  
(5 variables- 4, 8, 2, 6, 9) 4.05 0.758 0.839 

 

4.4.2.2 Relationship between interest in learning and preferences for various dimensions 
of images 

  
To identify meaningful relationships among participants’ interests and the 

dimensions of the images they preferred, each of the aspects of interest in learning was 

divided into three categories based on their mean percentile values. This approach allows a 

statistical comparison between the scale of participant interest (independent categorical 

variables) and the preference for a given dimension (independent scale variables). To 

equally divide the aspects into less interested, interested, and highly interested categories, 

two different percentiles values were used (33rd percentile and 66th percentile). Table 4.13 

shows the aspect of participants’ interest with 33rd and 66th percentile values. The 

analysis involves the same statistical procedures, including MANOVA, ANOVA, and 

Multiple Comparison Analysis, used in the previous section. 
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Table 4.13 Values for the 33rd and 66th Percentiles 

Rank Dimension Median 33rd 
Percentile 

66th 
Percentile Sub Category N 

 
 
1 

 
 
People of the Civil 
War (6 variables) 

 
 

4.12 

 
 

3.83 

 
 

4.50 
 

Less interested 91 
Interested 79 

Highly interested 81 
 
2 

 
Physical artifacts of 
the Civil War  
(4 variables) 

 
 

4.08 

 
 

3.75 

 
 

4.50 

Less interested 92 
Interested 89 

Highly interested 73 
 
3 

 
Elements of the 
military during the 
Civil War (5 
variables) 

 
4.04 

 
3.80 

 
4.40 

Less interested 90 

Interested 84 

Highly interested 79 

 

Interest in people of the Civil War  

 Table 4.14 shows that participants with interest in learning about the people of 

Civil War were significantly influenced in their preferences toward Civil War images 

(F12.689, p<0.000). The results from the ANOVA test also show that there are significant 

differences among participants’ levels of interest (less interested, interested and highly 

interested) for all images preferences dimension (p<0.05).   

Based on multiple comparison analysis, the mean scores of all preferences for 

Dimensions 3 (Soldiers’ living conditions in encampments and defensive posts), 4 

(Civilian structures in battlefields), and 6 (Soldiers and civilians in posed positions) 

increase significantly when participants’ level of interest increases. In contrast, for 

Dimensions 1, 2, and 5 some of the mean differences for interest level are not significant.  

Above all, the results also suggested that participants with interest in learning about 

the people of Civil War have higher preferences for Dimensions 3 (Soldiers’ living 

conditions in encampments and defensive posts) and 4 (Civilian structures in battlefields). 

Both dimensions were ranked highest in the “very interested” category (m=4.40, m=4.53) 

compared to other dimensions. The results are reasonable because both dimensions are 
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highly associated with people who were highly affected (emotionally and physically) 

during the war. 

Table 4.14 MANOVA and ANOVA for Interest in People of the Civil War 

Dimensions 
MANOVA ANOVA Multiple Comparison Analysis 

F Sig F Sig Less 
interested Interested Highly 

interested 

People of Civil War 12.689 0.000      

1. Civilian ruins/outcomes 
of war 

 11.812 0.000 3.75 4.13 4.37 

2. Large artillery in combat 
positions 

 8.536 0.000 3.84 3.92 4.28 

3. Soldiers’ living 
conditions in encampments 
and defensive post 

 30.049 0.007 3.58 3.99 4.40 

4. Civilian’s structures in 
battlefields 

 70.948 0.000 3.37 4.01 4.53 

5.Battlefield vantage points 
and viewsheds 

 3.596 0.029 3.72 3.83 4.07 

6. Soldiers and civilians in 
posed positions 

 41.684 0.000 3.16 3.56 4.25 

 

Interest in physical artifacts of the Civil War 

 As shown in Table 4.15, participants’ interest in physical artifacts of the Civil War 

significantly influenced their preferences toward Civil War images (F10.896, p<0.000). 

Based on ANOVA tests, there are significant differences among the visitors’ levels of 

interest (less interested, interested, highly interested) for all dimensions of the images they 

preferred (p<0.05).   

Results from multiple comparison analysis29  also indicated that mean scores for the 

preferences for “less interested”, “interested”, and “very interested” categories were 

significantly different across all dimensions. Furthermore, the mean scores of the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
29 Multiple comparison analyses were made between highly interested and. interested, highly interested and 
less interested, and interested and less interested categories.  
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preferences for every dimension of the Civil War images increase significantly when 

participants’ level of interest in learning increases. 

Moreover, the results suggest that participants with interest in physical artifacts 

have a higher preference for images that show tangible evidence of those artifacts, making 

the participants virtual witnesses of the war. For example, the mean values of Dimension 1 

(Civilian ruins/outcomes of war) were ranked highest for both “interested” (m = 4.04) and 

“highly interested” levels (m=4.48). This confirms previous findings extracted from the 

image factor analysis and is considered highly reasonable. Participants with interest in 

learning about the physical artifacts of battlefields may seek to experience personally 

tangible battlefield resources that are still available on-site. The same results are reflected 

for Dimension 4 (Civilian structures in battlefields) (m= 4.48) for the “very interested” 

interest level. It also represents tangible evidence of artifacts at historic battlefields.  

Table 4.15 MANOVA and ANOVA for Interest in Physical Artifacts 

Dimensions 
MANOVA ANOVA Multiple Comparison Analysis 

F Sig  F Sig Less 
interested Interested Highly 

interested 

Physical Memories 10.896 0.000      

1. Civilian ruins/outcomes 
of war 

 17.51 0.000 3.70 4.04 4.48 

2. Large artillery in combat 
positions 

 26.81 0.000 3.67 4.00 4.46 

3. Soldiers’ living 
conditions in encampments 
and defensive posts 

 24.35 0.000 3.63 3.93 4.42 

4. Civilian structures in 
battlefields 

 38.18 0.000 3.51 3.97 4.48 

5.Battlefield vantage points 
and viewsheds 

 26.77 0.000 3.48 3.87 4.39 

6. Soldiers and civilians in 
posed positions 

 27.80 0.000 3.23 3.59 4.19 
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Interest in details of the military during the Civil War 

The results, as shown in Table 4.16, indicate that participants’ interest in military 

elements of the Civil War significantly influenced their preferences toward Civil War 

images (F11.244, p<0.000).  Furthermore, results from ANOVA tests show that preference 

differences exist between participants’ level of interest (less interested, interested, highly 

interested) for all dimensions (p<0.05).   

For Dimensions 2 and 6, multiple comparison analysis revealed that the mean 

scores between each dimension and interest level category are statistically different.  

However, for Dimensions 1, 3, 4, and 5, significant differences exist only between the 

categories of highly interested and interested, and between highly interested and less 

interested, but not between interested and less interested.  

Table 4.16 MANOVA and ANOVA for Military Elements of Civil War Interest Category 

Dimensions 
MANOVA ANOVA Multiple Comparison Analysis 

F Sig F Sig Less 
interested Interested Highly 

interested 

Military of Civil War 11.244 0.000      

1. Civilian ruins/outcomes 
of war 

 11.01 0.000 3.92 3.82 4.42 

2. Large artillery in combat 
positions 

 48.53 0.000 3.52 4.10 4.48 

3. Soldiers’ living 
conditions in encampments 
and defense posts 

 16.84 0.000 3.70 3.88 4.34 

4. Civilian structures in 
battlefields 

 13.67 0.000 3.77 3.78 4.31 

5.Battlefield vantage points 
and viewsheds 

 19.56 0.000 3.57 3.73 4.33 

6. Soldiers and civilians in 
posed positions 

 23.02 0.000 3.23 3.59 4.09 

 

Worth noting, the data also revealed that participants with interest in learning about 

military elements of the Civil War preferred Dimension 2 - Large artillery in combat 

positions.  The mean scores for both the highly interested (m=4.48) and interested 
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categories (m=4.10) ranked highest among other dimensions.  The results are considered 

highly reasonable because participants who have this interest likely perceived that 

exposure to different types of military weapons could help them to experience the historic 

events.  

 

4.4.2.3 Relationship between reasons to visit historic battlefields and preference for 

various dimensions of image   

 Reasons for visitation to historic battlefields was explored as a factor that may 

influence participants’ preferences toward the various dimensions of Civil War images.  

Based on 242 participants who responded to the question, reasons for visitation were 

analyzed and grouped according to their similarities.  The results yielded five different 

motivations, such as “remembrance,” “curiosity and location,” “exhibit and popularity,” 

“recreation,” and “historic education.” Listed below are some of the keywords provided by 

the participants that were used as the defining characteristics for each motivation. 

1. Remembrance: family history, ancestors fought, and respect the sacrifice 

2. Curiosity/location: never been here, on trip, in town, and visiting family 

3. Exhibit /popularity: view artifacts and first real battle  

4. Recreation: hiking, running the trails, and biking 

5. Historic education: to learn about the battle, interested in history,  

According to Table 4.17, the majority of the participants (43.9 %) listed “historic 

education” as their main reason of visiting historic battlefields.  This is not surprising 

because historic battlefields offer them opportunities to learn through physical experience 

of various historical resources.  Curiosity and battlefield location was the second highest 

reason offered by participants (18.2%).  They explained that the decision to visit the 

battlefields was made when driving through or after arriving in the area.  
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Meanwhile, other reasons, including recreation and remembrance, ranged from 

9.4% to 7.9%.  Surprisingly, although the majority of the surveys were conducted at 

famous American Civil War battlefields, only a small percentage of visitors see the sites’ 

exhibit and popularity (6.8%) as important reasons for their visits.  Table 4.16 shows the 

results in detail. However, results from the MANOVA test show visitors’ reasons to visit 

historic battlefields have no influence on their preferences in Civil War images (p>0.05).  

Thus, there was no need to continue the analysis with ANOVA tests and multiple 

comparison analysis. 

Table 4.17 Reasons for Visitation to Battlefields  

 Frequency % 

Reasons 
to Visit 

Education 123 43.9 
Curiosity & location 51 18.2 
Recreation 27 9.4 
Remembrance 22 7.9 
Exhibit & popularity 19 6.8 

 Missing 38 13.6 
  Total                                 280 100.0 

 

4.4.2.4 Relationship between travelling distance and preference for various dimensions of 

images   

Distances traveled to historic battlefields were estimated to identify whether this 

factor plays a significant role in determining participants’ preferences toward specific 

dimensions of images. Based on 185 (66.1%) participants’ home zip codes, traveling 

distances to the historic battlefields included in the study were measured using Google 

Maps and grouped into five categories: less than 50 miles, 51 to 250 miles, 251 to 500 

miles, 501 to 1000 miles, and more than 1000 miles.  

The information in Table 4.18 indicates that the majority of the visitors who 

participated in the survey (24.3 %) traveled between 51 and 250 miles to the battlefields.  

The distance traveled indicated that it took them between one and four hours to drive for 
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the visit.  The second and third highest percentages comprise the groups of visitors who 

traveled between 251-500 miles (12.5%) and 501-1000 miles (11.8%).  Local participants 

(traveling fewer than 50 miles) accounted for only 10.0% of the total participants.  

Meanwhile, visitors who traveled more than 1000 miles constitute only 7.5% of the 

participants.  It is possible that members of this last group stop to visit the battlefields as 

part of their journey to other destinations.  Table 4.17 details visitors’ travel distances.  

Table 4.18 Percentage of Distance to Battlefield  

 Frequency % 

Distance 
(miles) 

less than 50 28 10.0 
51 to 250 68 24.3 
251 to 500 35 12.5 
501 to 1000 33 11.8 
more than 1000 21 7.5 
Total (N) 185 66.1 

 Missing Value 95* 33.9 
Total 280 100.0 

*Eye-tracking participants were included as part of the missing value data 

 

Table 4.19 indicates that, based on MANOVA, participants’ travel distance to 

historic battlefields significantly influenced their preferences toward Civil War images 

(F1.54, p<0.048). However, ANOVA shows that significant differences based on distance 

exist only for Dimension 1 (Civilian ruins/outcomes of war) (p<0.05). Further analyses of 

Dimension 1 using multiple comparisons indicates that mean preference scores differ 

significantly only for participants with a travel distance of between “51-250 miles” 

(m=4.20) and “251-500 miles” (m=3.64).  
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Table 4.19 MANOVA and ANOVA for Distance to Battlefield  

Dimensions 

MANOVA ANOVA Multiple Comparison Analysis 

F Sig F Sig < 50 
miles 

51 
to 

250 

251 
to 

500 

501 
to 

1000 

>1000 
miles 

Distance to Battlefield 1.54 0.048        

1. Civilian ruins/outcomes 
of war 

 2.503 0.044 4.11 4.20 3.64 4.04 3.84 

2. Large artillery in combat 
positions 

 Not sig. p > 0.05 3.86 4.10 3.84 4.24 3.90 

3. Soldiers’ living 
conditions in encampments 
and defense positions 

 Not sig. p > 0.05 3.72 4.03 3.80 4.15 3.94 

4. Civilian structures in 
battlefields 

 Not sig. p > 0.05 3.73 4.08 4.01 4.01 3.57 

5.Battlefield vantage points 
and viewsheds 

 Not sig. p > 0.05 3.84 3.96 3.78 3.75 4.08 

6. Soldiers and civilians 
with posed positions 

 Not sig. p > 0.05 3.37 3.74 3.59 3.78 3.41 

 

The results also suggest that participants who travel distances of fewer than 250 

miles have higher preferences for dimensions of images relating to ruins/outcome of war.  

One reason for this preference could be that participants within this range are more 

sensitive about their local history and more highly perceive the importance of the Civil 

War’s ruins as a historical resource and believe that the sites and images convey memories 

that need to be preserved.  This finding is parallel with that of Lowental (1985, cited in 

David Uzzell, 1998), who recognizes the significance of place and time in historical 

analysis.  He states that communities closer to the heritage site may perceive the place’s 

meaning as “something different altogether” (David Uzzell, 1998, p. 14).  Even so, the 

result is still surprising because it was anticipated that participants with longer travel 

distances would have higher mean preferences toward this dimension.  
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4.4.3 Summary of factors affecting participants’ preferences for images of the Civil 

War 

 This section summarizes the findings yielded from the analysis of factors affecting 

participants’ preferences of images of the Civil War.  The results suggest that different 

backgrounds and motivations can significantly influence how participants perceived 

various dimensions of Civil War images.  Background variables including gender, age 

group and whether ancestors fought in the Civil War were identified as significant factors, 

while motivation variables including interest in learning and distance of travel were also 

found to be significant factors that influence participants’ preferences. 

In general, the results show that male participants have higher preferences for the 

dimension comprising military weapons than do female participants.  In contrast, female 

participants prefer dimensions associated with sense of refuge more than do male 

participants.  Regarding age group, the results indicate that participants with an age above 

45 years have significantly higher preferences than younger age groups for dimensions 

involving soldier’s living conditions and civilian building.  Meanwhile, participants whose 

ancestors fought in the Civil War have significantly higher preferences for dimensions 

comprising military weapons and battlefield topography.  

Analysis of motivation revealed that participants with interest in learning about 

“People of the Civil War,” “Physical artifacts of the Civil War,” and “Military actions of 

the Civil War” preferred images with related dimensions than did participants with other 

motivations.  In addition, participants who traveled distances less than 250 miles to the 

battlefield have significantly higher preferences for the “Civilian ruins/ outcomes of war” 

dimension.  

This study provides evidence to suggest that participants not only perceived the 

dimension of the images differently but also revealed important historic resources at 

American Civil War battlefields.  These results also provide a crucial understanding of 
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how historic interpretation can be customized based on the different backgrounds and 

motivations of the people who visit the historic Civil War sites.  In fact, results from this 

study can be used to help park managers improve the educational programs currently 

offered at historic battlefields. 
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS OF GRUESOME IMAGES AND USE OF EYE 

TRACKING TECHNOLOGIES 

 

This chapter discusses the analyses and findings for the third and fourth research 

questions, and is organized into two sections.  The first section discusses findings related 

to participants’ attitudes toward Civil War images considered gruesome.  It provides a 

fundamental understanding of how such images should be used for interpretation purposes 

from the participants’ perspectives.  The second section examines the use of eye-tracking 

technologies in analyzing participants’ preference for Civil War images.  The eye-tracking 

analysis is employed in this study to provide further understanding of elements that 

captured participants’ attention and, possibly, influenced their rating decisions. A summary 

of the findings appears at the end of each section.   

   

5.1  Participants Attitudes Towards Gruesome Images of Civil War   

The second research question deals with participants’ attitudes towards gruesome 

images and how this characteristic should be managed as part of the interpretation and 

presentation of Civil War battlefield materials.  According to the New Oxford American 

Dictionary (Abate & Jewell, 2001), gruesome can be defined as something that is horrific, 

grisly or extremely unpleasant. To answer Research Question 2, a series of analyses 

described in Chapter 3 were used and the results were organized into three sub-sections.  

The first sub-section discusses participants’ general beliefs about gruesome images of the 

Civil War.  The second section discusses the issue of age restrictions according to 

participants’ recommendations.  Meanwhile, the last section analyzes participants’ 

opinions about different conditions for using gruesome Civil War images.  Finally, a 

summary of findings for these sub-sections is presented. 
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5.1.1 Participants’ beliefs about gruesome images of the Civil War   

 This section discusses participants’ general beliefs about gruesome images of the 

Civil War. Statements related to participant’s personal experience, remembrance, 

sacredness, emotions, and need for user restrictions were incorporated in the survey.  To 

achieve more meaningful results, the participants were allowed to choose more than one 

statement to represent their beliefs.  The statements are listed below:  

1. Helps me understand the realities of war (e.g., death, suffering);  

2. Offers an opportunity to honor the sacrifices of those who were killed or injured;  

3. These pictures are sacred, thus it is not right to use these images for interpretation 

purposes;  

4. I feel emotionally uncomfortable if I choose to look at these images; and  

5. Age restrictions should be imposed in order to access these images.  

For easier interpretation, the statements were rephrased and ranked according to 

frequencies of response.  The results were also categorized into “believe” and “don’t 

believe” statements.  Table 4.6 shows the results of this sub-section in detail.  In addition, 

participants’ verbal descriptions were also used in this sub-section to validate some of the 

findings. 

Table 5.1 Participants’ Beliefs Regarding Gruesome Civil War Images 

 Believe Don’t believe Missing 
Value Total 

N % N % N % 

These pictures are not sacred* 251 89.6 7 2.5 22 7.9 280 

Help to understand the realities of war 249 88.9 9 3.2 22 7.9 280 

I feel emotionally comfortable* 239 85.4 19 6.8 22 7.9 280 

Offers an opportunity to honor the sacrifices 177 63.2 81 28.9 22 7.9 280 

Age restrictions should not be imposed* 168 60.0 90 32.1 22 7.9 280 

* Rephrased as positive statements 
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 According to the results, the majority of participants (89.6%) believed that 

gruesome images of the Civil War are not sacred, and they should be used for battlefield 

interpretation.  This result is anticipated because the participants are likely familiar with 

this type of image as part of their prior learning experience.  According to Seels (1997), 

countless books, magazines and documentaries have used such images in their publications 

to communicate visual evidence of the Civil War to the American public.  Some of the 

participants even suggested increasing the use of this type of image for educational 

purposes: one participant remarked, “War is hell. Reality should never [be] withheld. 

These images should reveal and [be] used to deter wars” (Transcript 8); and another stated 

that historic battlefield sites “should use more of these images. Rarely see [this] type of 

images at battlefields to reflect realities, not to glorify war, which often happens at 

battlefields” (Transcript 53). 

 Participants also perceived the gruesome images as important historic evidence that 

can help them to comprehend the realities of war.  Almost 89% of the participants believed 

that, through these images, they can more easily comprehend the realities of death and 

suffering experienced by the soldiers and civilians.  The majority of the participants’ 

descriptions agree with this notion.  One participant stated, “These are very powerful 

images. Often, war is depicted as an honorable act. Such images show the destruction, 

sadness and loneliness of the war reality” (Transcript 78).  Another described, 

• War is devastating. It kills human beings. How can we understand the extent of 

horror if we don't see the effect on people who are just like us even though they 

lived 150 years ago? These images are sobering [and] provoke thought. (Transcript 

102) 

According to Seels (1997) and Putnam (cited in Trachtenberg, 1985), the Civil War images 

can develop personal connections and bring the experience of these historic events “into 

the present tense” (p. 2).  Compared to period artists’ depictions of battle scenes, these 
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photographic images provide details and a wealth of information of the fallen soldiers.  

Without gruesome images, it is difficult to experience the real meaning of war, since the 

“battlefield is well maintained, thus, [it is] easy to romanticize not reflect” (Transcript 54).   

In addition, the majority of participants who took the survey are prepared to learn 

about the brutality of the Civil War.  This is reflected in the results showing that 85.4% of 

the participants believe they are emotionally comfortable seeing these images as part of 

their learning experience.  Some of the participants stated that, based on today’s standards, 

the gruesome images are considered mild.  They argued that today’s media portrays even 

more gruesome color images:  

• Most of these images are even for younger children. TV offers worse images these 

days. (Transcript 33). 

• Unfortunately, Hollywood has desensitized most of the under-65 population to 

violence through the media. Comparatively, these images hold little shock value. 

(Transcript 100). 

• Although these are disturbing, today's media shows images that are equally, if not 

more, disturbing. (Transcript 103). 

• I would not consider any of those images "gruesome" by today’s standards, and 

they should not be censored or altered. The images should not be age-restricted. 

(Transcript 131). 

Moreover, the participants also stated that the monochrome characteristic of the 

Civil War made the images less gruesome.  This black-and-white characteristic omits some 

of the details that could potentially disturb the viewers. Participant 125 provides the 

example: “Images are [a] valuable part of history. Being [black-and-white] they look less 

gruesome than they otherwise would. [I] would recommend against some kind of color 

enhancement, except for historical research purposes” (Transcripts 125). 
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A study of gruesome photos by Douglas, Lyon and Ogloff (1997) supports the 

participants’ argument.  The researchers found greater physical reactions, such as sweaty 

palms and upset stomach, for participants who viewed gruesome color images than for 

participants who viewed the black-and-white images. Surprisingly, 63.2% of the 

participants in this study believed that by viewing these images, they actually honored the 

sacrifices made by the soldiers.  For them, this could be an act of remembrance for the 

soldiers’ courageousness as well as their sacrifices for what they believed in.  As two 

participants said: “Death is part of war.  If we hide these images, we are tainting history 

and making [those] who lost their life unimportant. Every life lost led to where we are 

today” (Transcript 25); and “These image help to understand the cost of war.  Showing the 

images honors them by reminding us of [the] ultimate sacrifice they [paid]” (Transcript 

133).  

Interestingly, the majority of participants (60%) also believed that age restrictions 

should not be imposed in order to access these images.  They believe it is more important 

for the young generation to learn about the horrible consequences of war.  Early education 

can help to prevent more deadly conflicts in the future, especially with the current 

advancement of military technologies.  Participants largely held the position that it is 

important for minors to see these images: 

• These images are real and if children are playing [violent] video games and 

watching violent TV [and] films, there is nothing wrong seeing the reality of war 

and violence. (Transcript 35) 

• I think all are appropriate if [we explain] to children of all ages the meanings 

behind the images, as we are doing with our 3-4 years old granddaughters. 

(Transcript 76) 
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• As long as there is a warning, it is appropriate for all. Children need to know life 

[and] dead are not like TV superheroes. (Transcript 88) 

• The children see a lot worse today. They should see it and be aware it's not a game. 

(Transcript 120) 

• I think there should be no restrictions on showing these photos. Although we come 

to these places to honor the sacrifices, one should also understand the very real 

consequences of war. (Transcript 116) 

On the other hand, some participants raised concerns about the need of age 

restrictions for some of the images, even though they agreed to the importance of including 

them in the historical records.  Reflected in Table 4.6, 32.1% of the participants believed 

that the nature of these images is still too strong for minors to comprehend:  

• There were [several images] I thought needed restrictions. If we are going to teach 

our children, then, as they get older, we should let them see what war is. 

(Transcripts 27). 

• Multiple corpses were the most disturbing. Restrictions on those [for minors]. One 

or two corpses with wounds that are not clearly visible makes them look like 

sleeping. Good examples of the effects of war. (Transcripts 59) 

• Parents should be advised about letting children view these photographs; [they] 

possibly could be disturbing. (Transcripts 75) 

In conclusion, it is clear that the majority of participants value the use of gruesome 

images of Civil War as important interpretation resources to better experience the realities 

war. They are emotionally comfortable with viewing the images, perceived the viewing as 

an act of remembrance, and believed that every age level should have access to these 

images.  Appendix-T presents a full list of the transcripts. 
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5.1.2 Age recommendations for viewing gruesome images of the Civil War  

To obtain further understanding of how to use these images as part of the 

interpretative materials, participants were asked to suggest a minimum age if restrictions 

should be imposed to access these images.  Overall, 32% of the participant responses to the 

question revealed the importance of this issue for future interpretative materials planning 

and design.  For more meaningful and easier interpretation, participants’ suggestions for 

age restrictions were organized into three different age groups.  Table 4.7 shows the results 

in detail. 

Table 5.2 Suggested Age Restrictions for Viewing Gruesome Images of the Civil War 

Group Age Group f % 
Elementary 5-10 17 18.9 

Middle  11-13 43 47.8 

High School 14-17 19 21.1 

Missing values  11 12.2 

Total  90 100.00 

 

Seventy-one of 90 participants who believed that age restrictions should be 

imposed suggested the minimum age in the survey.  It is apparent from the results that the 

majority of the respondents (43%) considered a minor below middle school age (11 to 13 

years) should be restricted from seeing images classified as gruesome.  Meanwhile, a small 

percentage of participants believed that restrictions should be imposed for minors in the 

elementary school age range.  The table indicates that 18.9% of the respondents suggest 

restrictions for viewers between ages five to ten years old.  Surprisingly, some participants 

also expressed their belief that age restrictions should be raised to the age of high school 

students (14 to 17 years).  The percentage comprises 21.1% of the total respondents who 

advocate imposing age restrictions for gruesome images.  
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Although this section briefly explores issues related to age restrictions, the results 

highlight parental concerns toward the use of these images for battlefield interpretations.  

Even without robust statistical analysis, the results revealed existing and potential conflicts 

regarding how these images should be used for educational purposes.  Further study on this 

issue may influence and provide valuable information for the future design of battlefield 

exhibits and the decision-making process. 

 

5.1.3 Appropriateness conditions of gruesome Civil War images   

As discussed in Chapter 3, participants’ attitudes were also identified based on their 

responses when seeing these images.  In this section, participants’ judgments of 

“appropriate conditions” for eight different gruesome images are identified.  Using 

multiple-choice answers, participants were asked to indicate “how appropriate and under 

what conditions it would be appropriate” to use each of the images.  The conditions are 

listed below:  

a = always inappropriate,  

b = appropriate if the viewer is warned that images are potentially disturbing,  

c = appropriate if age restrictions are implied,  

d = always appropriate, and 

e = don’t know. 

In general, each of these images received between 264 and 267 responses, or 94.3% 

to 95.4% from the total participants.  The results show that majority of the participants 

(between 84.3% to 93.2%) perceived all of these images as appropriate30 for interpretation 

purposes.  In contrast, only 6.8% to 15% of participants considered gruesome images used 

in the survey as always inappropriate. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30  Based on three appropriateness conditions, a =appropriate if the viewer is warned that images are 
potentially disturbing, c = appropriate if age restrictions are implied, d = always appropriate, 
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The frequency analysis also revealed several interesting findings.  For images that 

show dead soldiers at battlefields (1,3,4,5,7), it is apparent that the majority of the 

participants (between 38.2% -40.4%) considered it to be appropriate to use these images if 

the viewer is warned.  This result is expected since these images clearly show details of 

corpses with different physical conditions that might be too horrific for some viewers.  

Interestingly, although each of these images is relatively different in terms of its 

characteristics (e.g., facial close-up, dead soldiers in a row, corpse-strewn battlefields, 

bloated bodies), it does not significantly influence participants’ responses in this category. 

However, based on the same set of images, there are slight differences in terms of 

how the participants perceived the conditions for assigning images to an “always 

appropriate” category.  The mixed results are particularly reflected in responses to Images 

3 and 4, both showing dead soldiers, that received the lowest responses of frequencies.  

Visual analysis for both of these images revealed that they share similar characteristics.  

Unburied soldiers’ bodies depicted in both images clearly show their facial features, facial 

expressions, and physical postures of horrific death. Similar patterns are found regarding 

the age restrictions category.  The top three images with highest frequencies of responses 

(Images 3, 4, and 5) reflect participants’ concerns for minors being sensitive to viewing 

gruesome images that have these types of characteristics (e.g., close-up corpses, faces 

visible to viewers).   

In contrast, images with the highest responses for the “always inappropriate” 

category were Images 6 and 8.  This is surprising since both of these images show only 

injured soldiers and are generally considered less gruesome.  Participants possibly 

perceived these images as not convincing enough to convey the horrific message that can 

help them to experience the battle, and thus saw them as inappropriate for interpretation 

purposes.  Meanwhile, as expected, both Images 6 and 8 received the highest responses in 
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the “always appropriate” category, due to the relatively less gruesome content shown in the 

images.  

Table 5.3 Percentage Analysis of Appropriate Use of Civil War Images. 

 
Always 

inappropriate 

Appropriate if 
the viewer is 

warned 

Appropriate if 
age restrictions 

are implied 

Always 
appropriate 

Missing 
value 

N 

 f % f % f % f %   

Image 1 20 7.1 109 38.9 70 25 67 23.9 14 280 

Image 2 24 8.6 77 27.5 47 16.8 119 42.5 13 280 

Image 3 21 7.5 111 39.6 81 28.9 53 18.9 14 280 

Image 4 29 10.4 110 39.3 75 26.8 52 16.8 14 280 

Image 5 19 6.8 107 38.2 80 28.6 59 21.1 15 280 

Image 6 42 15.0 22 7.9 20 7.1 183 65.4 13 280 

Image 7 20 7.1 113 40.4 71 25.4 63 22.5 13 280 

Image 8 44 15.7 22 7.9 15 5.4 183 65.4 16 280 

* don’t know responses were assigned as missing value  

Furthermore, results from the frequency analysis were also used to identify a relationship 

between the level of gruesomeness and age-appropriate categories for these images.  To 

achieve this, a group of students and staff at the Landscape Architecture program at 

Virginia Tech were asked to rank these images on a scale of least and most gruesome 

(depicted in Figure 4.11).  Based on the scale and percentage values of the images, graphs 

were plotted to reflect categories of age-appropriateness, and those graphs are presented in 

Figures 4.12 through 4.15. 
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*Rank 1 – least gruesome  

Image 8 

 
Rank 3 – least gruesome  

image 2 

 
Rank 2 – least gruesome  

Image 6 

 
Rank 4 – moderately gruesome  

Image 1 

 
Rank 5 – moderately gruesome  

Image 5 

 
Rank 6 – highly gruesome  

Image 7 
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*Rank 7 – highly gruesome 

Image 4 

 
Rank 8 – highly gruesome  

Image 3 
 

Figure 5.1. Ranking of gruesome images based on level of gruesomeness. 

 
The results based on this ranking revealed some promising insights.  Surprisingly, 

the percentages for images classified in the always inappropriate category (Figure 4.12) 

decrease when the level of gruesomeness increases.  This finding is unexpected since it 

was anticipated that the percentages for the images should increase when the level of 

gruesomeness increases.  As discussed previously, one possible reason could be that the 

participants perceived the images are not convincing enough to deliver the true 

gruesomeness of the reality. For the category of “appropriate if the viewer is warned” 

(shown in Figure 4.13), the results show a positive relationship, as anticipated.  The 

percentage of participants’ responses increases when the level of gruesomeness increases.   

Relatively, this shows that participants perceived the contents of the gruesome 

images as important factors that can influence viewers, and that a warning sign should be 

used to inform viewers of the contents before viewing.  In addition, results derived from 

the category of “appropriate with age restrictions” (presented in Figure 4.14) also show a 

positive relationship when the level of gruesomeness increases.  Participants’ concerns for 

minors viewing these images increase if there is an increase in the level of gruesomeness.  

Meanwhile, as expected, the percentage ratings for images in the “always appropriate” 
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category (shown in Figure 4.15) significantly decrease when the level of gruesomeness 

increases. 

 

Figure 5.2. This graph depicts the general decrease of participant ratings as the level of 
gruesomeness increases in the images classified in the “Always inappropriate” category. 
 

 

Figure 5.3. This graph depicts the general increase of participant ratings as the level of 
gruesomeness increases in the images classified in the “Appropriate if viewer is warned” 
category. 
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Figure 5.4. This graph depicts the general increase of participant ratings as the level of 
gruesomeness increases in the images classified in the “Appropriate with age restrictions” 
category. 
 
 

 

Figure 5.5. This graph depicts the general increase of participant ratings as the level of 
gruesomeness increases in the images classified in the “Always appropriate” category. 
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5.1.4 Summary of participants’ attitudes regarding gruesome images of the Civil War  

 The results suggest that the majority of participants believed it is important to 

include gruesome images of the Civil War as part of interpretations at historic battlefields.  

They believed the horrific evidence of war can be clearly conveyed and comprehended 

through the use of such images.  For them, it is important for new generations of 

Americans to learn the lessons endured by their forefathers, and they are opposed to the 

idea of sanitizing these images.  

Participants also agreed that they are emotionally comfortable viewing this type of 

image.  The majority of them considered the images mild by today’s standards, especially 

because of the black-and-white nature.  They also perceived that, by viewing these images, 

they actually honor the sacrifices made by the fallen soldiers.  Avoiding the use of these 

images for the purposes of interpretation is unacceptable and diminishes the soldiers’ 

sacrifices. Almost one third of the participants argued that age restrictions are necessary for 

minors, while others believed that minors should have the same level of access as adults to 

view these images. They recommended that minors below middle school age should not be 

allowed to access these images through battlefields interpretation materials.  

Another interesting finding shows that the majority of participants believed it is 

inappropriate to use less gruesome images to convey the reality of war.  This position 

delivers a strong message that human tragedy should be clearly depicted. In addition, the 

results also suggest that the characteristics of composition or level of gruesomeness of 

images should influence whether the viewers should be warned, the images should be 

restricted or classified as always appropriate to be used for interpretation purposes.  

Finally, this finding challenges certain perceptions that visiting historic battlefields is an 

act of glorifying war.  The majority of the participants in this survey were seeking to learn 

important lessons to prevent future deadly human conflicts, in addition to enhancing their 

educational experience. 
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5.2 Eye-Tracking Analysis for Historic Images of the Civil War   

This section examines the potential of using eye-tracking technologies in 

understanding participants’ preferences for historic Civil War images and is divided into 

three sub-sections.  To provide further understanding of earlier findings, for each section, 

the analysis follows the same procedures described in the previous chapter.  Using the eye-

tracking data, the first sub-section analyzes the results of the most and least preferred 

images.  The second sub-section involves an analysis of preference for various dimensions 

of the images, and the third and final sub-section analyzes other factors affecting 

participants’ preference for Civil War images.  The eye-tracking analyses were conducted 

using heatmap analysis, scan path analysis, and area of interest (AOI) analysis.  In 

addition, the eye-tracking analyses are limited to a five-second exposure to avoid the 

possibility of participants’ filling the images$# with unnecessary details (Rayner, 1998).  

Listed below are the definitions, stated earlier in Chapter 3, for each of the terms related to 

particular eye-tracking analyses used in the study. 

 

• Heatmap analysis = “shows gaze patterns over the stimulus image visualized as a 

colored map” (SMI Vision 2012). 

• Scan path = Identifies gaze patterns, or the “spatial arrangement of a sequence of 

fixations” (Jacob & Karn, 2003). 

• AOI analysis = Denotes the “area of a display or visual environment that is of 

interest to the research or design team”(Jacob & Karn, 2003)!' 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$#!For scene perception analysis, “the gist of the scene is abstracted from [the] first few fixations [,] and the 
remainder of [eye] fixations on the scene [is] used to fill in details” (Rayner, 1998, p. 398).!
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• Fixation = Recognizes “when the eye is relatively immobile and indicates the area 

where attention is being allocated” (Rayner, 1995 cited in Josephson & Holmes, 

2002, p. 539). Fixations can be recorded in sequence. 

 

5.2.1 Eye-tracking analysis for most and least preferred images  

To ensure that only significant images were used for content interpretation, a 

separate mean analysis (shown in Appendix-U) was conducted to identify whether the eye-

tracking participants had the same preferences identified in the results of most- and least-

preferred images$& of battlefield participants described in Chapter 4.  In this section, the 

most- and least-preferred images are interpreted using heatmap analysis (hotspot), which 

represents viewers’ visual attention based on composite gaze data, gathered from 14 

participants.  The sub-sections below discuss the results in detail.  

 

5.2.1.1  Most preferred images  

Based on the mean analysis, only five images (Images 38, 12, 25, 16, and 31) were 

perceived by the eye-tracking participants as the most-preferred images.  Contents of these 

images include war ruins, soldier life, and military weapons in combat positions. In terms 

of visual composition, the contents of these images can be divided into foreground, middle 

ground, and background.  The heatmap analysis yielded several intriguing findings based 

on participants’ gaze patterns.  The results indicate that participants gave longer visual 

attention to human figures in two of the images.  The heatmap analysis of Image 12 in 

particular shows participants’ interest in the faces of the soldiers on the foreground of the 

image.  Similarly, participants gave more visual attention to soldiers’ faces even though 

mortars are the primary content in Image 31.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$&!Ten images were identified in Chapter 4 as the most- and least-preferred images.!
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Three images (38, 25, and 16) show large-scale post-battle ruins.  As anticipated, 

details of the ruins of the buildings, broken windows and traces of burn marks, in the 

middle ground of Image 38 received longer visual attention from the participants.  On the 

other hand, despite its being dominated by man-made fortifications, the participants gave 

surprisingly longer attention to the building ruins captured in the middle ground of Image 

25.  Similarly, for Image 16, although the ruins of a bridge are the primary content, 

participants gave longer attention to a small island close to the ruins, as well as to the 

houses at the background.  Both findings may be related to Appleton’s (1975) prospect and 

refuge theory: participants possibly see these places as potential spaces for hiding or 

protection from dangerous threats.   

In terms of spatial organization, the heatmap analysis also revealed the complexity 

and sense of mystery of some of the images.  For Images 38, 12, 25, and 16, participants 

visually explored different elements of the contents of the images according to extensive 

distributions of their visual attention.  Composite scan paths recorded through the analysis 

also confirm these findings (shown in Appendix-V).  Meanwhile, participants’ visual 

attention to a disconnected bridge path (Image 16), winding defense structures, or partially 

blocked views (Images 25 and 31) suggests that they possibly perceived these elements as 

mysterious.  These findings are parallel with the results in Chapter 4 discussed earlier.  

Figure 5.6 displays the heatmap results of the eye tracking analysis. 
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              10 ms !-------------------------  Fixation time average -------------------"102 ms 

Image 38, m = 4.43 (eye-tracking participants, n=14) 
 

 
              10 ms !----------------------------- Fixation time average --------------------"120ms 

Image 12, m = 4.29 (eye-tracking participants, n=14) 
 
 

Figure 5.6. Heatmap analysis of most-preferred images (continued). 
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              10 ms !----------------------------- Fixation time average --------------------"159 ms 

Image 25, m = 4.21 (eye-tracking participants, n=14) 

 

 
              10 ms !----------------------------- Fixation time average ----------------------------"120 ms 

Image 16, m = 4.21 (eye-tracking participants, n=14) 

 

Figure 5.6. Heatmap analysis of most-preferred images (continued). 
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              20 ms !----------------------------- Fixation time average -------------------"276 ms 

Image 31, m = 4.14 (eye-tracking participants, n=14) 
 

Figure 5.6. Heatmap analysis of most-preferred images (concluded). 

 

5.2.1.2 Least preferred images   

 The mean analysis yielded five images (20, 17, 26, 28, and 19) that were least 

preferred by the eye-tracking participants.  The images consisted of civilian structures, 

posed army surveyors, military cannons and battlefield vantage points.  As mentioned 

earlier in Chapter 4, these images are relatively passive without a strong sense of military 

activities or combat actions  

The heatmap analysis revealed that human presence consistently received the 

greatest visual attention from the participants, particularly for Images 20, 26 and 28, 

although these images have others primary content.  Meanwhile, as anticipated, 

participants clearly focused their attention on the faces of the army surveyors in Image 17 

and gave less attention to the uniform or the surveying equipment (refer to Appendix-W 

for composite scanpaths). 
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These five images have low complexity in terms of spatial organization.  Except for 

Image 28, participants gave less attention or interest to other contextual elements captured 

in the images.  This is proven by lack of visual attention (hotspot) that can be identified in 

the images.  On the other hand, some of the images show a moderate sense of mystery.  A 

few of the hotspots in Images 20 and 26 show that participants attempted to explore the 

obscured spaces of the structures through partially opened doors and windows. Image 19 

shows that participants clearly identified open spaces from the vantage point.  This image 

has high legibility since it allows viewers to explore the background image.  

 

 
              20 ms !--------------------------- Fixation time average ----------------------"252 ms 

Image 20, m = 3.29 (eye-tracking participants, n=14) 
 

Figure 5.7. Heatmap analysis of least-preferred images (continued). 
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              20 ms !------------------------ Fixation time average -------------------------"346 ms 

Image 17, m = 3.21 (eye-tracking participants, n=14) 
 

 
              20 ms !-------------------------- Fixation time average ----------------------"260 ms 

Image 26, m = 3.07 (eye-tracking participants, n=14) 

 
Figure 5.7. Heatmap analysis of least-preferred images (continued). 
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              20 ms !-------------------------- Fixation time average ----------------------"140 ms 

Image 28, m = 2.86 (eye-tracking participants, n=14) 
 

 
              10 ms !----------------------------- Fixation time average --------------------------"145 ms 

Image 19, m = 2.71 (eye-tracking participants, n=14)  

 
Figure 5.7. Heatmap analysis of least- preferred images (concluded). 
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5.2.2 Eye-Tracking preferences’ dimensions analysis   

 Eye-tracking analysis was employed in this section to further identify and 

understand the underlying reasons for participants’ responses in Chapter 4.  The analysis 

involves the interpretation of each participant’s scan path and composite heatmap to 

identify significant viewing patterns associated with either the content or spatial 

organization of the content in the images.  Results from the analysis were used to expand 

the interpretation of the dimensions of the images as part of new approach to 

understanding participants’ preferences.  The six dimensions of the images extracted in 

Chapter 4 are discussed in the sub-sections below.  

 

5.2.2.1  Dimension 1: Civilian remnants/outcomes of war   

 In Chapter 4, participants ranked this dimension as the most preferred.  Based on a 

five-second exposure, the eye-tracking analysis suggests that participants have their own 

unique scanpath, or gaze pattern, for every image in this dimension (detailed in Appendix-

X). Although individually unique, several viewing patterns can be identified 

approximately.  The majority of the first fixations took place at the center of each image.  

This is predictable because, during the experiment, participants’ eyes and sitting positions 

are constantly monitored to minimize errors.  For Images 38 and 16, participants typically 

scanned the foreground of the images, including details of the ruins, and then moved to the 

backgrounds of the images, or vice versa, after the first fixation.  For Image 35, clusters of 

fixations are positioned at the house’s wooden frame and the ruined wall.  Further fixation 

sequences revealed that the participants’ eye fixations oscillated between these areas and 

surrounding elements.  The cause for these results could be related to the cognitive process 

involved in information acquisition and in making sense of the image.  

Meanwhile, the heatmap analysis (Figure 5.8) shows more objective results.  It 

reveals the relevant content that significantly drew participants’ attention, as discussed in 
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Section 4.3.1.  For Images 38 and 16, the heatmap clearly shows that, as part of the 

cognitive process, participants scanned almost the entire images to understand their 

content.  In particular, the foreground and background that are unique in detail, including 

the ruins of buildings and a bridge, an island, and houses, consistently seized the 

participants’ visual attention.   

In addition, the heatmap for Image 35 captured some of the information and 

content considered essential by the participants.  These include the ruined wall and the torn 

wooden frames and partially opened windows.  The scattered hotspots captured in images 

in this dimension suggested the complexity of contents.  A high sense of mystery can be 

inferred through visual attention to the disconnected bridge, broken windows, and ruined 

wall.  The analysis generally confirmed the researcher’s findings in Chapter 4. 

 

 
     10 ms !-------------------------------------"102 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 38 

 

 
     10 ms !---------------------------------------"120 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 16 
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     10 ms !------------------------------------------"180 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 35 

 
Figure 5.8. Heatmap analysis of Dimension 1. 

 

5.2.2.2  Dimension 2: Large artillery and soldiers in battle positions  

 Similarly, participants’ first point of fixation was positioned relatively at the 

center of the image for this dimension (see Appendix-Y).  Based on the researcher’s 

observations, the fixation patterns for images in this dimension are highly influenced by 

the presence of human figures (soldiers).  For Images 33, 31, and 24, after the initial few 

fixations on the artillery, participants’ scanpaths moved relative to the faces or figures of 

soldiers.  This is somewhat surprising since artillery is the primary content of these images.  

Further fixations for these images continued to oscillate between the artillery and the 

soldiers.  In contrast, due to minimal human presence, participants had more frequent 

fixations on details of the cannons in Image 28.  Meanwhile, although most of these 

images offer an open background view, it draws little attention from the participants.  Only 

a small number of fixations can be found associated with the image backgrounds. 

These findings are supported by results yielded by the heatmap analysis (Figure 

5.9).  The results show that the presence of human figures consistently draws visual 
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attention from the participants although artillery is the dominant content in these images.  

This finding, however, was unexpected after the discussion of Dimension 2 in Section 

4.3.2, above.  It was anticipated that participants would have shown more interest in the 

military weapons.  Image 31, for instance, obviously shows that the soldiers draw more 

attention from the participants than do the weapons.  On the other hand, the results can be 

associated with some of the findings obtained from participants’ descriptions (Section 

4.3.2).  For instance, participants’ descriptions of negative and positive emotions implied 

by the soldiers revealed the importance of their presence in this dimension.  

 Furthermore, as expected from the scanpath analysis, the image backgrounds 

received little attention from the participants.  Nevertheless, the scattered distribution of 

scanpath hotspots revealed that the images are moderately complex.  Based on highly 

focused fixations on the cannon’s muzzle, Image 33 in particular offers a sense of mystery.  

Participants could possibly be curious about the direction in which the cannon is aimed.  

These analyses validate some of the previous findings in Chapter 4 as well as offer new 

evidence that can expanded in the interpretation of the significance of this dimension. 

 

 
10 ms !-----------------------------------------"130 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 33 

 
10 ms !------------------------------------------"120 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 24 
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10 ms !-----------------------------------------"140 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 28 

 
    20 ms !---------------------------------------"276 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 31 

 
Figure 5.9. Heatmap analysis of Dimension 2. 

 

5.2.2.3  Dimension 3: Soldiers’ living conditions in encampments and defensive posts   

 The scanpath analysis for images in this dimension also shows that participants’ 

patterns of fixations are highly influenced by the presence of soldiers (available in 

Appendix-Z).  Clusters of fixations can be found more often on the soldiers’ faces or 

figures than on other elements.  This is considered an appropriate finding since the soldiers 

are the primary theme in comparison to the major elements in other dimensions.  The 

results also show that participants repeatedly change the direction of their scanpath 

between the foreground and background of the images.  As mentioned earlier, this 

alternation is possibly associated with the cognitive process in understanding the images.  

Clustered fixations on the foreground of the images occurred mainly because of the 

presence of soldiers.  For Images 7 and 6, the fixations indicate that some of the 

participants gave visual attention to the background structures hidden by military 

earthworks and fortifications.  Meanwhile, for Image 5, the scanpath analysis provides a 

clear demonstration that spatial arrangement can influence participants’ fixations. In this 

image, the analysis shows that fixations occurred only in horizontal patterns.  This 
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provides an understanding that participants’ fixations are not random.  The fixations are 

based on the content of the image, which provides the participants with essential 

information. 

Insights regarding the participants’ responses are further explored through 

composite heatmap analysis (Figure 5.10).  The analysis suggests that participants’ levels 

of visual attention in these images are significantly drawn by the personal traits of the 

soldiers.  For instance, the soldiers in Images 7, 6, 5, and 12 clearly show their facial 

expressions, activities, and living conditions in encampments.  Participants may try to gain 

a better understanding of soldiers through examining their faces and their personal 

characteristics.  In fact, some of cause for this finding can be associated with descriptions 

of Dimension 3 in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.1), which reports participants referring to 

soldiers’ negative emotions as well as their activities.  On the other hand, results from the 

heatmap analysis also suggest that participants gave less visual attention to the hidden 

structures of Images 7 and 6.  Although the hidden contents were recognized as drawing 

fixations earlier, lack of intensity for the hotspots may suggest that these images are 

considered less important and moderately mysterious.  Again the above findings validate 

and suggest further explanations of some of the results discussed earlier in Chapter 4.  

 
  20 ms !-----------------------------------------"318 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 7 

 
    10 ms !-------------------------------------"126 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 6 
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     20 ms !---------------------------------------"300 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 5 

 
     10 ms !------------------------------------"120 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 12 

 
Figure 5.10. Heatmap analysis of Dimension 3. 

 

5.2.2.4  Dimension 4: Civilian structures in battlefields  

 In this sub-section, the scanpath and heatmap analyses involve only three from four 

images loaded into the Dimension 4 (details are in Appendix-AA).  Image 23 was excluded 

from the analysis due to its incoherent contents relative to other images in this dimension 

category.  The primary content of the remaining images includes civilian structures along 

with human figures as the secondary elements.  The first few fixations are found positioned 

mostly on the civilian structures.  This suggests that participants generally recognized the 

structures as the main content.  As anticipated, human presence in this dimension was also 

identified as a significant factor that influenced fixation patterns.   

Scanpath analysis also shows that after the initial fixations on the structures, the 

majority of participants swiftly moved their attention to individuals depicted in the images.  

This pattern emerged more pronouncedly for Images 32 and 14 compared to Image 20.  

The fixations then continue to be dispersed among different individuals, human-made 

elements, or open background landscapes.  There are no specific fixation patterns among 

these elements and paths of attention are considered individually unique for each 
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participant.  For Image 20, besides focusing on details of the structure and the human 

presence, participants tended to fixate on the perimeter fencing.  This is very interesting 

because it shows that participants’ visual attention was relatively confined by the physical 

boundary depicted in the image. 

The heatmap analysis (Figure 5.11) shows that participants’ visual attention is 

strongly drawn by human presence although the people are not clearly depicted.  On the 

other hand, traces of moderate-intensity hotspots for the structures revealed that 

participants gave less visual attention to the main content in the images.  Through window 

and door openings, it seems that participants tended to explore the structures’ internal 

spaces, particularly for Images 14 and 20.  This may suggest that these structures are 

somehow mysterious to the participants.  These findings are consistent with researcher’s 

content analysis in Section 4.3.2. Additionally, participants seem to have given more visual 

attention to background spaces in Image 14 as compared to Image 20.  This is reasonable 

because Image 14 is more complex in terms of its spatial organization compared to other 

images based on elements such as open pastures and hilly landscapes. 

 

 
     10 ms !--------------------------------------"180 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 32 

 
     10 ms !--------------------------------------"145 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 14 
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20 ms !-----------------------------------------"252 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 20 

 
Figure 5.11. Heatmap analysis of Dimension 4. 

 
5.2.2.5  Dimension 5: Battlefield vantage points and viewsheds  

 Interestingly, again, scanpath analysis for images in this dimension shows that 

fixation patterns for battlefield vantage points are highly influenced by the presence of 

human figures (in Appendix-AB).  This finding corroborates with results discussed earlier 

in the previous sections (Dimension 2, 3 and 4).  For instance, without human presence in 

Images 11 and 19, participants gave more attention to the open background landscapes 

depicted in the images.  They focused on the organization of elements in the images 

including topographic changes, clusters of vegetation and rock formations situated either 

on the middle ground or foreground of the images.  Based on visual observation, there are 

no unique patterns to describe how the participants view these images.  Their fixations 

occurred swiftly, moving back and forth among elements contained in the images.  

Meanwhile, for Images 27 and 13, after the initial fixations, participants tended to fixate 

their eyes on individuals depicted in the images, and then move their attention on to other 

elements, including open background landscape, defensive breastworks, trees and rock 

formations.  The fixations continue to oscillate among these elements in different patterns. 
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The heatmap analysis (Figure 5.12) confirms the observations resulting from the 

scanpath analysis, based on the hotspots shown in the images.  Clearly, for Images 27 and 

13, participants gave higher visual attention to the human figures than to other elements.  

Even with open background landscape, Image 13, for instance, attracted less visual 

attention from the participants.  Meanwhile, for Images 11 and 19, participants clearly gave 

more attention to the background landscape in the absence of human figures.  Clusters of 

hotspots can be easily identified located at the center of the images. 

 
   20 ms !---------------------------------------"309 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 27 

 

 
       10 ms !-------------------------------------"159 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 11 

 
    10 ms !--------------------------------------"145 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 19 

 

 
    20 ms !---------------------------------------"290 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 13 

Figure 5.12. Heatmap analysis of Dimension 5. 
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5.2.2.6  Dimension 6: Soldiers and civilians in posed positions  

 All images contained in this dimension show human figures with posed positions in 

passive stances, and ranked the lowest in preference among the other dimensions.  As 

anticipated, the majority of the participants gave strong visual attention to most of the 

individuals depicted in the images (see Appendix-AC).  However, the scanpath analysis 

revealed that participants chose to pause longer or made multiple fixations on an individual 

based on that individual’s unique characteristics.  This is reflected in recordings for Images 

9, 17, and 4, which show particularly significant differences in terms of individual posture 

and gender.  For instance, in Image 9, participants generated a greater number of fixations 

on the only female civilian depicted in the image.  In contrast, multiple fixations were 

identified on each of the soldier faces in image 10, possibly because of distinct facial 

expressions in contrast to their similar dress and stances in the image.  Interestingly, the 

scanpath analysis also shows that participants showed less interest in the soldiers’ uniforms 

and equipment.  This is shown by fleeting fixations on these elements instead of multiple 

and longer fixations. 

The heatmap suggests additional explanations for previous findings.  As shown in 

Figure 5.13, participants gave more visual attention to the human faces, particularly to 

their personal characteristics or unique differences depicted in the images.  For instance, 

participants gave higher visual attention to the only female civilian and young child 

portrayed in Image 9, and on surveyors in sitting positions in Image 17.  Furthermore, lack 

of scattered hotspots in the images suggests that participants possibly perceived this 

dimension as low in terms of complexity.  Without a sense of further exploration, these 

images are also low in terms of mystery. 
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20 ms !---------------------------------------"318 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 10 

 

 
20 ms !-----------------------------------------"351 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 9 

 
  20 ms !-------------------------------------"346 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 17 

 
    20 ms !-----------------------------------------"487 ms 

Fixation time average 
Image 4 

 
Figure 5.13: Heatmap analysis of Dimension 6.  

  

5.2.3 Factors affecting preference for various dimensions using area of interest (AOI) 

analysis   

To identify whether eye tracking analysis can further validate findings in Chapter 4, 

an area of interest (AOI) analysis was used to examine factors that were determined to 

significantly affect participants’ preferences in Section 4.4.1.  However, due to limitations 
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posed by the eye tracking data33, only gender was used for this analysis.  The analysis 

involved observation of the statistics from the scanpath analysis, including entry time, 

dwelling time, average fixations, and fixation count by each area of interest.  For easier 

data interpretation, definitions used to analyze the statistics from the scanpath analysis are 

listed below: 

• Entry time: average duration for the first fixation into the AOI) 

• Dwelling time average (ms) = sum (all fixations and saccades within an 

AOI for all selected subjects) / by number of selected subjects 

• Average fixations: number of all fixations for selected subjects divided by 

number of selected subjects 

• Average fixation count: number of all fixations for selected subjects divided 

by number of selected subjects 

 

5.2.3.1  Area of interest analysis (AOI) for gender  

 Results from the multivariate analysis in Chapter 4 (Section 4.4.1) identified gender 

as a significant variable that influenced participants’ preference for historic Civil War 

images.  In particular, male and female participants had significantly different preferences 

for the dimensions of “Large artillery and soldiers in battle positions” and “Civilian 

structures in battlefields.”  More specifically, multiple comparison analysis revealed that 

male participants have higher preferences for large artillery and female participants have 

higher preferences for civilian buildings.  As discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.7.2.3), 

findings for both dimensions were used to determine areas of interest for the analysis. The 

following sections discuss the results in detail.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33 Gender was identified as an appropriate variable for the analysis since male and female participants were 
equally distributed in the eye-tracking sample. Other significant variables, including ancestors serving in the 
military, reasons for visiting a battlefield, age group, interest in learning, and travel distance to battlefield 
visited, are not appropriate because some of these variables have missing sub-group values or data.  
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Area of interest analysis for Dimension 2: Large artillery and soldiers in battle positions  

 Military weapons were identified as the primary content for the area of interest 

(AOI) analysis of Dimension 2.  For reliable statistical gaze data interpretation, a minimum 

one interest area was delineated for each image.  The results derived from the AOI analysis 

(Table 5.4) support the earlier findings that male participants have significantly higher 

preferences for the dimension involving large artillery and soldiers in battle positions.  

For instance, except for Image 33, male participants had a faster entry time for first 

fixation in the AOI of each image than did the female participants.  This can possibly be an 

indicator that males had more interest in the content of the AOI than did the female 

participants.  Similarly for dwelling time, male participants had longer fixations for each 

AOI compared to the female participants.  The longer period of time spent on the AOI by 

male participants could reflect the importance of military weapons in the images in 

enhancing their experience.  This finding corroborates the ideas of Jacob and Karn (2003) 

that “the proportion of time looking at a particular display element [of interest to 

researcher] could reflect the importance of that element” (p. 581).  

In addition, male participants also had higher average of fixation time in each AOI, 

again, with the exception of Image 33, than did female participants.  Although higher 

average fixations are generally associated with difficulties in extracting information (J. H. 

Goldberg & Kotval, 1998), in this study it is believed that males have higher fixation 

averages due to their interest in the military weapons.  

Moreover, the results indicate that males have higher average of fixation counts for 

each AOI in the images.  This finding suggests that male participants gave more visual 

attention to the military weapons and perceived them as more important than did the 

female participants.  In fact, the results are in agreement with Fitts, Jones and Milton’s 

(1950) findings that more important elements will be fixated upon more.  An example of 
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the AOI analysis for this section is presented in Figures 5.12 and 5.13.  A detailed analysis 

of this dimension appears in Appendix-AD. 

Table 5.4 Summary of Area of Interest (AOI) Analysis for Large Artillery and Soldiers in 
Battle Positions  

 

Image 24 Image 28 Image 31 Image 33 

AOI -1 AOI-2 AOI-1 AOI-1 AOI-2 AOI-1 

m f m f m f m f m f m f 

Entry time (ms) 6 27 814 2369 2 6 653 984 971 3276 4 3 

Dwelling time (ms) 865 574 82 58 2472 1371 1899 472 349 182 1946 932 

Average fixation (ms) 230 252 81 58 301 234 226 201 150 82 213 227 

Average fixation 
counts (ms) 

3.6 2.3 0.3 0.3 8.9 5.7 7.9 1.7 1.3 1.0 8.3 4.3 

 

 

Figure 5.14. Analysis of the area of interest for Image 24 (male participants). 
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Figure 5.15. Analysis of the area of interest for Image 24 (female participants). 

 

AOI analysis for Dimension 4: Civilian structures in battlefields   

 As described in the previous section, female participants have higher preferences 

for images with the dimension of “Civilian structures in battlefields.”  Based on this 

finding, for the analysis, AOI was drawn on each civilian structure contained in the images 

to identify differences between gaze data for both male and female participants.  

Contrary to expectations, this analysis found little statistical evidence to support previous 

findings based on AOI analysis.  The results show that, for Images 14 and 32, none of the 

AOI statistics reveals that female participants have greater visual interest than the male 

participants.  On the other hand, for Image 20, AOI-1, female participants had a faster 

fixation time, slightly higher dwelling time, and slightly higher fixation counts than did the 

male participants.  The results show that female participants have relatively more visual 

interest for the structure in the image.  Examples of AOI analysis for Dimension 4 are 
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shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15.  Details of the AOI analysis for this dimension are 

presented in Appendix-AE. 

Table 5.5. Summary of AOI Analysis for Dimension 4:  Civilian Structures in Battlefields 
  Image 14 Image 20 Image 32 

 AOI-1 AOI-1 AOI-2 AOI-1 

 m f m f m f m f 

Entry time (ms) 4 4 527 231 1109 1430 3 5 

Dwelling time (ms) 1722 1042 1312 1337 215 54 2804 1946 

Average fixation (ms) 250 240 247 244 135 54 240 231 

Average fixation counts (ms) 6.4 4.3 5.1 5.3 1.1 0.3 11.1 8.0 

* Image 23 was excluded from the analysis since no physical structures can be 
identified. 
 

 

Figure 5.16. Analysis of the AOI for Image 20 (male participants). 
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Figure 5.17. Analysis of the AOI for Image 20 (female participants). 

 

5.2.4 Summary of the eye-tracking analysis  

 The use of eye-tracking methods, including scanpath analysis, heatmap analysis, 

and area of interest analysis (AOI) provides an opportunity to identify the underlying 

reasons for participants’ responses and expand the interpretation of the images from 

different perspectives.  For the most and least preferred images, the heatmap analysis helps 

to identify and validate the pertinent content of the images, sometimes differently than 

anticipated based on the researcher’s analysis in Chapter 4.  The eye-tracking analyses, for 

instance, exposed content that received unexpectedly higher visual attention from the 

participants.  In addition, eye-tracking analysis also offers a critical understanding of the 

spatial organization in each image.  It suggests whether the images are visually complex or 

mysterious from the perspectives of the participants.  This finding can possibly be 

associated with Loftus’ argument that “more information [can] be acquired from the 

picture” if there are more areas to observe in the image (Geoffrey R. Loftus, 1981, p. 374). 
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Meanwhile, scanpath analysis and heatmap analysis for each of the dimensions 

contributing to preference not only offer greater understanding towards fixation patterns 

among images in the dimensions, they also help to identify characteristics of images that 

can draw participants attention.  This finding is in agreement with Josephson and Holmes 

(2002), who suggest that “content that contains unique detail also dramatically influences 

the pattern of fixations and saccade as such detail draws more attentions than common or 

expected visual information” (p. 6). 

In addition, human figures consistently attract participants’ visual attention, even 

when they are not the dominant content portrayed in an image.  Although Wallraven, 

Cunningham, Rigau, Feixas and Sbert (2009) argue that human figures or clear human 

faces are considered to have a “high degree of salience” (p. 6); the viewers are more 

selective of what they examine when there are more people in the same image.  Under this 

condition, participants typically choose to give longer visual attention to human figures 

with unique traits.  This finding is in agreement with Antes and Josephson findings: they 

suggest that “viewers tend to fixate on unique regions of visual scenes sooner and more 

frequently and for longer durations” if that scene is has unique characteristics (1974, cited 

in Josephson & Holmes, 2002, p. 6). Furthermore, visual observations through scanpath 

analysis help in understanding participants’ initial patterns of fixations for every 

dimension.  This is particularly crucial to obtain the gist of the images (Rayner, 1998).  In 

fact, additional fixations on the images serve to provide useful information about what 

factors can influence visual attention (Duchowski, 2007; Geoffrey Russell Loftus, 1976).  

The analysis also proves that participants’ eye movements are not random.  Their eye 

fixations are highly related to the content of the images, as suggested earlier by research on 

visual exploration done by Iarbus (1967).  Furthermore, the scanpath analysis indicates that 

participants were also distracted by different types of marks caused by poor handling of the 

images. 
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On the other hand, the area of interest (AOI) analysis was found useful in 

validating findings regarding factors that influence participants’ preferences.  However, 

due to data limitation, only one variable could be tested using this analysis.  It is vital to 

note that although the results of eye-tracking analyses used in this section are generated 

from complex gaze data, the results were analyzed based on the researcher’s visual 

interpretation particularly the composite heatmap and scanpath analysis.  Further statistical 

analysis using various gaze variables gathered from the experiment could help in 

understanding the relationship between gaze data and participant preferences. 
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CHAPTER 6:  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION OF THE STUDY 

 

This chapter addresses the important findings of this dissertation and examines its 

implications for future interpretation and presentation of resources at historic battlefields.  

To provide a coherent summary and conclusion of this study, this chapter is organized into 

four main sections.  The first section summarizes the study’s major findings.  The second 

section discusses the implication of these findings for the interpretation and presentation of 

resources at Civil War battlefields.  The third section outlines the study’s limitations and 

follows by recommendations for future research.  The last section provides a conclusion of 

the study. 

 

6.1 Summary of the Major Findings   
 
 Civil War images are known as the most powerful visual media used for battlefield 

interpretation to augment and enhance communication between visitors and the history of 

battlefield locations.  Surprisingly, even though these images are recognized as important 

visual resources for battlefield interpretation, currently there is a lack of empirical evidence 

that can help park managers to better understand visitors’ perceptions of Civil War images 

and how these images might be used in greater accordance with visitors’ expectations.  

Therefore, this study attempts to understand visitors’ (a major group of stakeholders) 

preferences in Civil War images, and how they can be used appropriately in enhancing 

visitors’ understanding of visits to historic battlefields. 

To achieve the study’s objectives, a total of 280 people were recruited to participate 

in a survey at historic battlefields and at Virginia Tech campus in Blacksburg, Virginia.  

The majority of the participants (266 people) are battlefield visitors at Chattanooga 

National Military Park, Shiloh National Military Park, Manassas National Battlefield Park, 
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Antietam National Battlefield, and Gettysburg National Military Park.  A total of 14 

participants from among the staff and students of Virginia Tech participated in the eye-

tracking survey.  

For the purpose of discussions, the summary of findings is divided into four 

sections.  The first section highlights results of the participants’ preferences for various 

dimensions of historic images of the Civil War.  The next section discusses factors that 

affect their preference.  The third sections examines the participants’ attitudes toward 

gruesome or potentially disturbing images of Civil War, and the final section highlights the 

findings of participants’ preferences using eye-tracking analysis. 

 

6.1.1 Participants’ preferences for Civil War images   

One of the main research questions posed in the study asks what characteristics of 

Civil War images can influence participants’ preferences.  To answer this question, 

analysis of the most and least preferred images and analysis of dimensions of the images 

they preferred were conducted to reveal common characteristics that influenced 

participants’ preferences.  

The preference analysis indicates that the participants in the survey preferred 

images that have a strong sense of dynamic military and battle-related action.  The content 

of the images vary from weapons and soldiers in battle positions, war ruins, man-made 

earthworks, and soldiers’ living conditions.  In contrast, participants least preferred passive 

images depicting weapons in non-battle positions, transportation, and soldiers or civilians 

in posed positions.  

The characteristics of soldiers and how they are depicted in the images reveal some 

of the clearest findings from the analysis.  Participants preferred soldiers in poor conditions 

compared to soldiers and civilians that appear clean-shaven, calm, and neatly dressed.  A 
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possible explanation for these results might be that participants prefer images of humans 

that accurately reflect the hardships and realities of war.   

The analysis also employed Kaplan’s (1982) environmental preference framework 

to identify whether spatial organization of the images influenced participants’ preferences.  

Based on this framework, it can be concluded that participants preferred images that 

offered them a sense of involvement and further exploration.  The majority of the preferred 

images were complex and highly mysterious.  These findings are possibly related to 

participants’ expectation that battlefield landscapes are typically chaotic and unfathomable.  

Thus, probably due to the same reason, participants were less likely to favor images that 

were coherent and legible.  

On the hand, these findings provide a different assumption regarding how people 

generally perceive built and natural landscape according to Kaplan’s landscape preference 

framework. According to this framework, preferred scenes are generally composed by both 

properties that help people to make sense (coherent and legible) and provide them sense of 

exploration (mystery and complexity). However, this study found that for images related to 

landscape of conflicts, particularly the Civil War images, participants have a higher 

preference for images that provide them with a sense of exploration and involvement. 

Similarly, the analysis of preferred dimensions of composition of the images 

supports the above findings. The two highest-rated dimensions, “Civilian ruins/outcomes 

of war”, and “Large artillery in battle positions,” are dominated with images that clearly 

convey the reality of active military engagements.  On the other hand, the lowest-rated two 

dimensions, “Battlefield vantage points and viewsheds” and “Soldiers and civilians in 

posed positions,” contained images that are primarily passive and apparently staged.  

Perhaps participants view these images as not convincing enough to express the horror and 

difficult experiences they believe soldiers and civilians faced during the war.  Data 

obtained from participants’ verbal descriptions help to further explain underlying reasons 
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for these findings. Participants often implied emotional connections with the content 

depicted in these images, using words that describe their pleasant or unpleasant feelings.  

In conclusion, it is strikingly clear that participants prefer images that show 

dynamic and impending military and battle-related actions that are high in complexity and 

mystery.  These types of images certainly conveyed valuable messages that are at odds 

with the current peaceful and serene battlefield landscapes. 

 

6.1.2 Factors affecting participants’ preference for Civil War images 

The second research question posed in this study asks what other factors can affect 

participants’ preferences.  By reviewing literature related to visitor studies at heritage sites, 

two different factors were identified.  The first factor is participants’ demographics, and 

the second factor is participants’ motivation in visiting the battlefield.  The participants’ 

demographics were divided into two categories, socio-economic status and familiarity with 

battlefield landscapes.  Variables related to motivation included interest in learning, 

reasons for visiting battlefield locations, and travelling distance to historic battlefields. 

Results from the statistical analyses revealed that three background variables 

significantly influenced participants’ preferences for historic images of the Civil War.  

Among those variables are gender, age group, and whether or not ancestors fought in the 

Civil War.  For gender, male participants have significantly higher preferences than the 

female participants for images that show military weapons in battle positions.  This is not 

surprising since the dimension represents a sense of power and superiority, and male 

participants would more easily identify with these elements.  In fact several studies have 

shown that guns can be a symbol of masculinity (J. W. Gibson, 1994; Melzer, 2009).  

Meanwhile, female participants prefer images that show civilian structures in battlefields.  

They may view these images as a refuge from the terrible realities of war. The results also 

corroborate with one finding regarding gender preferences in relation to the theory of 
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prospect and refuge. S. Kaplan and R. Kaplan (1982) report that female participants have 

higher preferences than male participants for scenes that offer a sense of refuge, where 

some element in the composition can be used to hide.  

Those participants older than 45 years of age had a relatively high preference for all 

dimensions.  However, only two of those dimensions were found to be statistically 

significant, “soldier life” and  “civilian structures.”  As discussed in Chapter 4, this age 

group is likely to be more knowledgeable about and sensitive to Civil War history.  

Through personal experience as well as through experience conveyed by older family 

members, it is easier for them to comprehend the realities and hardship faced by soldiers.  

Moreover, they may view the civilian structures as physical evidence that should be 

protected in order to preserve past memories. 

Participants with ancestors who fought in the Civil War prefer the dimensions that 

involve weapons and vantage points.  These important findings demonstrate that 

participants with a particular background may seek to experience certain historic resources 

during visits to historic battlefields.  The images of military weapons could convey to them 

the realities of war endured by their ancestors.  They also might perceive battlefield 

topography as a tangible representation of memories that may enhance their personal 

connections with their ancestors. 

Several studies (refer to Section 2.6.3) have identified motivation as an important 

factor that may influence peoples’ preferences at heritage sites. In this study, both an 

interest in learning and distance traveled to historic battlefields were found as significant 

factors affecting participants’ preferences.  Results from the interest in learning mean 

analysis also show that there is a shift of interest among participants’ towards historic 

battlefields resources. For example, the results show that battlefield ruins, soldiers’ living 

conditions, and the effect of battles on the environment are the most preferred historic 

resources compared to earlier attractions at historic battlefields such as monuments (refer 
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to Table 4.9).  This is also reflected in visitors’ reasons for visitation. The second lowest 

frequency was “Remembrance” compared to other reasons for visitation to battlefields. In 

fact, interest in learning about “people of the Civil War” and “physical artifacts and 

witnesses of the Civil War” (refer to table 4.11) have higher mean scores than do “details 

of military in the Civil War”.  

These findings suggest that more programs are needed to help visitors to personally 

experience the consequences of war, both regarding the physical spaces and the people, 

rather than programs that focus merely on military tactics and maneuvers.  In fact, this 

finding corroborates suggestions by the Organization of American Historians that more 

emphasis needs to be placed on “causes and consequences, on civilians and slaves, on 

meaning and significance” related to events of the Civil War (Hennessy, 2002, p. 10). 

Additionally, participants with a traveling distance of less than 250 miles had 

higher preferences for investigating physical ruins of the war.  This is consistent with 

Uzzell’s (1998) discussion regarding issues of time and space in interpretations of heritage. 

Uzzell (1998) argued that for communities living close to their heritage sites, possibly 

perceive the place as something that is more meaningful. 

 

6.1.3 Participants’ attitudes towards gruesome or potentially disturbing images 

Gruesome or potentially disturbing images can be the most effective visual 

representation in emotionally influencing the formation and change of attitudes regarding 

Civil War history. Studies have shown that images depicting trauma or tragedy can have a 

more “profound effect on emotions and opinions than words alone” (Peterson & Spratt, 

2005, p. 6).  However, conflicts often arise regarding whether such images should be used 

and how to present them appropriately for the purposes of interpretation.  Surprisingly, 

although Civil War interpretation is long-established, the use of gruesome images receives 

little attention in the planning and design of interpretive presentations.  Uzzell (1998), for 
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instance, asserts that the “absence of affective components is evident,” particularly in the 

interpretation of war (p. 13).  This issue prompted the third research question since little is 

known about visitors’ attitudes toward gruesome images at historic Civil War battlefields.   

The findings in Section 5.1 suggest that the majority of participants believed it is 

important to include gruesome images of Civil War as part of interpretative materials at 

historic battlefields.  They argued that new a generation of Americans needs to understand 

the sacrifices made by their forefathers and opposed the idea of sanitizing these images.  

This is consistent with other research that highlights the importance of using dramatic or 

disturbing images in order to “improve the telling of a true story” (Peterson & Spratt, 2005, 

p. 17).  In fact, it can be argued that the exclusion of these images in reporting on wars 

obscures the fact that war is a horrific tragedy (Taylor, 1998).  

Moreover, although there are concerns that such images could be emotionally 

disturbing, most of the participants believed that the images included in the present study 

were mild by today’s standards, mostly because of their black and white formatting.  

Another important finding is highly associated with the act of remembrance.  The 

participants believed that by viewing these images, they were actually honoring the 

sacrifices made by the fallen soldiers.  They opposed any decision to withhold these 

images from the viewers since it would diminish the soldiers’ sacrifices.  This is especially 

true since the objective of using “dramatic, disturbing, or graphic photos were not to shock 

or titillate” the audience (Peterson & Spratt, 2005, p. 17).  

An age restriction regarding some of the images with graphic content continues to 

be a controversial issue for the participants in this study.  One third of the participants 

stated their concerns about age restriction and recommended that minors below the middle 

school age should not be allowed to access graphic images through battlefield 

interpretation materials.  This is not surprising since research in media ethics reports that 
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disturbing photos are often controlled to protect the viewers from having painful and 

damaging reactions (Keith, Schwalbe, & Silcock, 2006). 

Contrary to the above findings, in terms of the level of gruesomeness, the results 

also show that participants view it as inappropriate to use less gruesome images for 

interpretation purposes.  It is possible they perceived excluding the more gruesome images 

as an effort to sanitize the war and thus prefer images that can clearly depict a powerful 

message of human tragedy.  The analysis also shows that graphic characteristics or a high 

level of gruesomeness influences whether the participants believed that viewers should be 

warned before viewing certain images, the images should be restricted by age, or the 

images should be classified as always appropriate to be used for interpretation purposes. 

These findings indicate that the majority of the study participants acknowledge the 

importance of using gruesome images as one of the most important educational materials 

for battlefield interpretation.  They believe it is important to learn these central and painful 

lessons in order to avoid future deadly conflicts.  Park managers and exhibit designers 

should use these images as part of the essential emotional elements that can help in 

changing and forming attitude (David Uzzell, 1998).   

 

6.1.4 Investigating participants’ viewing tendencies using eye-tracking analysis  

Eye-tracking analysis was used in this study to identify whether it can be a useful 

method in understanding participants’ preferences for Civil War images.  To examine the 

potential of using this technology, several types of analyses, including heatmap analysis, 

scanpath analysis, fixations sequence analysis, and area of interest analysis (AOI) were 

employed.  Examining the outcomes of the analyses strongly suggests that eye tracking 

significantly enhances researchers’ understanding of underlying reasons for participants’ 

responses to images, and expands the potential to estimate the reasons for the effect of 

different images on different viewers. 
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Using five-second exposures, heatmap analysis helped both to identify important 

content and to validate important content as predicted by researchers from the earlier 

analysis of the most- and least-preferred images. The analysis also provides tangible 

evidence in understanding content that attracts more attention from the participants. For 

instance, in this study, the heatmap analysis revealed that participants’ visual attention was 

not solely focused on the primary content of the images. The presence of human figures in 

the images consistently attracted participants’ attentions more than anticipated. 

Furthermore, the eye-tracking analysis enhances critical understanding of the spatial 

organization of individual images used in the study.  Through eye tracking, the spatial 

organization of the images can be understood as more or less visually complex or 

mysterious from the perspectives of the participants. 

Additionally, almost all images that contained human figures showed a high 

intensity of hotspots on their faces.  These findings confirmed earlier analysis by the 

researcher regarding observations of soldiers’ facial characteristics and attire: the 

equipment and uniforms received less attention than did their faces.  The same is true even 

when human presence is considered a secondary or tertiary component in the images.  

Although some of the findings are considered unique, they are consistent with other eye-

tracking studies that involve human presence.  Images containing human figures, animals, 

or clear human faces are considered to have a “high degree of salience” to the viewers 

(Wallraven, et al., 2009, p. 6).  This is particularly true because faces are important for 

human interaction (Ekman, 2007; Ekman & Oster, 1979).  Participants may perceive high 

salience in the soldier and civilian faces because they are interested in knowing more about 

their social identities, status, health, behavior and emotions (Ekman & Oster, 1979; 

Fridlund, 1994).  This finding again corroborates with the participants’ brief verbal 

descriptions of the images discussed earlier (Sections 4.4.3 and 6.1.2).  Participants 
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associated positive and negative emotions with the images, and emotions are generally 

more evident in facial expressions and stances than in the dress or surroundings. 

Using the more complex gaze patterns derived from area of interest (AOI) analysis, the 

eye tracking was found useful in validating some of the factors that influence participants’ 

preferences for the images.  However, due to unsuitable variable conditions34, further 

analysis using other eye-tracking variables, including saccade and pupil size, was limited.  

A discussion of the limitation and improvement of using eye-tracking technology for 

future studies appears in Section 6.3.3, below.  In conclusion, eye-tracking provided a 

holistic way of understanding the participants’ preferences in this study.  

 

6.2 Implications for Presentation of Historical Battlefield Resources  

This combination of findings has important implications for developing not only 

interpretative materials but interpretative programs for American Civil War battlefields as 

well.  Based on Beck and Cable’s (1998) classifications, the discussions are mainly related 

to implications for non-personal interpretations.  In general, this section is divided into 

three main sub-sections.  The first sub-section discusses implications for developing 

interpretative materials at battlefield visitor centers.  It focuses mainly on the use of Civil 

War images, development of interpretative programs, and use of visualization technology.  

The second sub-section discusses implications that can offer significant assistance in 

customizing historical experience through the development of a digital interpretation 

application.  Finally, the last sub-section discusses implications related to educational 

training for battlefield interpreters.  

 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34 Disproportion sample and small sample size. 
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6.2.1 Image selection process - characteristics  

Interpretations at battlefields are typically static, although some them encourage 

interaction from the user.  With these limitations, it is important for park managers and 

interpretive designers to choose the most suitable materials not only to deliver intentional 

messages, but also to enhance visitors’ personal understanding and educational experience.  

Appropriate use of Civil War images is vital because of their visual power and ability to 

convey the past to the present time.  Findings from this study can aid park managers and 

interpretive designers in understanding those characteristics of images that are vital during 

the image selection process.  In fact, they can help to exclude images that visitors might 

consider uninteresting, irrelevant, or confusing.  

The results of this study show that images with a strong sense of active military 

engagement and the realities of war are the most preferred images.  This preference seems 

to be influenced largely by the presence and positions of military equipment, the presence 

of human figures and their postures, post-battle conditions, and military earthworks.  The 

characteristics of these types of image are further described below and should be taken into 

consideration by park managers and interpretive designers when selecting the images for 

interpretive purposes. 

 

6.2.1.1 Battle vs. non-battle positions  

Images that have a strong sense of battle readiness are more engaging, and are 

depicted either by placement of military weapons or the stances of soldiers.  For instance, a 

higher priority should be given to images of weapons such as cannons or mortars in firing 

positions with battle-ready artillerymen rather than to images depicting cannons alone.  
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6.2.1.2 Negative vs. positive emotions   

Priority should also be given to images that convey strong negative emotions.  The 

images show physical evidence of war, such as ruins and soldiers’ living conditions, or 

emotional evidence.  Images that clearly show soldiers’ facial expressions, such as distress, 

are vital to attracting visual attention compared to clean, calm and well-shaven faces.  It is 

recommended to choose images with these characteristics so visitors can easily discern the 

hardship of war.  

 

6.2.1.3 Natural vs. posed positions 

Images that show soldiers or civilians with natural and more spontaneous positions 

are more preferred than are clearly posed positions.  Natural poses are more realistic and 

convey the message of the misery and realities of war.  

 

6.2.1.4 Complexity and mystery   

The images should also have high sense of complexity and mystery.  Images that 

have a combination of these qualities can draw more visual attention from visitors.  They 

provide a sense of exploration because of blocked views, hidden spaces, ruins and 

shadows, and disconnected paths.  

 

6.2.2  Image selection – human presence and photographic quality 

Eye-tracking analysis revealed that human figures in the images significantly 

attract viewers’ visual attention even when they are not considered the main element in the 

images.  To maintain strong visual messages the visitors, critical decisions need to be made 

regarding whether human figures are necessary in an image to convey particular 

information through the interpretive exhibit.  Furthermore, images that have quality issues, 

particularly scratch marks and stains, can also divert viewers’ attention.  Perhaps, image 
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editing processes, such as cropping, retouching, noise reduction and cloning, can help to 

remove distracting elements and draw more attention to the main elements in the 

composition of the images.  Although this can be a significant implication, further study is 

needed to identify public and expert views regarding issues related to image enhancement.  

The recommendation for future research is elaborated in Section 6.4.4. 

 

6.2.3 Including a greater number of gruesome images  

According to the participants’ responses regarding gruesome images, it is highly 

valuable to include gruesome images as part of the educational experience.  This sends a 

strong message to park managers and interpretive designers that it is advisable to include a 

particular section in the visitor center that can focus solely on the destructive reality of the 

Civil War.  Some participants even voiced their concerns about lack of this type of image 

at battlefield visitor centers.  The battlefield displays at Antietam and Gettysburg include 

depictions of the aftermath of battles, photographs with rows of dead soldiers or bloated 

bodies scattered on the battlefields, but this is not the case with all historic battlefields. 

As an alternative to pictures depicting dead soldiers, images that show post-battle 

treatment for soldiers who suffered various wounds can be used to aid visitors 

understanding of the horrors of the Civil War.  For instance, collections of images 

belonging to the U.S Army Medical Museum that depict mostly details of soldiers’ injuries 

and their recovery conditions could definitely promote understanding of the casualties of 

the Civil War.  Photographs of maimed soldiers can also inform the affective component 

that is important for changing visitors’ attitudes.    

Beyond the types and composition of images, park managers and interpretive 

designers also need to consider several approaches to displaying images at visitor centers.  

Based on the results of the present survey, one third of the participants believed that age 

restrictions should be imposed in order to access graphic images.  This opinion emphasized 
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the importance of deciding how to present such images most appropriately to the visitors.  

One of the easiest solutions would be to designate a particular section in the visitor center 

to a display of these images.  However, this can be a major constraint if the visitor center 

has limited space.  Alternatively, unique exhibit design might help in solving issues related 

to physical spaces. Park managers and interpretive designers should provide solutions that 

not only accommodate concerns raised by the visitors but also fit the physical spaces 

available in the battlefield visitor centers.     

 

6.2.4 Interpretative programs  

For more personalized interpretative programs, such as guided tours, storytelling, 

and demonstrations, interpreters need to understand not only visitors’ interests (Beck & 

Cable, 1998; Freeman Tilden, 1977; Wurman, 1990) but also their personal backgrounds 

and characteristics (Beck & Cable, 1998).  Addressing these demographics is important in 

capturing the visitors’ attention and providing them with more meaningful experiences at 

historic battlefields.  

The findings from this study provide insight to the park managers and interpreter 

regarding programs that can be planned specifically according to visitors’ particular 

interests and backgrounds.  As discussed in Section 6.1.3, gradual change of interest over 

recent years towards historic battlefield resources indicates that interpretive programs at 

historic battlefields should expand to include more than factual information about military 

tactics.  Visitors seem to be looking for interpretations that can help them more easily to 

appreciate and comprehend the consequences of the Civil War.   Such programs may 

include and emphasize more physical battle ruins although most ruins do not survive due 

to natural and human factors.  
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6.2.5  Interpretative technologies 

6.2.5.1 Virtual reality   

Virtual reality (VR) is one of the most promising platforms for historic landscape 

visualizations that can be effectively used at historic battlefields.  For more than two 

decades, VR technologies have been used in the field of cultural heritage studies with 

tremendous opportunities in historic preservation, reconstruction, and documentation 

application (Bruno et al., 2010).  With the abilities to transport the “viewers into a wholly 

different world” (Staley, 2003, p. 89), VR has become the preferred choice among 

visualization researchers due to its value-added potential in creating and testing digital 

environments for specific users’ needs (Johnson, Thompson, & Coventry, 2010).  In fact, it 

is predicted by some observers that VR will position itself as a “place for contemporary 

narrative storytelling, stories that [have] moved from oral epic, to novel and film and now 

to virtual environments” (Staley, 2003, p. 89). 

In the context of historic visualization at Civil War battlefields, VR could be 

effective in assisting users in personally experiencing the landscapes of the past.  

Reconstruction of battle landscapes, including ruins, fortifications, bridges and houses, 

based on available historic images can help visitors visually explore and interactively 

experience lost historic spaces.  Similarly, it can provide new insight for historians to 

analyze and understand the landscape of the past in entirely new ways (Gutierrez, Seron, 

Magallon, Sobreviela, & Latorre, 2004).  With proper use of rendering techniques, lighting 

effects, and rendering materials, the use of VR could possibly help the visitors to develop a 

more realistic sense of the chaos battle and experience details that are sometimes lost over 

time.  In fact, for visitors with ancestors who fought in the Civil War, reconstructions of 

lost historic viewsheds and topography using VR may help them to experience the 

battlefield landscapes that their ancestors inhabited and fought in.  VR may also help in 
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conveying weather at the time when the battle occurred, perhaps by adding rain, snow, or 

signs of heat.  

 

6.2.5.2 Development of a mobile interpretive application   

Technological advancement has opened tremendous opportunities that can be used 

to customize interpretative resources according to what people want to see and experience 

during their visit to historic battlefields.  Instead of conventional static exhibits currently 

offered at battlefield visitor centers, mobile interpretive applications could be delivered to 

enhance visitors’ experience of memories embedded within the battlefield landscapes.  

Results from the study can assist and lead the decision makers to meet individual demands 

for experiences using personal smartphones and tablets.  The sub-sections below discuss in 

detail the implications for the development of digital applications.  

 

Mobile application for historic interpretation 

As described in Chapter 2, visitors’ experiences at historic sites are significantly 

influenced by their unique interests and preferences. Based on these interests and 

preferences, customized interpretations could very effectively serve the visitors through 

flexible, and interactive digital applications.  

Two factors that can significantly affect the usability and effectiveness of an 

application, are discussed in this sub-section, namely the interface and content of the 

applications.  Ease of use of the interface is one of the most important characteristics of a 

successful digital application.  Beyond the art of designing an attractive interface, the 

science requires understanding of how the interface can best function to serve user needs.  

These are also challenges in designing a digital application for battlefield interpretation, 

especially one that involves devices such as smartphones and tablets, which have smaller 

screen sizes.  The results described in Chapter 5 can inform both the design of the 
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application interface as well as help in identifying important content that needs to be 

highlighted through the application. 

To customize interpretation experience according to the results of this study, the 

interface must include function buttons that query relevant user characteristics.  Basic 

information such as gender, age, zip code (to determine user distance from the battlefield) 

and whether the user’s ancestors fought in the Civil War can be collected in the 

introduction screen in order to determine the most useful and appropriate items to enhance 

the user’s experience.  For instance, the application could automatically$( suggest layers 

associated with artillery emplacements as the main point of interest (POI) when a user 

identifies himself as a male visitor in contrast to civilian structures in the battlefield if the 

user is a female visitor.   

The prioritization process does not, however, exclude other historic layers in the 

interface.  In fact, all layers are included in the option menu, and the user can make her or 

his own judgment by choosing layers in which she or he is interested.  The application also 

allows multiple layers to be prioritized based on a combination of user characteristics.  For 

visitors with ancestors who fought in the Civil War, the application should also allow them 

to provide the specific military unit associated with their ancestor.  With the use of GPS 

and historic mapping database, the application can help the user to navigate and walk and 

through the landscape as their ancestors possibly saw.  An example of the schematic data 

flow for customizing the experience using a mobile app is shown in Figure 6.1. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$(!) specific mathematical algorithm would be needed to inform the prioritization of layers.  !
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Figure 6.1. A schematic data flow for prioritizing layers.  

 

Augmented reality application (AR) 

Another potential mobile application technology that can be used to enhance 

visitors’ experiences at historic battlefields is augmented reality (AR). AR can be defined 

as a visualization system that adds and allows virtual information to be digitally displayed 

in the real world (Azuma, 1997; Feiner, 2002; Maqableh & Sidhu, 2010).  Technically, the 
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AR system works by aligning virtual information based on users’ orientation and their 

view of the real world environment. Instead of replacing the real world or constructing the 

world as a digital model, AR incorporates the real world as part of the experience to 

enhance users’ sensory perceptions (Azuma, 1997; Feiner, 2002).  

As discussed previously, battle ruins are considered one of the historic resources at 

historic battlefields most preferred by the participants.  Over time, these ruins have very 

often returned to their pre-war conditions or been torn down, rebuilt, and taken over by 

urban development, thus diminishing the sense of horrific reality caused by the war.  

However, AR allows the digital reassembly of a site's embedded histories to be revealed, 

explored, and experienced while on the site itself.  Digital reconstructions of battlefield 

ruins, such as buildings and bridges, according to historic images could enable visitors to 

have greater interactivity and engagement with the historical landscape, improving their 

enjoyment, understanding, and appreciation of the heritage represented in the battlefield.  

In fact, research by Yetao et al. (2009) has shown that AR was a good way to provide 

visitors with “an intuitive and visual experience” of historic ruins through digital 

constructions (p. 4).  

 

6.2.6 Interpreter training  

Results from the analysis of factors affecting participants’ preferences of Civil War 

images also support the need to understand the visitors’ background, as suggested by Beck 

and Cable (1998).  The National Park Service, for instance, can use the findings from the 

present study as part of the curriculum materials for training new interpreters and for 

updating the training of experienced interpreters, particularly focusing on historic 

battlefields. Although some of these findings might be known to experienced interpreters, 

the results provide statistical evidence that can strengthen the existing training curriculum.  

This notion is parallel with Tilden’s statement that “Interpretation is a voyage of discovery 
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in the field of human emotional and intellectual growth, and it’s hard to foresee a time 

when an interpreter can confidently say, ‘Now we are wholly adequate to our task’”(Tilden 

n.d, cited in Knudson, Cable, & Beck, 2003, p. 383). Nevertheless, as previously discussed 

in section 2.2.1, this study has less-impact for personalized interpretation methods than for 

non-personalized methods.  

 

6.3 Limitations and Suggestions   

This study has broadened the understanding of different types of Civil War images 

that can enhance visitors’ educational experience at historic battlefields.  However, due to 

its exploratory approach, several limitations exist and impact the interpretations of the 

study results.  In this section, the limitations, mostly related to procedures and methods of 

data collection, are discussed, and suggestions for improving subsequent studies are 

offered. 

 

6.3.1 Sample size  

The results of this study were derived from a total of 280 participants.  Although 

the sample size is considered reasonable and valid for robust statistical analysis, a larger 

sample size is needed to increase the internal validity of the study.  Future studies should 

also consider using enumerators to increase the number of participants.  Lack of field 

manpower during the data collection was identified as one of the major issues that led to a 

small sample size.  

 

6.3.2 Sample demographics  

Based on personal observation, the majority of the participants surveyed were 

white Americans.  Although the ethnic composition of the participants reflects current 

visitation patterns at historic battlefields, there is a need to include other ethnic subgroups, 
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especially African-Americans.  The current study is unable to answer questions of whether 

significant differences exist among ethnic groups regarding historic images preferences.  

Considering future changes in the American demographic, including fast-growing 

Hispanic and Asian components, this will be an important variable to determine how 

battlefield interpretation can be customized to serve different ethnic groups.  It could also 

offer meaningful findings in understanding the relevance of the Civil War from 

nonpartisan perspectives.  

 

6.3.3  Expansion of the themes of Civil War images  

Although this study examined various themes of Civil War images, not every 

theme was included in the survey.  Currently, the majority of the images depicts pre-battle 

and post-battle military actions and excludes images that show the lives of civilians and 

slaves during the war.  Some of the results obtained from this study indicate an interest in 

learning about non-military people during the Civil War.  Therefore, it is proposed that 

future studies of historic image preferences include these images to provide a more holistic 

understanding and to further validate the results from this study.  

 

6.3.4 Identification of a greater number of trip characteristics variables  

Although the study yielded several interesting findings based on participants’ 

backgrounds and motivations, there was a lack of emphasis on how preferences for historic 

images are affected by variables relating the characteristics of the visitors’ trips.  

Therefore, it is suggested that future studies should also consider expanding trip 

characteristics to include sub-variables such as visiting with friends, family, children; 

visiting activity; and duration of the stay at historic battlefields. Even though some these 

variables were previously mentioned in the literature review, they were not included in the 

visitors’ survey because emphasis was given to other variables, such as family histories 
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and background. Including these characteristics in future studies might help in 

understanding how future battlefield interpretation can be customized according to 

visitors’ trip characteristics. 

 

6.3.5 Interpretation of eye-tracking data  

Due to physical limitations posed by the eye-tracking equipment used in this study, 

data obtained for the eye-tracking analyses are confined to a laboratory environment.  

Although the eye-tracking data was included as part of the main data analysis to augment 

direct and indirect participant feedback on salient aspects of the images, and to represent 

actual visitors to historic battlefields, the analysis and its interpretation are based on 

responses from Virginia Tech students and staff members in a campus environment.  To 

avoid the same drawback, future studies should employ mobile or portable eye-tracking 

technology for on-site data collection at historic battlefields.  

Actual battlefield visitors can significantly increase internal validity of the study, 

although the cost of the equipment may limit the number of participants that can be 

surveyed at one time.  In addition, it would provide a potential opportunity for robust 

statistical analysis involving gaze data to enhance the understanding of how eye-tracking 

can be used in identifying visitors’ preferences.  Above all, eye-tracking participants also 

know that their eye movements are being recorded: they might react or behave in ways that 

anticipate the researchers’ expectations, or try to “please” the researcher rather than 

experience the images for their own purposes.  This reduces the internal validity of the 

study. 

Finally, it is important to note that although the results of the eye-tracking analyses 

used in this study are generated from complex gaze data, the results were analyzed based 

on the researcher’s personal visual interpretation.  Further statistical analysis using various 

gaze data variables (eg. fixation duration, saccade, pupil size) gathered from the 
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experiment could help in understanding participants’ preferences.  Moreover, careful 

interpretation is needed when using heatmap analysis.  The analysis shows only 

participants’ visual attention but does not reveal whether elements in the images are 

preferred based on their attention.  

 

6.4 Recommendations for Future Research  

This study has revealed participants’ perceptions of and factors that influence their 

preference toward historic images of Civil War using a scene booklet survey, an on-line 

survey, and an eye-tracking study.  Since this study is considered highly exploratory, 

efforts in understanding the Civil War images should continue and further investigation 

should be carried out.  Listed in the section below are several recommendations that can be 

useful for future research.    

 

6.4.1 Heritage tourism at historic Civil War battlefields  

Results of this study are highly influenced by responses obtained from United 

States citizens (88.6%) due to the fact that Civil War battlefields have been important 

destinations of cultural heritage throughout American History.  Although the 

commodification of death and the landscape of conflicts can sometimes be controversial 

due to ethical concerns, it is difficult to avoid.  People are fascinated with learning and 

personally experiencing horrific events and are drawn to visit sites associated with human 

tragedy (Dunkley, et al., 2011, p. 860).  This phenomenon, known as “darktourism” is a 

niche tourism market grew rapidly in the 20th century and continues to receive attention in 

academic literature (Baldwin & Sharpley, 2009; Ryan, 2007; A. V. Seaton, 1999; 

Turnbridge & Ashworth, 1996).  Studies have shown that battlefield tourism can 

significantly increase local revenues and create steady job opportunities (Trust, 2005).  

Considering this phenomenon, serious attention should be given not only to domestic but 
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also to international visitors in understanding the images that help them to comprehend 

United States Civil War history.  It is necessary to understand more historic information 

relevant to their visit experience than simply the typical battlefield approach that focuses 

heavily on military tactics.  Expanding the scope of photographic images to encompass the 

entire reality of the war could ensure that not only could local visitors have optimal visit 

experiences, but international visitors could experience a more vibrant understanding of 

American history as well. 

 

6.4.2 Expert v. non-expert attitudes towards historic Civil War images  

The research framework used in the study argues that the process of developing 

interpretative materials should be derived from a “consumer to consumer” approach rather 

than from “producers to consumers.”  Thus, this study focused solely on obtaining 

responses from visitors to the battlefields apart from the park managers or interpretive 

designers.  This approach significantly reduces the ability to interpret or validate any 

differences between expert and non-expert perceptions of these images.  Future research 

involving expert opinions could confirm whether the current approach of developing 

interpretive materials aligns with what visitors want and need for their optimal experience.  

It could be possible that experts might have different perspectives about these images due 

to their experience and management background.  This question remains unanswered and, 

consequently, exposes the potential of pursuing further research in this topic.  The 

investigation could also contribute to enhancing the process of decision making associated 

with battlefield interpretative planning and design. 

 

6.4.3 Sequencing of image arrangements 

This study has revealed that visitors to historic battlefields have significantly 

unique preferences for different types of Civil War images.  In general, participants prefer 
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images that are active, highly associated with battle engagements, spatially complex, and 

mysterious.  Although combinations of these elements can impact the visitors’ experience, 

questions remains of how these images can be used effectively for battlefield 

interpretation.  Studies have shown that excessive use of historic information could 

possibly overwhelm the visitors’ ability to process specific information carried by the 

images.  Visual fatigue may lead to visitors experiencing a loss of attention (Beck & Cable, 

1998) and information overload (S. C. Bitgood, 1991).  Future study could specifically 

investigate how images of the Civil War can be effectively used alongside other 

interpretive materials.  For instance, efforts in identifying an ideal rhythm and appropriate 

sequence of images may help to sustain visitors’ attention and promote their 

comprehension of the vast information related to a given historic event. 

 

6.4.4  Images size, viewing distance, and color manipulation   

A future study investigating whether visitors’ have different preferences based on 

different sizes of images and viewing distances could also be undertaken.  Such a study 

could also include investigation of whether non–expert and experts have different opinions 

about manipulating the images, such as increasing the image depth and resolution of 

details using photo-editing techniques, changing or adding colors to the images, and 

cropping images to remove unnecessary details.  This would help park managers to further 

understand if it is necessary to make editorial changes to historic images for interpretive 

purposes. 

 

6.4.5 Investigation of additional image dimensions   

Six different dimensions of the images included in this study were extracted. Each 

dimension is clearly different in terms of main content, and each dimension was 

represented in between three and four images.  The low numbers of images, however, 
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limits deeper understanding regarding individual dimension characteristics that influence 

visitors’ preferences. Thus, further investigation is needed in order to identify significant 

elements, content, or spatial organization that may influence preferences for individual 

dimensions.  For instance, more images that portray military weapons in different types of 

earthworks, background views, details, arrangements, and human figures may enhance our 

understanding of which combinations of these elements affect visitors’ preferences for the 

dimension of “large artillery in combat positions.” 

 

6.6  Conclusions   

This exploratory study has shed light on the preferences of visitors to historic Civil 

War battlefields for photographic images. The insights can be used to enhance park 

managers’ and interpretive designers’ understanding of which images to incorporate in 

interpretive presentations, and how to display those images effectively.  It also revealed the 

important role of participants’ personal backgrounds and motivations in visiting the 

battlefields play in influencing their preferences.  The study also establishes that 

participants value the affective components of gruesome images as an important 

component in accurate battlefield interpretation.  Furthermore, the use of eye-tracking 

technology can greatly enhance researchers’ ability to understand and accommodate 

visitors’ preferences and expectations. 

Taken together, the results of this study suggest that visitors’ input during the 

process of developing interpretative materials is essential to informing park managers, 

interpretive planners, and program designers in their endeavor to deliver high quality 

interpretive materials tailored to individual needs and experiences.  Although customized 

interpretation at historic battlefields is almost impossible due to cost and characteristics of 

conventional static displays, modern technology provides new opportunities that need to be 

more fully explored and maximized. In addition to new potential for sharing historic 
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resources, emerging technology brings new challenges to the expert, particularly regarding 

the “net generation” that constantly seeks new approaches to better experience historic 

landscapes.  The results from the study provide numerous insights that can help in 

expanding and improving interpretive programs currently offered at historic Civil War 

battlefields.  

Finally, this study provides evidence of the effectiveness of using CIM in 

understanding historic images of Civil War. This study also expands the uses of cultural 

preferences theory, prospect and refuge theory, and information processing theory in 

understanding people’s perception beyond the typical preferences studies that are 

associated with natural landscapes and built environments. Furthermore, the uses of eye-

tracking technology further validate the CIM approach as an important method that uses 

images as surrogates to understand peoples’ preferences for the real world.  
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XE44GB+4-.!92>!U+3<-DS-!5<4*+NW!)GG;SE+,-G'!

RK-DZ.!P'!:'!6&77(8'!-%$#:18512/*%$*)$"#+/21E#$2*5+/6.$/%2#+G+#212/*%$6#+:/0#6$/%$
!1/&1%A!IKL!CDMN*4EGK-B!3;<=G.!J-@+G!J-SK.!UN**;S='!!!!

RKE;<-+D.!)'!6&77V8'!IK;,;Z<+MKH!+DB!,K-!KEG,;<ES+4!G,NBH'!I;GGE*4-!ED,-<M<-,+,E;DG'!
L#:/621$-+"/:#8*+;$]_6&8.!&^&'!!

R;**.!2'!6#%c&8'!IK;,;Z<+MK-<G!;A!,K-!REFE4!Q+<'!W/8/21+3$-))1/+6;$@S6$8.!#&"\#$('!B;E>!
#7'&$7"d#%V^7c#!

R;W<-H.!)'!U'.!1!U--.!X'!]'!6#%%&8'!-$)/+62$0*5+6#$/%$)102*+$1%1836/6'!XE44GB+4-.!9'2'>!U'!
5<4*+NW!)GG;SE+,-G'!

RGE=G_-D,WEK+4HE.!Y'!6#%%78'!T8*&$9$2"#$G630"*8*E3$*)$*G2/.18$#(G#+/#%0#'!9-3!:;<=>!
X+<M-<!1!0;3'!

RGE=G_-D,WEK+4HE.!Y'!6#%%"8'!T/%,/%E$)8*&$9$2"#$G630"*8*E3$*)$#%E1E#.#%2$&/2"$
#:#+3,13$8/)#'!9-3!:;<=>!]+GES];;=G'!

L+FEG.!Y'!6&7#&8'!J+1G"/0$B#6/E%$!"#*+3>!JK+W-G!1!XNBG;D.!UEWE,-B'!
B-!0;e+G.!R'.!1!R+W+<-<;.!R'!6&77V8'!aEGE,;<Gf!-@M-<E-DS-.!W;;B!+DB!G+,EGA+S,E;D!ED!+!

K-<E,+Z-!S;D,-@,>!5FEB-DS-!A<;W!+D!ED,-<M<-,+,E;D!S-D,-<'!!*5+/6.$
W1%1E#.#%2;$@`6$8.!(&(\($"'!B;E>!
K,,M>ddB@'B;E';<Zd#7'#7#cde',;N<W+D'&77"'7c'77^!

LE4G+F-<.!U'!Y'!6#%%^8'!-.#+/01M6$O12/*%18$<1+C$Z362#.9$!"#$V+/2/018$B*05.#%26'!
U+DK+W.!YL>!0;3W+D!1!UE,,4-AE-4B!IN*4EGK-<G'!
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Le+W+G*E.!P'.!JN44EG.!J'.!XGN.!2'.!Y+_N-<+.!5'.!?G*-<Z.!`'.!1!];GSK.!2'!6&77"8'!J#%,#+$
<+#)#+#%0#6$/%$X#7$B#6/E%9$=617/8/23$!#62/%E$2"+*5E"$K3#$!+10C/%EA!I+M-<!
M<-G-D,-B!+,!,K-!)W-<ES+G!R;DA-<-DS-!;D!ODA;<W+,E;D!PHG,-WG'!

L;NZ4+G.!`'!P'.!UH;D.!L'!0'.!1!?Z4;AA.!2'!0'!I'!6#%%"8'!JK-!OWM+S,!;A!b<+MKES!IK;,;Z<+MKES!
5FEB-DS-!;D!Y;S=!2N<;<Gf!L-SEGE;DG!ED!+!YN<B-<!J<E+4>!I<;*+,EF-!;<!
I<-eNBESE+4g!I1&$1%,$N5.1%$4#"1:/*+;$@Y6(8.!^V(\(7#'!B;E>!#7'&$7"d#$%^$&%!

L;3D-H.!Y'!J'!6#%V78'!IES,N<-G!+G!,-+SKEDZ!+EBG>!CGEDZ!,K-!MES,N<-G!ED!KEG,;<H!
,-@,*;;=G'!Z*0/18$K,5012/*%;$PP6&8.!%$\%V'!!

L<NWW;DB.!P'!6&77#8'!Y-,K;BG!;A!hN+4E,H!EWM<;F-W-D,'!OD!P'!L<NWW;DB!1!O'!:-;W+D!
65BG'8.!?518/23$/665#6$/%$"#+/21E#$:/6/2*+6$122+102/*%6$6MM'!&V\$V8'!?@A;<B.!C`>!
]N,,-<3;<,K!X-ED-W+DD'!

LNSK+G,-4.!I'!R'!6#%"V8'!O44NG,<+,EDZ!EDG,<NS,E;D+4!,-@,G'$K,5012/*%18$!#0"%*8*E3;$
Y]6##8.!$c\$%'!!

LNSK;3G=E.!)'!J'!6&77"8'!5H-!,<+S=EDZ!W-,K;B;4;ZH!,K-;<H!+DB!M<+S,ES-.!A<;W!
K,,M>ddB@'B;E';<Zd#7'#77"d%"V\#\V^c&V\c7%\^!

LND=4-H.!0'.!Y;<Z+D.!9'.!1!Q-G,3;;B.!P'!6&7##8'!aEGE,EDZ!,K-!,<-DSK-G>!5@M4;<EDZ!
W-+DEDZG!+DB!W;,EF+,E;DG!ED!*+,,4-AE-4B!,;N<EGW'!!*5+/6.$W1%1E#.#%2;$R@6^8.!
Vc7\VcV'!B;E>!#7'#7#cde',;N<W+D'&7#7'7"'7##!

5=W+D.!I'!6&77"8'!K.*2/*%6$+#:#18#,$9$+#0*E%/U/%E$)10#6$1%,$)##8/%E6$2*$/.G+*:#$
0*..5%/012/*%$1%,$#.*2/*%18$8/)#'!9-3!:;<=>!X-D<H!X;4,'!

5=W+D.!I'.!1!?G,-<.!X'!6#%"%8'!/+SE+4!-@M<-GGE;DG!;A!-W;,E;DG'!i)<,ES4-j'!-%%518$L#:/#&$
*)$<630"*8*E3;$RQ6#8.!(&"'!!

/+4=.!2'.!1!P,;<=GBE-S=.!Y'!6&77(8'!CGEDZ!,K-!S;D,-@,N+4!W;B-4!;A!4-+<DEDZ!,;!
NDB-<G,+DB!FEGE,;<!4-+<DEDZ!A<;W!+!GSE-DS-!S-D,-<!-@KE*E,E;D'!Z0/#%0#$
K,5012/*%;$]`6(8.!"^^\""V'!B;E>!#7'#77&dGS-'&77"V!

/+4=.!2'!X'!6#%%$8'!)GG-GGEDZ!,K-!EWM+S,!;A!-@KE*E,!+<<+DZ-W-D,!;D!FEGE,;<!*-K+FE;<!+DB!
4-+<DEDZ'!V5+12*+;$RS6&8.!#\#('!!

/+4=.!2'!2'!X'.!1!LE-<=EDZ.!U'!L'!6#%%&8'!!"#$W56#5.$K(G#+/#%0#>!QK+4-G*+S=!];;=G'!
/-ED-<.!P'!`'!6&77&8'!)NZW-D,-B!0-+4E,H>!)!9-3!Q+H!;A!P--EDZ'!Z0/#%2/)/0$-.#+/01%$

W1E1U/%#;$-G+/8$@QQ@'!
/E,,G.!I'!Y'.!2;D-G.!0'!5'.!1!YE4,;D.!2'!U'!6#%(78'!k5H-!Y;F-W-D,G!;A!)E<S<+A,!IE4;,G!BN<EDZ!

ODG,<NW-D,\U+DBEDZ!)MM<;+SK-G'l'!a-#+*%152/018$K%E/%##+/%E$L#:/#&b;$`6&8.!
&^\&%'!B;E>!SE,-N4E=-\+<,ES4-\EB>&%^^^c!

/4-WEGSK.!/'!?'.!1!?D=-D.!0'!6&7778'!B#2#02/%E$5617/8/23$G+*78#.6$&/2"$#3#$2+10C/%E$/%$
1/+7*+%#$71228#$.1%1E#.#%2$65GG*+2$I+M-<!M<-G-D,-B!+,!,K-!9)J?!0J?!X/Y!
PHWM;GENW!;D!CG+*E4E,H!;A!EDA;<W+,E;D!ED!]+,,4-!Y+D+Z-W-D,!?M-<+,E;DG.!
?G4;.!9;<3+H'!

/<EB4NDB.!)'!2'!6#%%^8'!N5.1%$)10/18$#(G+#66/*%$9$1%$#:*852/*%1+3$:/#&'!P+D!LE-Z;>!
)S+B-WES!I<-GG'!

b+,-3;;B.!2'!]'.!1!R+W-<;D.!R'!Y'!6&77^8'!]+,,4-AE-4B!IE4Z<EWG!+,!b-,,HG*N<Z!9+,E;D+4!
YE4E,+<H!I+<='!K2"%*8*E3;$PR6$8.!#%$\&#c'!!

bE*G;D.!2'!2'!6#%"%8'!!"#$#0*8*E/018$1GG+*10"$2*$:/6518$G#+0#G2/*%'!];G,;D>!X;NZK,;D!
YEAA4ED'!
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bE*G;D.!2'!Q'!6#%%^8'!X1++/*+$,+#1.6$9$G1+1./8/21+3$05825+#$/%$G*62>H/#2%1.$-.#+/01'!
9-3!:;<=>!XE44!+DB!Q+DZ'!

b4+K;4,.!Y'!b'.!QN.!Y'\R'.!1!0-EDZ;4B.!5'!Y'!6&77%8'!I<-BES,EDZ!M<-A-<-DS-!A<;W!
AE@+,E;DG'!<630"O*8*E3$[*5+%18;$c6&8.!#^#\#(V'!!

b;4B*-<Z.!2'!X'.!1!`;,F+4.!m'!I'!6#%%V8'!5H-!W;F-W-D,\*+G-B!-F+4N+,E;D!;A!,K-!
S;WMN,-<!ED,-<A+S-'!-,:1%0#6$/%$'005G12/*%18$K+E*%*./06$1%,$Z1)#23'!B;E>!
SE,-N4E=-\+<,ES4-\EB>&&""77!

b;4B*-<Z.!2'!X'.!P,EWG;D.!Y'!2'.!U-3-DG,-ED.!Y'.!PS;,,.!9'.!1!QESK+DG=H.!)'!Y'!6&77&8'!K3#$
2+10C/%E$/%$&#7$6#1+0"$216C69$,#6/E%$/.G8/012/*%6A!I+M-<!M<-G-D,-B!+,!,K-!5H-!
J<+S=EDZ!0-G-+<SK!1!)MM4ES+,E;DG!PHWM;GENW!&77&.!9-3!:;<=.!)RY'!

b;NZK.!I'!6&77^8'!PE,-G!ED!,K-!EW+ZED+,E;D>!,K-!]-+NW;D,!X+W-4!9-3A;NDB4+DB!
Y-W;<E+4!;D!,K-!P;WW-'!i)<,ES4-j'!V5825+18$J#*E+1G"/#6;$YY6$8.!&$(\&(V'!B;E>!
#7'##%#d#^"^^"^77$-N$7c;+!

b<EZZG.!P'!)'.!1!)4,.!Y'!]'!6#%V&8'!aEGE,;<G!,;!,K-!]<E,EGK!YNG-NW!69+,N<+4!XEG,;<H8!ED!
#%V7!+DB!#%V#'!W56#5.$[*5+%18;$]@6$8.!#^%\#(('!!

bN,E-<<-_.!L'.!P-<;D.!/'!2'.!Y+Z+44;D.!2'!)'.!P;*<-FE-4+.!5'!2'.!1!U+,;<<-.!I'!6&77^8'!
)<SK+-;4;ZES+4!+DB!SN4,N<+4!K-<E,+Z->!*<EDZEDZ!4EA-!,;!+D!ND-+<,K-B!YNG4EW!
GN*N<*!ED!+D!EWW-<GEF-!-DFE<;DW-D,'![*5+%18$*)$V5825+18$N#+/21E#;$_6#8.!c$\"^'!
B;E>!#7'#7#cde'SN4K-<'&77$'#7'77#!

bFE4E.!:'.!1!I;<E+.!:'!6&77(8'!?D4ED-!Y+GG!RNG,;WE_+,E;D'!-%12*8/1;$YS6&8.!#%^\&7c'!!
X+E<.!2'!/'.!)DB-<G;D.!0'!5'.!J+,K+W.!0'!5'.!1!]4+S=.!Q'!6#%%V8'!W582/:1+/12#$B121$-%1836/6$

d_2"$#,Ae'!CMM-<!P+BB4-!0EF-<.!9-3!2-<G-H>!I<-D,ES-\X+44!ODS'!
X+DED=.!L'!Y'.!1!P,N,,G.!Y'!6&77&8'!PM+,E+4!B-W+DB!A;<!D+,E;D+4!*+,,4-AE-4B!M+<=G'!

-%%186$*)$!*5+/6.$L#6#1+0";$@`6$8.!"7"\"#%'!B;E>!#7'#7#cdG7#c7\
"$V$67#8777V(\V!

X+<<EG.!0'!U'.!1!RK<EG,KE4A.!L'!Y'!6#%V7.!&&\&c8'!X"12$,*$G/8*26$6##$/%$,/6G8136A!I+M-<!
M<-G-D,-B!+,!,K-!XNW+D!/+S,;<G!P;SE-,H!&^,K!+DDN+4!W--,EDZ.!U;G!)DZ-4-G'!

X-DD-GGH.!2'!6&77&8'!OD,-<M<-,EDZ!,K-!REFE4!Q+<>!Y;FEDZ!]-H;DB!]+,,4-AE-4BG'!V5825+18$
L#6*5+0#$W1%1E#.#%2$6^8.!#7\#&'!!

X-<_;Z.!J'!0'!6#%V^8'!)!R;ZDE,EF-!)D+4HGEG!;A!I<-A-<-DS-!A;<!/E-4B\+DB!/;<-G,!
5DFE<;DW-D,G'!'!I1%,601G#$L#6#1+0";$`6#8.!#7\#c'!!

X-<_;Z.!J'!0'!6#%V"8'!)!R;ZDE,EF-!)D+4HGEG!;A!I<-A-<-DS-!A;<!9+,N<+4!5DFE<;DW-D,G>!
Y;ND,+EDG.!R+DH;DG.!+DB!L-G-<,G'!I1%,601G#$[*5+%18;$S6&8.!#^7\#(&'!!

X;<D.!)'!U'!6#%V78'!)!R;WM+<+,EF-!P,NBH!;A!J3;!Y-,K;BG!;A!R;DBNS,EDZ!L;S-D,!J;N<G!
ED!)<,!YNG-NWG'!V5+12*+9$!"#$W56#5.$[*5+%18;$@R6&8.!#7(\##"'!B;E>!
#7'####de'&#(#\c%(&'#%V7',*77((V'@!

X;3+<B.!I'!6&77$8'!N#+/21E#;$W1%1E#.#%2;$F%2#+G+#212/*%;$F,#%2/23'!U;DB;D>!
R;D,EDNNW!OD,-<D+,E;D+4!IN*4EGKEDZ!b<;NM'!

O+<*NG.!)'!U'!6#%c"8'!K3#$.*:#.#%26$1%,$:/6/*%'!9-3!:;<=>!I4-DNW!I<-GG'!
2+S;*.!0'!2'!`'.!1!`+<D.!`'!P'!6&77$8'!5H-!J<+S=EDZ!ED!XNW+D\R;WMN,-<!OD,-<+S,E;D!+DB!

CG+*E4E,H!0-G-+<SK>!0-+BH!,;!L-4EF-<!,K-!I<;WEG-G'!!"#$W/%,M6$#3#9$V*E%/2/:#$
!"#$W/%,M6$K3#9$V*E%/2/:#$1%,$-GG8/#,$-6G#026$*)$K3#$W*:#.#%2$L#6#1+0".!("$\
c7$'!B;E>!SE,-N4E=-\+<,ES4-\EB>$#7#77$!
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2;KDG;D.!)'.!JK;WMG;D.!5'!Y'.!1!R;F-D,<H.!`'!0'!6&7#78'!N5.1%$<#+0#G2/*%;$H/+2518$
L#18/23$1%,$2"#$45/82$K%:/+*%.#%2A!I+M-<!M<-G-D,-B!+,!,K-!#^,K!OD,-<D+,E;D+4!
R;DA-<-DS-!ODA;<W+,E;D!aEGN+4E_+,E;D.!U;DB;D'!

2;G-MKG;D.!P'.!1!X;4W-G.!Y'!6&77&8'!),,-D,E;D!,;!<-M-+,-B!EW+Z-G!;D!,K-!Q;<4B\QEB-!
Q-*>!)D;,K-<!4;;=!+,!GS+DM+,K!,K-;<H'!4#"1:/*+$L#6#1+0"$W#2"*,6;$
F%62+5.#%26;$f$V*.G52#+6;$RP6^8.!($%\(^V'!B;E>!#7'$"(Vd*A7$#%(^V$!

`+*;NB+<+K+DZE.!Y'.!J+KE<.!?'!Y'.!PK+<EAA.!Y'!`'!Y'.!1!Y+N4+D.!P'!6&7##8'!aEGN+4!
I<-A-<-DS-G!/;<!JK-!L-F-4;MW-D,!;A!)!Y+4+HGE+D!b+<B-D!OB-D,E,H'!-562+18/1%$
[*5+%18$*)$416/0$1%,$-GG8/#,$Z0/#%0#6;$_6##8.!&&^c\&&($'!!

`+M4+D.!0'!6#%""8'!I+,,-<DG!;A!5DFE<;DW-D,+4!I<-A-<-DS-'!K%:/+*%.#%2$1%,$4#"1:/*+;$
`6&8.!#%(\&#c'!B;E>!#7'##""d77#$%#c(""%&77$!

`+M4+D.!0'!6#%V(8'!JK-!+D+4HGEG!;A!M-<S-M,E;D!FE+!M<-A-<-DS->!)!G,<+,-ZH!A;<!G,NBHEDZ!
K;3!,K-!-DFE<;DW-D,!EG!-@M-<E-DS-B'!I1%,601G#$<81%%/%E;$Y@6&8.!#c#\#"c'!B;E>!
K,,M>ddB@'B;E';<Zd#7'#7#cd7$7^\$%&^6V(8%77(V\%!

`+M4+D.!0'.!1!`+M4+D.!P'!6#%V%8'!!"#$#(G#+/#%0#$*)$%125+#$9$1$G630"*8*E/018$G#+6G#02/:#'!
R+W*<EBZ-[!9-3!:;<=>!R+W*<EBZ-!CDEF-<GE,H!I<-GG'!

`+M4+D.!0'.!`+M4+D.!P'.!1!0H+D.!0'!U'!6#%%V8'!X/2"$G#*G8#$/%$./%,$9$,#6/E%$1%,$
.1%1E#.#%2$*)$#:#+3,13$%125+#'!Q+GKEDZ,;D.!L'R'>!OG4+DB!I<-GG'!

`+M4+D.!P'!6#%"%8'!<#+0#G2/*%$1%,$81%,601G#9$0*%0#G2/*%6$1%,$./60*%0#G2/*%6A!I+M-<!
M<-G-D,-B!+,!,K-!9+,E;D+4!S;DA-<-DS-!;D!+MM4E-B!,-SKDEhN-G!A;<!+D+4HGEG!+DB!
W+D+Z-W-D,!;A!,K-!FEGN+4!<-G;N<S-.!ODS4ED-!aE44+Z-.!9-F+B+.!)M<E4!&$\&(.!#%"%'!

`+M4+D.!P'.!1!`+M4+D.!0'!6#%V&8'!V*E%/2/*%$1%,$#%:/+*%.#%2$9$)5%02/*%/%E$/%$1%$
5%0#+21/%$&*+8,'!9-3!:;<=>!I<+-Z-<'!

`+M4+D.!P'.!`+M4+D.!0'.!1!Q-DB,.!2'!6#%"&8'!0+,-B!M<-A-<-DS-!+DB!S;WM4-@E,H!A;<!D+,N<+4!
+DB!N<*+D!FEGN+4!W+,-<E+4'!<#+0#G2/*%$f$<630"*G"36/06;$Y@6^8.!$(^\$(c'!B;E>!
#7'$"(Vd*A7$&7"&&#!

`-E,K.!P'.!PSK3+4*-.!R'!]'.!1!PE4S;S=.!]'!Q'!6&77c8'!OW+Z-G!ED!5,KESG!R;B-G!ED!+D!5<+!;A!
aE;4-DS-!+DB!J<+Z-BH'![*5+%18$*)$W166$W#,/1$K2"/06;$@Y6^8.!&^(\&c^'!B;E>!
#7'#&7"dG#($&""&VeWW-&#7^n$!

`DNBG;D.!L'.!R+*4-.!J'.!1!]-S=.!U'!6&77$8'!F%2#+G+#2/%E$V5825+18$1%,$O125+18$$L#6*5+0#6;$
Z#0*%,$K,/2/*%A$'!P,+,-!R;44-Z-.!I)>!a-D,N<-!I<-GG'!

U+DZ.!I'!2'.!b<--D3+4B.!Y'!`'.!]<+B4-H.!Y'!Y'.!1!X+WW.!)'!?'!6#%%$8'!U;;=EDZ!+,!
MES,N<-G>!)AA-S,EF-.!A+SE+4.!FEGS-<+4.!+DB!*-K+FE;<+4!<-+S,E;DG'!<630"*G"36/*8*E3;$
RQ6$8.!&c#\&"$'!B;E>!#7'####de'#^c%\V%Vc'#%%$',*7$$(&'@!

U+3K;D.!`'!6&77&8'!b-,,HG*N<Z!,K-!3+H!,K-!G;4BE-<G!G+3!E,!ED!#Vc$'!VLW9$!"#$[*5+%18$
*)$N#+/21E#$Z2#&1+,6"/G;$@_6^8.!$c\$%'!!

U--.!J'!0'.!J+DZ.!L'!U'.!1!JG+E.!R'!Y'!6&77(8'!K(G8*+/%E$0*8*+$G+#)#+#%0#$2"+*5E"$#3#$
2+10C/%EA!I+M-<!M<-G-D,-B!+,!,K-!)OR!R;4;N<!7(!\!#7,K!R;DZ<-GG!;A!,K-!
OD,-<D+,E;D+4!R;4;N<!)GG;SE+,E;D'!

U-=+ZN4.!)'!6&77&8'!J;3+<B!M<-G-<F+,E;D!;A!,K-!,<+BE,E;D+4!W+<=-,M4+S-!+!M<-A-<-DS-!
G,NBH!;A!,<+BE,E;D+4!+DB!W;B-<D!GK;MMEDZ!-DFE<;DW-D,G!ED!]+DZ=;=.!JK+E4+DB.!
A<;W!K,,M>ddGSK;4+<'4E*'F,'-BNd,K-G-Gd+F+E4+*4-d-,B\7$7"&77&\#V#&^$!

UEZK,.!L'!6#%%(8'!aEGE,;<Gf!NG-!;A!ED,-<M<-,EF-!W-BE+!+,!K-<E,+Z-!GE,-G'!I#/65+#$Z25,/#6;$
YP6&8.!#$&\#^%'!B;E>!#7'#7V7d7&c#^$c%(77$%7###!
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UED-D,K+4.!5'!J'!6#%%#8'!Z10+#,$E+*5%,$9$-.#+/01%6$1%,$2"#/+$71228#)/#8,6'!C<*+D+>!
CDEF-<GE,H!;A!O44ED;EG!I<-GG'!

UED-D,K+4.!5'!J'!6&7778'!N#+/21E#$1%,$"/62*+39$!"#$,/8#..16$*)$/%2#+G+#212/*%A!I+M-<!
M<-G-D,-B!+,!,K-!0+44H!;D!,K-!XEZK!b<;NDB>!JK-!9+,E;D+4!I+<=!P-<FES-!
PHWM;GENW!;D!,K-!REFE4!Q+<.!/;<BfG!JK-+,<-'!

U;A,NG.!b'!0'!6#%"c8'!)!A<+W-3;<=!A;<!+!,K-;<H!;A!MES,N<-!<-S;ZDE,E;D'!OD!0'!)'!Y;D,H!1!
2'!Q'!P-DB-<G!65BG'8.!K3#$.*:#.#%26$1%,$G630"*8*E/018$G+*0#66#6'!XE44GB+4-.!9'2'[!
9-3!:;<=>!U+3<-DS-!5<4*+NW!)GG;SE+,-G![!BEG,<E*N,-B!*H!X+4G,-B!I<-GG'!

U;A,NG.!b'!0'!6#%V#8'!J+SKEG,;GS;MES!GEWN4+,E;DG!;A!-H-!AE@+,E;DG!;D!MES,N<-G'![*5+%18$*)$
K(G#+/.#%218$<630"*8*E39$N5.1%$I#1+%/%E$1%,$W#.*+3;$c6(8.!$c%\$"c'!B;E>!
#7'#7$"d7&"V\"$%$'"'('$c%!

Y+S=3;<,K.!9'!X'.!1!JK;W+G.!5'!U'!6#%c&8'!X-+B\W;ND,-B!-H-\W+<=-<!S+W-<+'![*5+%18$
*)$2"#$'G2/018$Z*0/#23$*)$-.#+/01;$_@6"#$\"#c8'!!

Y+h+*4-K.!Q'!/'.!1!PEBKN.!Y'!P'!6&7#7.!#"\#V!Y+<SK!&7#78'!T+*.$7*1+,6$2*$15E.#%2#,$
+#18/23$8#1+%/%EA!I+M-<!M<-G-D,-B!+,!,K-!ODA;<W+,E;D!0-,<E-F+4!1!`D;34-BZ-!
Y+D+Z-W-D,.!6R)YI8.!&7#7!OD,-<D+,E;D+4!R;DA-<-DS-!;D'!

Y+GG+<;.!L'.!P+F+__E.!/'.!LE!LE;.!R'.!/<--B*-<Z.!L'.!b+44-G-.!a'.!bE44E.!b'.!1!Y+<SK-,,E.!)'!
6&7#&8'!QK-D!)<,!Y;F-G!,K-!5H-G>!)!]-K+FE;<+4!+DB!5H-\J<+S=EDZ!P,NBH'!<I*Z$
'OK;$c6(8.!-$"&V('!B;E>!#7'#$"#de;N<D+4'M;D-'77$"&V(!

Y+GN<.!U'!I'!6#%%V8'!oIES,N<-G!X+F-!9;3!]-S;W-!+!9-S-GGE,Ho>!JK-!CG-!;A!OW+Z-G!ED!
)W-<ES+D!XEG,;<H!J-@,*;;=G'!!"#$[*5+%18$*)$-.#+/01%$N/62*+3;$]P6^8.!#^7%\
#^&^'!B;E>!#7'&$7"d&(cV7VV!

Y+N4+D.!P'!6&77c8'!)!M-<S-M,N+4!G,NBH!;A!3-,4+DBG!EWM4ES+,E;DG!A;<!3-,4+DB!
<-G,;<+,E;D!ED!,K-!N<*+D!+<-+!ED!Y+4+HGE+.!A<;W!
K,,M>ddGSK;4+<'4E*'F,'-BNd,K-G-Gd+F+E4+*4-d-,B\7^#V&77c\7%&#&#d!

Y+N4+D.!P'.!PK+<EAA.!Y'!`'!Y'.!1!YE44-<.!I'!)'!6&77c8'!U+DBGS+M-!I<-A-<-DS-!+DB!XNW+D!
Q-44\]-EDZ'!-I-W$VF<!-;$F%2#+%12/*%18$[*5+%18$*%$Z5621/%178#$!+*G/018$B#6/E%$
L#6#1+0"$f$<+102/0#;$Y6#8.!&(\$&'!!

Y-4_-<.!P'!6&77%8'!J5%$0+561,#+6$9$2"#$OL-M6$05825+#$&1+'!9-3!:;<=>!9-3!:;<=!
CDEF-<GE,H!I<-GG'!

YE44-<.!I'!)'!6#%V^!8'!H/6518$<+#)#+#%0#$1%,$F.G8/012/*%6$)*+$V*16218$W1%1E#.#%29$-$
<#+0#G2518$Z25,3$*)$2"#$4+/2/6"$V*8*.7/1$Z"*+#8/%#A$A!!CDMN*4EGK-B!L;S,;<+4!
LEGG-<,+,E;D.!CDEF-<GE,H!;A!YESKEZ+D.!)DD!)<*;<'!!!!

YE44G.!5'!)'!6#%&78'!!"#$-,:#%25+#6$*)$1$O125+#$J5/,#>!L;N*4-B+H.!I+Z-'!
Y;-44-<.!Y'!6#%V$8'!IK;,;Z<+MKH!+DB!XEG,;<H>!CGEDZ!IK;,;Z<+MKG!ED!OD,-<M<-,EDZ!?N<!

RN4,N<+4!I+G,'![*5+%18$*)$-.#+/01%$V5825+#;$S6#8.!$\#"'!B;E>!#7'####de'#(^&\
"$^m'#%V$'7c7#n$'@!

Y;GG.!Y'!X'!6&77V8'!!*&1+,$2"#$:/6518/U12/*%$*)$"/62*+3$9$2"#$G162$16$/.1E#'!U+DK+W>!
U-@EDZ,;D!];;=G'!

9+G+<.!2'!U'!6#%%"8'!9-3!L-F-4;MW-D,G!ED!)-G,K-,ESG!A;<!C<*+D!L-GEZD'!OD!J'!Y'!b+<H!1!
0'!Q'!Y+<+DG!65BG'8.!-,:1%0#6$/%$K%:/+*%.#%2;$4#"1:/*+$1%,$B#6/E%!6a;4'!^.!MM'!
#^%\#%^8'!9-3!:;<=>!>!I4-DNW!I<-GG'!

?H-=;H+.!?'!6&77"8'!K3#$!+10C/%E9$-$<#+0#G2518$F%2#+)10#$)*+$V*%2#%2$416#,$F.1E#$
L#2+/#:1A!!CDMN*4EGK-B!IKL!L-GG-<,+,E;D.!CDEF-<GE,H!;A!U;DB;D.!U;DB;D'!!!!
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I+S=-<.!2'!6&77^8'!W*2/:12/*%18$)102*+6$1%,$2"#$#(G#+/#%0#$*)$8#1+%/%E$/%$#,5012/*%18$
8#/65+#$6#22/%E6A!IKB!CDMN*4EGK-B.!pN--DG4+DB!CDEF-<GE,H!;A!J-SKD;4;ZH.!
]<EG*+D-.!)NG,<+4E+'!!!!

I+4G;.!9'!J'.!OFH.!Y'!O'.!1!R4-W;DG.!2'!Q'!6&77%8'!)!S;WM+<EG;D!;A!4;S+4!+DB!D;D\4;S+4!
FEGE,;<!EDA;<W+,E;D\G--=EDZ!*-K+FE;<!*H!FEGE,;<G!,;!SEFE4!3+<\<-4+,-B!CP!
9+,E;D+4!I+<=!P-<FES-!GE,-G'![*5+%18$*)$N#+/21E#$!*5+/6.;$P6#8.!("\"#'!B;E>!
#7'#7V7d#"^$V"$7V7&&$$V"&!

I+<=ED.!O'.!YEBB4-,;D.!I'.!1!]-G3ES=.!a'!6#%V%8'!Y+D+ZEDZ!,K-!,;3D!+DB!SE,H!A;<!FEGE,;<G!
+DB!4;S+4!M-;M4-'!OD!L'!C__-44!65B'8.!N#+/21E#$F%2#+G+#212/*%!6a;4'!&.!MM'!#7%\
##^8'!U;DB;D>!]-4K+F-D!I<-GG'!

I+,,-<G;D.!J'!6D'B'8'!L-F-4;MEDZ!)!9-3!aEGE,;<!Y+M!?A!b4+SE-<!]+H!9+,E;D+4!I+<=.!
)4+G=+'!0-,<E-F-B!A<;W!
K,,M>dd333'W;ND,+EDS+<,;Z<+MKH';<ZdMN*4ES+,E;DGdM+M-<GdM+M-<Gn*;KEDen7
cd#(nI+,,-<G;D'MBA!

I-,-<G;D.!)'.!1!PM<+,,.!Y'!6&77(8'!RK;;GEDZ!b<+MKES!aEGN+4G>!X;3!IES,N<-!5BE,;<G!
ODS;<M;<+,-!5W;,E;D!+DB!I-<G;D+4!5@M-<E-DS-!OD,;!L-SEGE;D!Y+=EDZ'!H/6518$
V*..5%/012/*%$?51+2#+83;$Y@6#\&8.!^\#%'!B;E>!
#7'#7V7d#(((#$%$'&77('%cV"^$%!

IE-=+<_.!Y'!6&77"8'!O,fG!2NG,!+!]4;;BH!/E-4Bq!)MM<;+SK-G!?MM;<,NDE,E-G!+DB!LE4-WW+G!
;A!OD,-<M<-,EDZ!5DZ4EGK!]+,,4-AE-4BG'!OD!R'!0H+D!65B'8.!41228#)/#8,$2*5+/6.$9$
"/62*+3;$G810#$1%,$/%2#+G+#212/*%'!)WG,-<B+W[!U;DB;D>!54G-FE-<'!

IE,,.!L'!b'.!1!rN*-.!5'!X'!6#%V"8'!Y+D+Z-W-D,!;A!D+,N<+4!-DFE<;DW-D,G'!OD!L'!P,;=;4G!1!
O'!)4,W+D!65BG'8.!N1%,7**C$*)$K%:/+*%.#%218$<630"*8*E3$6a;4'!&.!MM'!#77%\
#7^&8'!9-3!:;<=>!RKNS=!QE4-H!+DB!P;DG'!

I;WM4ND.!Y'!6#%%V8'!-%1836/6$1%,$.*,#86$*)$#3#$.*:#.#%26$/%$0*.G1+12/:#$:/6518$
6#1+0"A!!CDMN*4EGK-B!IKL!BEGG-<,+,E;D.!CDEF-<GE,+,!]E-4-A-4B'!!!!

I;<E+.!:'.!]E<+D.!)'.!1!0-ESK-4.!)'!6&77%8'!aEGE,;<Gf!I<-A-<-DS-G!A;<!OD,-<M<-,+,E;D!+,!
X-<E,+Z-!PE,-G'![*5+%18$*)$!+1:#8$L#6#1+0";$P]6#8.!%&\#7('!B;E>!
#7'##""d77^"&V"(7V$&Vc("!

I;<,-;NG.!2'!L'!6#%%c8'!K%:/+*%.#%218$1#62"#2/06$9$/,#16;$G*8/2/06$1%,$G81%%/%E'!U;DB;D[!
9-3!:;<=>!0;N,4-BZ-'!

0'!`+M4+D.!1!J+4*;,.!2'!/'!6#%VV8'!5,KDESE,H!+DB!M<-A-<-DS-!A;<!D+,N<+4!G-,,EDZG>!)!
<-FE-3!+DB!<-S-D,!AEDBEDZG'!I1%,601G#$<81%%/%E;;$Y_.!#7"\##"'!!

0+M;M;<,.!)'!6#%""8'!N5.1%$16G#026$*)$5+71%$)*+.$9$2*&1+,6$1$.1%>#%:/+*%.#%2$
1GG+*10"$2*$5+71%$)*+.$1%,$,#6/E%'!?@A;<B[!9-3!:;<=>!I-<Z+W;D!I<-GG'!

0+HD-<.!`'!6#%%V8'!5H-!W;F-W-D,G!ED!<-+BEDZ!+DB!EDA;<W+,E;D!M<;S-GGEDZ>!&7!H-+<G!;A!
<-G-+<SK'!<630"*8*E/018$4588#2/%;$Y@P6$8.!$"&\^&&'!!

0-+.!U'!Y'.!1!I+<=-<.!0'!)'!6#%%&8'!B#6/E%/%E$1%,$0*%,502/%E$65+:#3$+#6#1+0"$9$1$
0*.G+#"#%6/:#$E5/,#'!P+D!/<+DSEGS;>!2;GG-H\]+GG!IN*4EGK-<G'!

0;ZZ-.!5'.!9-F-DG.!/'.!1!bN4EDS=.!X'!6&77"8'!I-<S-M,E;D!;A!<N<+4!4+DBGS+M-G!ED!/4+DB-<G>!
U;;=EDZ!*-H;DB!+-G,K-,ESG'!I1%,601G#$1%,$=+71%$<81%%/%E;$]@6^8.!#(%\#"^'!
B;E>!#7'#7#cde'4+DBN<*M4+D'&77"'7&'77c!

0H+D.!R'!6&77"8'!41228#)/#8,$2*5+/6.$9$"/62*+3;$G810#$1%,$/%2#+G+#212/*%'!)WG,-<B+W[!
U;DB;D>!54G-FE-<'!
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P+EM<+BEG,.!)'!6&77(8'!-$0+/2/018$1%1836/6$*)$"#+/21E#$/%2#+G+#212/*%$1%,$2"#$,#:#8*G.#%2$
*)$1$E5/,#7**C$)*+$%*%>!"1/$05825+18$2*5+/626$12$-3522"131$&*+8,$"#+/21E#$6/2#A!
IKL!CDMN*4EGK-B!3;<=G.!PE4M+=;<D!CDEF-<GE,H'!!!!

P-+,;D.!)'!a'!6#%%%8'!Q+<!+DB!,K+D+,;N<EGW>!Q+,-<4;;!#V#(stu#%#^'!-%%186$*)$
!*5+/6.$L#6#1+0";$@S6#8.!#$7\#(V'!B;E>!#7'#7#cdG7#c7\"$V$6%V8777("\"!

P-+,;D.!J'!6#%%c8'!/<;W!,K+D+,;MGEG!,;!,K+D+,;N<EGW>!ZNEB-B!*H!,K-!B+<='!
F%2#+%12/*%18$[*5+%18$*)$N#+/21E#$Z25,/#6$6&8.!&$^\&^^'!!

P--4G.!2'!6#%%"8'!JK-!-H-!;A!KEG,;<H>!#Vc7\#Vc('![*5+%18$*)$H/6518$I/2#+103;$Yc6#8.!^"\"#'!!
P-44+<G.!0'!Q'!6&77(8'!IE4Z<EW!I4+S-G>!REFE4!Q+<!*+,,4-AE-4BG.!KEG,;<ES!M<-G-<F+,E;D.!+DB!

)W-<ES+TG!AE<G,!D+,E;D+4!WE4E,+<H!M+<=G.!#Vc$\#%77'!VLW9$!"#$[*5+%18$*)$
N#+/21E#$Z2#&1+,6"/G;$@6QED,-<!&77(8'!!

P-<<-44.!]'!6#%%c8'!K("/7/2$817#869$1%$/%2#+G+#2/:#$1GG+*10">!)4,+YE<+!I<-GG'!
P-<FES-.!9'!I'!6&7#&8'!9IP!P,+,G>!9+,E;D+4!I+<=!P-<FES-!IN*4ES!CG-!P,+,EG,ESG!?AAES-!!

0-,<E-F-B!2N4H!&7,K!&7#&.!A<;W!
K,,MG>ddE<W+'DMG'Z;FdP,+,Gd0-M;<,Gd0-M;<,UEG,!

P-<FES-.!9'!I'!6D'B'8'!)W-<ES+D!]+,,4-AE-4B!I<;,-S,E;D!I<;Z<+W'!41228#)/#8,$G+*g#02$
E+1%26!!0-,<E-F-B!2N4H!#%,K!&7##.!A<;W!
K,,M>dd333'DMG'Z;FdKMGd+*MMdANDBEDZ'K,W!

PK+S=-4.!]'!6#%c78'!9;,-!;D!W;*E4-!-H-!FE-3M;ED,!<-S;<BEDZ'![*5+%18$*)$2"#$'G2/018$
Z*0/#23$*)$-.#+/01;$_`.!"c$\"cV'!!

PKN,,4-3;<,K.!P'!6#%V78'!JK-!NG-!;A!MK;,;Z<+MKG!+G!+D!-DFE<;DW-D,!M<-G-D,+,E;D!
W-BENW!ED!4+DBGS+M-!G,NBE-G'![*5+%18$*)$K%:/+*%.#%218$W1%1E#.#%2;$YY.!c#\
"c'!!

P,+4-H.!L'!2'!6&77$8'!V*.G52#+6;$:/6518/U12/*%;$1%,$"/62*+3$9$"*&$%#&$2#0"%*8*E3$&/88$
2+1%6)*+.$*5+$5%,#+621%,/%E$*)$2"#$G162'!)<W;D=.!9':'>!Y'5'!PK+<M-'!

P,+<*NS=.!L'!0'!6&7##8'!!"#$1+0"1#*8*E3$*)$)*+26$1%,$71228#)/#8,6'!b+ED-GFE44->!CDEF-<GE,H!
I<-GG!;A!/4;<EB+'!

P,<NWG-.!5'!6#%%c8'!L-W;Z<+MKES!BEAA-<-DS-G!ED!,K-!FEGN+4!M<-A-<-DS-G!A;<!+Z<+<E+D!
4+DBGS+M-G!ED!3-G,-<D!9;<3+H'![*5+%18$*)$K%:/+*%.#%218$<630"*8*E3;$YS.!#"\$#'!!

PN,,;D.!0'!`'!6&77V8'!X;4BEDZ!,K-!XEZK!b<;NDB>!OD,-<M<-,EDZ!,K-!REFE4!Q+<!ED!9+,E;D+4!
I+<=G'!!"#$J#*+E#$X+/E"2$T*+5.$@_6$8'!!

J+GG-4.!L'!L'!a'!6#%V78'!QK+,!-F-<H!,-+SK-<!ED!)W-<ES+D!XEG,;<H!;NZK,!,;!=D;3!+*;N,!
G;N<S-G!+DB!<-G;N<S-G'!Z*0/18$K,5012/*%;$PP6c8.!^V&\^V('!!

J+H4;<.!2'!6#%%V8'!4*,3$"*++*+$9$G"*2*g*5+%18/6.;$012162+*G"#;$1%,$&1+'!9-3!:;<=>!9-3!
:;<=!CDEF-<GE,H!I<-GG'!

JK;WG;D.!0'.!1!X+<M-<.!Y'!6&7778'!!#88/%E$2"#$62*+/#69$G81%%/%E$#))#02/:#$/%2#+G+#2/:#$
G+*E+1.6$)*+$G+*G#+2/#6$8/62#,$/%$2"#$%12/*%18$+#E/62#+$*)$"/62*+/0$G810#6$7588#2/%$
9+,E;D+4!I+<=!P-<FES-'!

JE4B-D.!/'!6#%("8'!F%2#+G+#2/%E$*5+$"#+/21E#9$G+/%0/G8#6$1%,$G+102/0#6$)*+$:/6/2*+$6#+:/0#6$
/%$G1+C6;$.56#5.6;$1%,$"/62*+/0$G810#6>!CDEF-<GE,H!;A!9;<,K!R+<;4ED+!I<-GG'!

JE4B-D.!/'!6#%""8'!F%2#+G+#2/%E$*5+$"#+/21E#'!RK+M-4!XE44>!CDEF-<GE,H!;A!9;<,K!R+<;4ED+!
I<-GG'!

JE4B-D.!/'.!1!R<+EZ.!0'!]'!6&77"8'!F%2#+G+#2/%E$*5+$"#+/21E#>!CDEF-<GE,H!;A!9;<,K!R+<;4ED+!
I<-GG'!
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J<+SK,-D*-<Z.!)'!6#%V(8'!)4*NWG!;A!Q+<>!?D!0-+BEDZ!REFE4!Q+<!IK;,;Z<+MKG'!
L#G+#6#%212/*%66%8.!#\$&'!B;E>!#7'&$7"d$7^$"c(!

J<NG,.!R'!Q'!I'!6&77(8'!]4N-.!b<+H.!+DB!b<--D>!)!]+,,4-AE-4B!]-D-AE,G!bNEB-!A;<!
R;WWNDE,H!U-+B-<G!6MM'!#%^8'!Q+GKEDZ,;D!LR'!

JN<D*<EBZ-.!2'!5'.!1!)GK3;<,K.!b'!2'!6#%%c8'!B/66*%1%2$N#+/21E#9$2"#$.1%1E#.#%2$*)$2"#$
G162$16$1$+#6*5+0#$/%$0*%)8/026'!RKESK-G,-<>!2;KD!QE4-H!1!P;DG!U,B'!

JF-E,.!Y'.!?B-.!)'.!1!/<H.!b'!6&77c8'!`-H!S;DS-M,G!ED!+!A<+W-3;<=!A;<!+D+4HGEDZ!FEGN+4!
4+DBGS+M-!SK+<+S,-<'!I1%,601G#$L#6#1+0";$RY6$8.!&&%\&(('!!

C__-44.!L'!6#%V%8'!JK-!K;,!ED,-<M<-,+,E;D!;A!3+<!+DB!S;DA4ES,'!N#+/21E#$F%2#+G+#212/*%;$
Y.!$$\^"'!!
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APPENDIX A: Visitors’ survey form 

 
 

_____Off-Site Scenes Booklet A / B 

! "!

 
Part 1 – Image Interest 
 

1. Following are a range of battle related images.  Please circle the number that indicates how interested you would 
be in viewing each scenes (refer SECTION-1 in scene booklet) in order to get an understanding of what 
happened during these historic events. 

  
          1 = uninterested, 2 = somewhat uninterested, 3 = neither uninterested nor interested, 4 = somewhat interested 
          5 = very interested 
 
 

Scene Rating                                                 

Uninterested ------------Very interested 
Scene Rating                                                   

Uninterested ------------Very interested 

1 1        2        3        4         5 21 1        2        3        4         5 

2 1        2        3        4         5 22 1        2        3        4         5 

3 1        2        3        4         5 23 1        2        3        4         5 

4 1        2        3        4         5 24 1        2        3        4         5 

5 1        2        3        4         5 25 1        2        3        4         5 

6 1        2        3        4         5 26 1        2        3        4         5 

7 1        2        3        4         5 27 1        2        3        4         5 

8 1        2        3        4         5 28 1        2        3        4         5 

9 1        2        3        4         5 29 1        2        3        4         5 

10 1        2        3        4         5 30 1        2        3        4         5 

11 1        2        3        4         5 31 1        2        3        4         5 

12 1        2        3        4         5 32 1        2        3        4         5 

13 1        2        3        4         5 33 1        2        3        4         5 

14 1        2        3        4         5 34 1        2        3        4         5 

15 1        2        3        4         5 35 1        2        3        4         5 

16 1        2        3        4         5 36 1        2        3        4         5 

17 1        2        3        4         5 37 1        2        3        4         5 

18 1        2        3        4         5 38 1        2        3        4         5 

19 1        2        3        4         5 39 1        2        3        4         5 

20 1        2        3        4         5 40 1        2        3        4         5 
 
 
!  

The images in this booklet were selected from various Civil War campaigns and convey a variety of battlefield 
related situations.  Some of the situations depict the battle that took place, while others images are of events or 
activities that lead up to or followed battle. !
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! "!

Part 2 – Image description 
 

2. Scenes description (refer SECTION–2 in booklet). Please write down one or two words that best describe each 
scene. 

 

  Scene 1: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

    Scene 2: ___________________________________________________________________________  

    Scene 3: ___________________________________________________________________________  

     Scene 4: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

     Scene 5: ___________________________________________________________________________  

     Scene 6: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

     Scene 7: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

     Scene 8: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

    Scene 9: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

       Scene 10: __________________________________________________________________________ 

  

Part 3 – Appropriate Use of Images 

 
1. Battles often result in death. While pictures depicting the dead can convey the reality of the battle, they can be 

potentially disturbing. Please indicate how appropriate and under what conditions it would be appropriate to 
use each of these scenes to help the public better understand the battle. 

 
 a = always inappropriate, b = appropriate if the viewer is warned that images are potentially disturbing,  
 c = appropriate if age restrictions are implied, d = always appropriate, e = don’t know 
 

 

Scene always 
inappropriate 

appropriate if the 
viewer is warned 

appropriate with 
age restrictions 

always 
appropriate don’t know 

1 a b c d e 
2 a b c d e 
3 a b c d e 
4 a b c d e 
5 a b c d e 
6 a b c d e 
7 a b c d e 
8 a b c d e 

 
 
 
 

WARNING: This section contains graphic and potentially disturbing images of dead and wounded soldiers on Civil 
War battlefields. If you choose to rate these pictures please refer to SECTION-3 in the scene booklet. If you choose 
NOT to, skip Question 1 (the scene section) and answer Question 2.  
!
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_____Off-Site Scenes Booklet A / B 

! "!

2. Please check !  (all that apply) the following statements that best describe your beliefs about the use of 
potentially disturbing images of American Civil War battlefields.  

 
a. ____ Helps me understand the realities of war (e.g. death, suffering).  
b. ____ Offers an opportunity to honor the sacrifices of those who were killed or injured. 
c. ____ These pictures are sacred, thus it is not right to use these images for interpretation purposes. 
d. ____ I feel emotionally uncomfortable if I choose to look at these images. 
e. ____ Age restrictions should be imposed in order to access these images (Please suggest: Age ___ and above) 

 
3. Please add any additional thoughts about these images: ___________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

      ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
      ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Part 4 – Participant Interests and Background 
 

1. How interested are you in learning about each of the following in a visit to a battlefield:-  
 
             1 = uninterested, 2 = somewhat uninterested, 3 = neither uninterested nor interested, 4 = somewhat interested,  
             5 = very interested, 6 = don’t know  
      

                Uninterested----------------Very Interested  [Don’t know] 
     

a. Battle’s physical remnants      1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ]  
b. The technologies of military weapons   1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ]  
c. The life of a soldier      1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ] 
d. The battle’s military tactics     1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ] 
e. The non-combat units (eg. medics, surveyors)  1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ] 

 
f. Military commanders and their leadership in the battle 1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ]  
g. Man-made structures in the battle (eg. houses, bridges) 1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ]  
h. The role of specific combat units (eg. cavalry, artillery) 1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ] 
i. Military transportations and supply logistics  1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ] 
j. Battlefield monuments      1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ] 
k. Battlefield cemetery     1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ] 

 
l. Existing natural environment and how it was affected by 

the battle      1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ] 
m. The black soldiers during the war    1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ] 
n. The life of civilians during the war         1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ] 
o. How slaves or the institution of slavery, were affected 

by the battle or war           1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ] 
p. How women and children were affected by the battle 1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ] 
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! "!

 
2. How much you agree that the following methods of on-site interpretation can help you better experience the 

existing battlefield landscape 
 

          1 = disagree, 2 = somewhat disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 = somewhat agree, 5 = agree,  
         6 = I do not know 
 
                        Disagree ------------------------ Agree      [Don’t know] 

      
q. Interpretive board and panels     1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ]  
r. Self-guided booklets/brochures/maps    1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ]  
s. Guided tours (Park’s Rangers)    1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ] 
t. Audio guided tours     1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ] 
u. Mobile devices (smart phone/tablet application)   1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ] 

 
 

3. If a smartphone application were available for battlefield interpretation, would you be interested in downloading 
it? 

Not interested -----------Very interested    [Don’t know] 
1         2         3         4          5          [ 6 ] 

 
4. Please check ! the response that best describe you. 

       
a. Are you an American citizen? Yes ___, No ___, Your current zip code (in USA): _________ 

 
b. Age: ____ 

 
c.  Gender: Male ____, Female ____ 

 
d. Highest education level completed?   

Grade school ____, High school____, Colleges_____, Post-graduate______ 
 

e. What is your gross family income? (Optional) 
Less than $25,000____, $25,000-50,000____, $50,000-75,000 ____, $75,000 – 100,000 ____, 
More than $100,000____ 

 
f. Have you visited a battlefield? Yes ___, No ___If Yes, how many times (roughly) _____ 

 
g. Please list up to 2 reasons if you plan to visit a battlefield. 

i.  ______________________________________ 
ii. ______________________________________ 

 
h.  Do you have ancestors that were involved in the Civil War?  Yes ___, No ___, Don’t know ___ 

 
i. Have you or your immediate family served in the military? Yes ___, No ___ 
 
 

Thank You 
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APPENDIX B: Images booklet. 

 
 

Visitor Preferences Survey of Historic Battle!eld

Scenes Booklet A

Section -I
Section -II
Section -III

Prepared by:

Shamsul Abu Bakar & Prof. Patrick Miller,PhD
Landscape Architecture Program,

College of Architecture and Urban Studies, Virginia Tech

Section -I
Please circle the number that indicates how interested you would be in viewing each scenes in order to get an understanding of 

what happened during these historic events.
 
        1 = uninterested , 
        2 = somewhat uninterested, 
        3 = neither uninterested nor interested, 
        4 = somewhat interested, 
        5 = very interested

!"#$#%&'%Building remnants Section -I !"#$#%('%Forti!ed earthworks Section -I

!"#$#%)'%Supplies wagon Section -I !"#$#%*'%A General Section -I
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!"#$#%&'%Encampment Section -I !"#$#%('%Forti!cation Section -I

!"#$#%)'%Encampment Section -I !"#$#%*'%Supplies train Section -I

!"#$#%+'%Postmasters Section -I !"#$#%,-'%Army Captains. Section -I
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!"#$#%&&'%Battle!eld’s view Section -I !"#$#%&('%Soldiers in trenches Section -I

!"#$#%&)'%Battle!eld’s vantage point Section -I !"#$#%&*'%Field hospital Section -I

!"#$#%&+'%Scouts and guides Section -I !"#$#%&,'%Remnants Section -I
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!"#$#%&'(%Army surveyors Section -I !"#$#%&)(%Trenches Section -I

!"#$#%&*(%Battle!eld’s vantage point Section -I !"#$#%+,(%Local resident’s house Section -I

!"#$#%+&(%Stream crossing Section -I !"#$#%++(%Forti!cation remnants Section -I
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!"#$#%&'(%Medics and ambulances Section -I !"#$#%&)(%Cannons Section -I

!"#$#%&*(%Forti!ed trenches Section -I !"#$#%&+(%Local church Section -I

!"#$#%&,(%Battle!eld’s vantage point Section -I !"#$#%&-(%Cannons Section -I
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!"#$#%&'(%Infantry Section -I !"#$#%)*(%Army forti!cation Section -I

!"#$#%)+(%Mortars Section -I !"#$#%)&(%Field hospital Section -I

!"#$#%))(%Cannon Section -I !"#$#%),(%Supply wagon on the move. Section -I
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!"#$#%&'(%House remnants. Section -I !"#$#%&)(%Army band Section -I

!"#$#%&*(%Army encampment Section -I !"#$#%&+(%City ruins Section -I

!"#$#%&,(%Army o!cers Section -I !"#$#%-.(%Local mill Section -I
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Section - II
Scenes descriptions. Please write down one or two words that best describe each scene

!"#$#%& Section -II

!"#$#%' Section -II !"#$#%( Section -II

!"#$#%) Section -II !"#$#%* Section -II
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!"#$#%& Section -II !"#$#%' Section -II

!"#$#%( Section -II !"#$#%) Section -II

!"#$#%*+ Section -II

Section -III
WARNING: !is section contains graphic and potentially disturbing images of American Civil War battle"elds. 

Battles o#en result in death. While pictures depicting the dead can convey the reality of the battle, they can be potentially 
disturbing. Please indicate how appropriate and under what conditions it would be appropriate to use each of these scenes 
to help the public better understand the battle.

      A = always inappropriate, 
      B = appropriate if the viewer is warned that images are potentially disturbing, 
      C = appropriate if age restrictions are implied, 
      D = always appropriate, 
      E = don’t know
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!"#$#%& Section -III !"#$#%' Section -III

!"#$#%( Section -III !"#$#%) Section -III

!"#$#%* Section -III !"#$#%+ Section -III
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!"#$#%& Section -III !"#$#%' Section -III

()*$+%,-.
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APPENDIX C: Online-survey (Front page only) 

 

3/21/13 3:46 PMSurvey | Qualtrics Survey Software

Page 1 of 2https://s.qualtrics.com/WRQualtricsSurveyEngine/?SID=SV_4UB1tRCW1Dw8pPD&SVID=&Preview=Block&ID=BL_a8KvVsAx6uqGVPT

Yes

No

1 = uninterested ,

2 = somewhat uninterested,

3 = neither uninterested nor interested,

4 = somewhat interested,

5 = very interested

Visitor Preferences Survey of Historic Battlefield
 
This survey is being conducted by independent researchers at Virginia Tech. This research is not sponsored or funded by the National Park Service and the results are not part of any current or planned interpretive program
being undertaken by the National Park Service.

The purpose of the survey is to better understand what people expect to see and learn about when visiting historic battlefields. The results of the survey will be published in appropriate academic journals and will hopefully
provide valuable information to those 
involved in planning interpretive programs for historic battlefields.

Participation in the survey is voluntary and the identity of the volunteer participants will remain anonymous. Each survey will take approximately 20 minutes to complete. This survey has been approved by the Virginia Tech
Institutional Review Board for research involving human subjects.

If you have any questions please contact:
Dr. Patrick A. Miller, Professor 
Landscape Architecture Program 
School of Architecture + Design College of Architecture and Urban Studies 
121 Burrus Hall (0190),Virginia Tech Blacksburg, VA 24061
email - pmiller@vt.edu, 540-231-0611

If you agree to participate please choose YES and NO to exit the survey. 

The images in this survey were selected from various Civil War campaigns and convey a variety of battlefield related situations.  Some of the situations depict the battle
that took place, while others images are of events or activities that lead up to or followed battle. 

Please choose the number that indicates how interested you would be in viewing each scenes in order to get an understanding of what happened during these historic
events.
 

 

Scene 1: Building remnants

Please choose the number that indicates how interested you would be in viewing each scenes in order to get an understanding of what happened during these historic
events.
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APPENDIX D: IRB approval for survey at historic battlefields 
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APPENDIX E: Study sign for battlefields’ visitors  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Visitor Preferences Survey of Historic Battle!eld

!is survey is being conducted by independent researchers at Vir-
ginia Tech.  !is research is not sponsored or funded by the National 
Park Service and the results are not part of any current or planned in-
terpretive program being undertaken by the National Park Service.   

!e purpose of the survey is to better understand what people ex-
pect to see and learn about when visiting historic battle"elds.  !e 
results of the survey will be published in appropriate academic 
journals and will hopefully provide valuable information to those in-
volved in planning interpretive programs for historic battle"elds.  

Participation in the survey is voluntary and the identity of the volunteer 
participants will remain anonymous.  Each survey will take approximate-
ly 20 minutes to complete.  !is survey has been approved by the Virginia 
Tech Institutional Review Board for research involving human subjects.

If you have any questions please contact:

Dr. Patrick A. Miller, Professor 
Landscape Architecture Program
School of Architecture + Design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
121 Burruss Hall (0190)
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA 24061
pmiller@vt.edu
540-231-0611
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APPENDIX F: Research permit approval for Chickamauga and Chattanooga NMP 
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APPENDIX G: Research permit approval for Shiloh NMP 
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APPENDIX H: Research permit approval for Manassas NBP 
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APPENDIX I: Research permit approval for Antietam NB  
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APPENDIX J: Research permit approval for Gettysburg NMP 
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APPENDIX K: IRB Approval for eye tracking survey 
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APPENDIX L: Experiment scripts for eye tracking survey 
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Eye Tracking Survey’s Script. 

Good morning/Good afternoon… 

Welcome to our study and thank you in advance for your participation.  This is a 
study about understanding the preferences of ‘off-site’ stakeholders towards 
various battlefields’ images, and your efforts will help make a positive contribution 
to the historic interpretation practice.  Before we begin the experiment, it is 
important that you first complete a copy of our informed consent form.  This form, 
along with our experimental materials, has been approved by the Institutional 
Review Board of Virginia Tech to ensure protection of research participants.   
Please take a few moments to read over it and sign it, if you feel comfortable.  If 
you have any questions, let me know and I’ll be happy to answer them. 

(hand the subject a copy of the letter … once the subject completes the letter you 
may proceed) 

Thank you very much.  Now, we can proceed with the experiment. 

This is a unique and exciting experiment because it makes use of state-of-the-art 
eye tracking software.  You’ll be using the computer terminal directly in front of 
you to conduct experiment.  You’ll also need to use the keyboard and mouse that 
are in front of you, as well.     

The two red lights at the bottom of the screen are the eye tracking infrared camera.   
There is no need to look at the camera during the experiment, so please look at the 
screen while completing all of your tasks.   

Before we begin with the actual experimental tasks, we’ll need to make sure that 
the equipment is properly adjusted for you.   Once we get you in a good position, it 
is important that you try to limit your body movement as much as possible. Please 
stare at the eyeball on screen moving backwards or forwards based upon my 
direction.    I may also ask you to adjust the height of the chair. 

(instructions at this point may be as follows.   Move to your left, move to your 
right, move forward, move backward) 

Ok.  Your positioning looks good. As a reminder, please try to limit your 
movement throughout the experiment. 
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Next, we’ll need to make sure that the system is properly calibrated to record your 
eye movements. Could you please look at the monitor and focus on the disk with 
the red dot?  Once again, please do your best to stay in the same general position 
through the experiment.    You can move the keyboard anywhere that you want.  

Once you are comfortable and well situated, click the space bar to begin.  Once 
you click the space bar, the disk will begin to move across the screen.  Please 
follow the disk with your eyes as it moves.  Once the disk stops, please be sure to 
focus on it.    

(conduct calibration – validation should be less than 0.5 for x and y coordinates)  

If good, we’ll say the following:  At this point, we are ready to proceed with the 
experiment.   

If not so good, we’ll say the following:  We’ll need to take another calibration to 
ensure that the equipment is working properly. Once again, please focus on the 
disk with the red dot and click the space bar when you are ready 

Note that it is important that you don’t move too much during the experiment as 
excess body movement may distort the results.  In the event that you move too far 
from or too close to the equipment, we will prompt you to adjust accordingly. 

(at this point the subject will take a test calibration of the  equipment) 

Now that the equipment is properly calibrated, we can begin the experiment.   Over 
the course of the experiment you will complete three sections of civil war images, 
and a web-based questionnaires. You will only be able to look at the materials 
once, and you may not take notes during the course of the experiment.   

You’ll need to use the mouse at various points throughout the experiment.   Please 
press spacebar as soon as you are ready to begin the first task. 

(Subject starts the experiment… there is very little interaction at this point … the 
system walks them through the tasks … you’ll need to say the following once 
finished) This concludes our experiment.  Thank you very much for your 
participation and here is your compensation. 

Thanks again for your participation and enjoy the rest of your day! 
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VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 
 
Informed Consent for Participants in Research Projects Involving Human 

Subjects 
 
Title of Project 
Historic Preferences: A Case Study on Off-Site Stakeholders of American Civil War 
Battlefields. 
 
Investigator(s) 
Patrick A. Miller, PhD (Principal Investigator) 
Shamsul Abu Bakar, PhD Candidate (Co- Investigator) 
Troy Abel, PhD (Co-Investigator)  
 
I. Purpose of this Research/Project 
The purpose of this survey is to gain information about people’s reactions to battlefield 
images that will help decision makers/park managers develop effective and appropriate 
educational materials for the public interests. In particular, we are interested in 
understanding the preferences of ‘off-site’ stakeholders towards various battlefield 
images and understanding how battlefield images can enhance their understanding of the 
historic event and improve their recreation experience.  
 
II. Procedures 
The survey session will be conducted at the School of Visual Arts Perception and 
Usability Testing Laboratory, Room 355, Henderson Hall.  After signing the informed 
consent, you will be seated in front of a computer's screen for eye calibration process. 
Adjustments will be made based on your seating positions and heights. Once the 
calibration process is done, you will be asked to assess three different series of historic 
Civil War images. The first series are images preferences rating, the second series are 
images descriptions and the third series are multiple choice answers related to graphic 
images of Civil War.  
 
Once finished with the scenes survey, you will be handed a set of paper-based 
questionnaires. After finishing the questionnaire you will hand over the instrument to the 
researcher and receive your compensation. There will be no further contact with you after 
the session. The overall process will take 30 minutes of your time. Please be aware that 
minor under age of 18 are not allowed to participate in this survey. 
 
III. Risks 
The emotional risks are minimal. The survey was designed to inform you about some of 
the graphic images used in the study. Meanwhile the eye tracking equipment used in the 
study is remote and contact-free.  
      
IV. Benefits 
The information gathered from this study will be used to help park managers and decision 
maker to design better materials for battlefield interpretation in the future. 

Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board Project No. 12-435 
Approved April 24, 2012 to April 23, 2013  
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V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality 
This survey will involve video recording, however, your identity will remain confidential 
and the answers will only be described in ways that cannot be traced back to you. 
Besides, your full facial image may be used in publications and presentations but your 
name will not be associated with these images. 
 
The data will be stored in a locked drawer in the investigator's office and SOVA 
Perception and Usability lab. Besides, the electronic data will be stored on the 
investigator's computer with password required. Only the co- investigator has access. The 
data will be destroyed at the successful completion of the dissertation defense, 
publication of any scholarly papers, and presentation of results at conferences. 
 
VI. Compensation 
You will receive $5.00 for your voluntarily participation. 
 
VII. Freedom to Withdraw 
You may refuse to participate or leave the study at any time. You will receive half of the 
amount if you decided to quit 15 minutes after taking the survey.  
 
VIII. Subject's Responsibilities 
You are encouraged to ask any questions at any time during this survey. 
 
IX. Subject's Permission 
I have read the Consent Form and conditions of this project. I have had all my questions 
answered. I hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent: 
 
 
_______________________________________________         Date  :    __________ 
Subject signature 
 
 
Should I have any pertinent questions about this research or its conduct, and research 
subjects' rights, and whom to contact in the event of a research-related injury to the 
subject, I may contact: 
 
Investigators 
Patrick A. Miller, (pmiller@vt.edu/ 540-231-0611)    
Shamsul Abu Bakar ((shunown1@vt.edu/ 540-449-9174) 
Troy Abel (Tabel@vt.edu/ 540-231-5547) 
 
Chair, Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human 
Subjects 
David M. Moore, 540-231-4991/moored@vt.edu  
Office of Research Compliance  
2000 Kraft Drive, Suite 2000 (0497) Blacksburg, VA 24060!

Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board Project No. 12-435 
Approved April 24, 2012 to April 23, 2013  
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APPENDIX O: Visitors’ verbal descriptions for Dimension 1 
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APPENDIX P: Visitors’ verbal descriptions for Dimension 2 
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APPENDIX Q: Visitors’ verbal descriptions for Dimension 3 
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APPENDIX R: Visitors’ verbal descriptions for Dimension 4 
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APPENDIX S: Visitors’ Verbal Descriptions for Dimension 6 
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B6A-6"%& ) :
8$%$261& @ :
B'##6%,& 9 9
1$6,$2& 9 :

I; ;9 99H IGJ;
+'&$

&-68$, @ E
A'&$, H @
A'&"%8 E E
A'-26"- 9 :
B6&>61 E :
&-"11 9 :
K6-BL$2& 9 :
82'>A : @
&$2"'>& : @
/6M$ : 9
&"--"%8 : 9
&BL'1621? : 9
8$%-1$ : 9
8>62,$, : 9
1''M"%8 : 9

9H 9N @; 9IJ@

D2$6M 9 :
K6"-"%8 E :
>%L>22"$, 9 :
2$&- I :
2$6,? E :
#$$-"%8 E I
A6&&"%8 9 :
-L"%M"%8 9 @
&'B"61 9 :
6/-$2(D6--1$ 9 :
1"/$&-?1$ 9 :
A2'A686%,6 9 :
D>&"%$&& : 9

9H H E) 9:
O%A1$6&6%-(/$$1"%8P6-#'&AL$2$

D'2"%8 @ @

3B-"5"-"$&

46-$8'2?(P-L$#$ Q2$R>$%B?
<6&MPS6%M&

!"#$ % &
'()(*$+$,*)(- % %
,". % &
,/0 % %
,*1)2 % %
3),*+',* % &
4)(.0 % &
,135$+ & %
'(213!1+*"56$ & %
4",*$. & %
4"+0 % &
*)+$. & %

%% %& 7% 89%
:6$","(*;;!$$6)(-<"*31,=/$+$

"="*/0 % &
21(!).$(2$ > &
/"==0 % &
)(*$+$,*$. % &
610"6*0 % &
=+).$ 7 %
=+1'. ? &
"!!$2*)1( % &
=$"2$!'6 % &
(1*;41+( & %

%@ 7 %8 A

01'(-; % %
01'*/ % &
26$"( % &
21"* % &
4$66;.+$,, & 7

B >
8 @ %B ?9B

'()* % %
213+".$, 7 &
"+30 % %
5+1*/$+, % 7

? B C >9B

2"((1( A &
"+*)66$+0 % &

8 & 8 >9%

*$(* & >
2"3= & 7
!)$6.;1!!)2$ & %
/1,=)*"6 & %

& A A 79A
7?8 CC9A

D$"=1(,

E*+'2*'+$,

:/0,)2"6;"==$"+$(2$,

F)6)*"+0;G1(.)(-
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APPENDIX T: Visitors’ verbal descriptions for gruesome images 
 
!" #$%&'(")%*"+,"*$,"-./0,"12,1%)(,2/)3,"%4"-./0,5"5$%6)"

7" 85,"9:"%2".%;-,"5*/)(/2(5"

<" =/2)-)0"*%"1/2,)*"5$%&'("+,",)%&0$"

>" ?/2*"%4"$-5*%2@"*$/*")%"%),"5$%&'("),;,2"4%20,*"

A" ?-3*&2,5"$%'("$-5*%2@"/33%&)*/+',"3/))%*"'-,"6-*$"1-3*&2,5"

B" #%3-,*@"),,("5"*%"2,3%)),3*"*%"2,/'-*@C"-4")%*"3-*-D,)5"3/)"+,3%.,";-3*-.-D,("+@"+2&*/'"0%;,2).,)*5E"F',/)5-)0"6/2"
/((5"*%"-*5"0'%2-4-3/*-%)"

G" H"6-''"),;,2"4%20,*"1-3*&2,"%4"/"(,/("I2,)3$"/)("J,2./)"5%'(-,2"-)"51-2-*"%4",.+2/3-)0",/3$"%*$,2E"

K" =/2"-5"$,''E"L,/'-*@"5$%&'("),;,2"6-*$$%'(E"9$-5"-./0,5"5$%&'("2,;,/'"/)("&5,("*%"(,*,2"6/25"

M" #%.,"%4"*$,"-./0,5"/2,"$/2("*%"'%%N"/*"5%"./@+,"-*"5$%&'("+,"5$%6)E"#%.,"%4"*$,"-./0,5"5$%&'("+,"2,5*2-3*,("4%2"
@%&)0,2"3$-'(2,)E"

!O" P-(5"5,,".&3$"6%25,"%)"9:"*%(/@"

!!" #$%&'("+,"-)3'&(,("-)"+%%N5"*%"5$%6"*$,"3%)5,Q&,)3,5"%4"6/2"

!7" :,2@"02/1$-3R*,''"*$,"5*%2-,5"*$/*"*$,"5%'(-,2"$/("*%"0,*"*$2%&0$"

!<" S,/*$"-5"1/2*"%4"6/2E""H4"6,"$-(,"*$,5,"-./0,5"6,"/2,"*/-)*-)0"$-5*%2@"/)("./N-)0"6$%"'%5*"*$,-2"'-;,5"&)-.1%2*/)*E"
T;,2@"'-;,5"'%5*"',("*%"6$,2,"6,"/2,"*%(/@"

!>" 9$,"1%1&'/*-%)"/*"'/20,"(%,5")%*"3%.12,$,)("*$,"4&''"$%22%25"%4"6/24/2,"

!A" 9$,@"),,("*%"+,"5$%6)".%2,"42,,'@"5%"1,%1',"&)(,25*/)("*$,"3%5*"%4"5&3$"/"6/2"

!B" U0,"2,5*2-3*-%)5"4%2"5%.,"/0,E"V%5*"),,("*%"+,"5,,)"5%"6,"&)(,25*/)("*$,"2,/'-*-,5"%4"6/2"

!G" I/53-)/*,("6-*$"*$,".%.,)*"3/&0$*"-)"*-.,E"

!K" H*"-5"32-.-)/'"*%"5/)-*-D,"6/2"

!M" #/)-*-D-)0"*$,"6/2"2,(&3-)0"*$,"&)(,25*/)(-)0"%4"*$,"2-5NC"*$,"3%5*"*$,"+2/;,2@C"3%&2/0,"*$/*"6/2"2,Q&-2,5"

7O" T;,)"*$,"@%&)0"),,("*%"&)(,25*/)("*$,2,"/2,"5/32-4-3,5"4%2"6$/*"@%&"+,'-,;,"-)E"#%.,*-.,5"*$-5".,/)"(,/*$W"

7!" H)/112%12-/*,"

77" S%,5"6,''"*%"1&*"/0,X*-.,"-)*%";-,6,25".-)(C",;,2@"1-3*&2,5"1%5,5"Q&,5*-%)5"6$%X6$/*X6$,)X6$,2,X6$@"R".%5*"
-.1%2*/)*"Q&,5*-%)5"4%2"$-5*%2@"/)("2,.,.+2/)3,"

7<" :,2@"/112%12-/*,R2,/'-*@"

7>" 9$,"-./0,5"2,12,5,)*"1/5*"%4"%&2"$-5*%2@E"9$,@"/2,"/"2,4',3*-%)"%4"%&2"1/5*"/)("$%1,4&''@"4%20,"%&2"(,*,2.-)/*-%)"*%"
12,;,)*"4&*&2,"$%22%2"5&3$"/5"*$,"-./0,5"2,12,5,)*"

7A" 9$-)N"12%Y-.-*@"),,(5"*%"+,"*/N,)"-)*%"/33%&)*E"F'%5,2"-./0,5"/2,".%2,"(-5*&2+-)0"

7B" :,2@"-)4%2./*-;,"

7G" 9$,2,"6/5"/"3%&1',"H"*$%&0$*"),,(,("2,5*2-3*-%)5E"H4"6,"/2,"0%-)0"*%"*,/3$"%&2"3$-'(2,)"*$,)"/5"*$,@"0,*"%'(,2"6,"
5$%&'("',*"*$,."5,,"6$/*"6/2"-5E"

7K" J%%("1-3*&2,5"*%".,"

7M" H"*$-)N"/''"/0,5"5$%&'("+,"/6/2,"%4"6$/*"%&2"4%2,4/*$,2"4%&0$*"4%2"/)("(-,("4%2"

<O" T.%*-%)/''@"(-5*&2+-)0"+&*"*$,@"3%22,3*'@"1%2*2/@"*$,"5,;,2-*@"/)("2,/'-*@"%4"+/**',"

<!" V%5*"/2,"1%5,("/)("/2,")%*"02/1$-3"-)"/".%(,2)"5,)5,"

<7" V/)@".,(-/"5%&23,5"(%")%*"5$%6"*$,"$%22%2"%4"6/2"+,3/&5,"-4"*$,@"(-("*$,"1,%1',"6%&'(")%*"6/)*"6/2E"?2%"6/2"
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12%1/0/)(/"),;,2"5$%65"(,/("5%'(-,25"

<<" V%5*"%4"*$,5,"-./0,5"/2,"%2",;,)"4%2"@%&)0,2"3$-'(2,)E"9:"%44,25"6%25*"-./0,5"*$,5,"(/@5"

<>" H"+,'-,;,"*$,5,"-./0,5"/2,";,2@"-.1%2*/)*"*%"5$%6"5%"1,%1',"N)%6"*$,"$%22%25"%4"6/2"/)("-*"-5")%*"3,',+2/*-)0"/"
Z%@4&'"%33/5-%)"

<A" 9$,5,"-./0,5"/2,"2,/'"/)("-4"3$-'(2,)"/2,"1'/@-)0";-%',)3,";-(,%"0/.,5"/)("6/*3$-)0";-%',)*"9:X4-'.5"R"*$,2,"-5"
)%*$-)0"62%)0"5,,-)0"*$,"2,/'-*@"%4"6/2"/)(";-%',)3,"

<B" S,/*$"-5"/"2,/'-*@"%4"6/2"/)("/112%12-/*,"

<G" [-5*%2@"-5"2,/'")%*"*%"+,"5&0/2"3%/*,("

<K" #%.,"\-./0,5]"(,/*$"5$%&'("+,"-55&,("/"6/2)-)0C"$%6,;,2"*$,@"/2,"),3,55/2@"1/2*"%4"2,.-)(-)0"&5"%4"*$,"*%*/'"3%5*"
%4"6/2"

<M" U''"*$/*"-5"),3,55/2@"-5"*%"-)*2%(&3,"/"+2-,4"6%2("%4"6/2)-)0""

>O" ?/2,)*/'"0&-(/)3,"/+%&*"3$-'(^5"./*&2-*@"

>!" #$%&'("+,"5$%6)"5%"/''"3/)"&)(,25*/)("*$,"3%5*"%4"6/2"

>7" V/N,";-5-*"2,/'"

><" =/2^5"2,/'-*@"

>>" H4"+2-)0"3$-'(",Y1,3*"*%"5,,"(,/("/)("6%&)(,(E"H4"3%)3,2)"(%)^*"+2-)0"*$,."

>A" _%"2,5*2-3*-%)5R',55%)5"/2,"*%%"-.1%2*/)*"

>B" #$%&'("+,"6/2)-)05"'-N,"$%'%3/&5*"1-3"

>G" 92&*$"5$%&'("+,"./(,"/;/-'/+',"`"/"+2-,4"6/2)-)0"*%"$,'1";-,6,2"(,3-(,"

>K" H.1%2*/)*"*%"5$%6"*$,"-.1/3*"%4"6/2R*%"+,".-)(4&'"/)(")%*"2,1,/*"*$,"1/5*"

>M" _,,("*%"+,"6/2),(R2,/'-*@C"-.1%2*/)*"1/2*"%4"*$,"5*%2@"

AO" =/2)-)0"5$%&'("+,"0-;,)"R"-./0,5"5$%&'(")%*"+,"3,)5%2,("

A!" T.%*-%)/'"(-53%.4%2*"-5"-.1%2*/)*"-5"-.1%2*/)*"*%"02/51"*$,",)%2.-*@"%4"6/2E""a/**',4-,'("-5"6,''"./-)*/-),("*$&5"
,/5@"*%"2%./)*-3-D,")%*"2,4',3*E"H./0,5"6-*$"12%1,2"6/2)-)05"3/)"4/3-'-*/*,"""2,4',3*-%)5"

A7" T;,2@%),"5$%&'("2,/'-D,"*$,"$%22%2"%4"6/2R1,%1',"5$%&'("+,"6/2),("-)"/(;/)3,"+&*",)*-*',("*%"5,,"

A<" #$%&'("&5,".%2,"%4"*$,5,"-./0,5R2/2,'@"5,,"*$,5,"*@1,"%4"-./0,5"/*"+/**',4-,'(5"*%"2,4',3*"2,/'-*-,5")%*"*%"0'%2-4@"6/2C"
6$-3$"%4*,)"$/11,)5"/*"+/**',4-,'(5E"

A>" F'%5,"&1"%4"4/3,"5,,."-)/112%12-/*,"

AA" J,),2/*-%)".&5*"N)%6"6$/*"3/.,"+,4%2,"*%"',*"*$,."$/;,"*$,"'-4,"*$,@"(%"

AB" S,.%)5*2/*,"*$,"2,/'-*@"%4"6/2"

AG" #%.,"-./0,5"),,("/112%12-/*,"(,532-1*-%)5"*%"4&''@"&)(,25*/)("*$,."/)("4%2"1,%1',"*%"',/2)"42%."*$,."

AK" H*5"-.1%2*/)*"*%"2,.-)("*$/*"6/2"3%5*"'-4,"%4"4/.-'@".,.+,25"R)%"2,5,*"+&**%)"'-N,"0/.,5"

AM" V&'*-1',"3%215,5"6,2,"*$,".%5*"(-5*&2+-)0R2,5*2-3*-%)5"%)"*$%5,E"b),"%2"*6%"3%215,"6-*$"6%&)(5"*$/*"/2,")%*"
3',/2'@";-5-+',"./N,5"*$,."'%%N"'-N,"5',,1-)0E"J%%(",Y/.1',5"%4"*$,"/44,3*5"%4"6/2"

BO" [/2("*%"'-.-*"/0,"/33,55E"=/2)-)0";-,6,25".%5*",44,3*-;,"

B!" =/2"-5"$,''E"#$%&'("5$%6",44,3*5"%4"6/2E"Rc,/2)"42%.".-5*/N,5R5%"%*$,2"0,),2/*-%)5"6%)^*"./N,"*$,"5/.,".-5*/N,E"

B7" L,/'-5*-3"5$%6"*$,"2,/'-*@"%4"6/2"

B<" ?,%1',"5$%&'()d*"+,"5&212-5,("6-*$"*$,"-./0,5EE"9$,@"%44,2"/"*2&,"-./0,"%4"&)1',/5/)*"5-(,"%4"6/2"/)("*$,@"3/)"+,"
&5,("*%"3%&)*,2"/3*"%4",)*$&5-/5."*$/*"-5"%4*,)"0,),2/*,("-)"*$,"@%&)0"+@"1%'-*-3/'"./),&;,2-)0"/)("./)-1&'/*-%)"

B>" H*"-5"),3,55/2@"*%"5$%6"1-3*&2,5"%4"6/2"-)"%2(,2"*%"&)(,25*/)("*$,"5,2,),),55"
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BA" L,/'-*-,5"%4"6/2R/''"5$%&'("&)(,25*/)("*$,"*2&,")/*&2,"%4"6/2R(,/*$"/)("5/32-4-3,"

BB" #*2%)0"5*%./3$"+&*"%*$,2"./@+,")%*R),,("*%"6/2),(";-5-*%2"

BG" :,2@"-.1%2*/)3,",Y1,2-,)3,"

BK" ?/2*"%4"%&2"$-5*%2@")%*"/'6/@5"12,**@"+&*"-*"$/11,),("

BM" S,,1"

GO" 9$,5,"-./0,5"5$%6"*$,"5/32-4-3,5"%4".,)"-)"+%*$"*$,")%2*$"/)("5%&*$"*$/*"&)-4-,("*$,"5*/*,5"%4"U.,2-3/"

G!" L,/'-5*-3"

G7" S,/*$"5$%&'(")%*"+,"$-((,)"

G<" L,/'-*@"R-*"-5"'-4,"R-*"-5"6/2"

G>" 9$,5,"/2,"),3,55/2@"

GA" ?/2,)*5"5$%&'("+,"/(;-5,("/+%&*"',**-)0"3$-'(2,)";-,6"*$,5,"1$%*%02/1$5C"1%55-+'@"3%&'("+,"(-5*&2+-)0"

GB" H"*$-)N"/''"/2,"/112%12-/*,"-4",Y1'/-),("*%"3$-'(2,)"/''"/0,5"*$,".,/)-)05"+,$-)("*$,"-./0,5"/5"6,"/2,"(%-)0"6-*$"%&2"
<R>"@,/25"%'("02/)((/&0$*,25"

GG" 9$,@"/2,"/";/'-("2,3%2("%4"*$,"$-5*%2@"%4"&5"/)("5&3$"/2,"1/2*"%4"1&+'-3"2,3%2("/;/-'/+',"*%"/''"

GK" 9$,5,"/2,";,2@"1%6,24&'"-./0,5E"b4*,)"6/2"-5"(,1-3*,("/5"/)"$%)%2/+',"/3*e"5&3$"-./0,5"5$%6"*$,"(,5*2&3*-%)C"
5/(),55"/)("'%),'-),55"%4"*$,"6/2"2,/'-*@E"

GM" H"+,'-,;,"*$/*"-4"1,%1',"/2,")%*",Y1%5,("*%"*$,5,"5%2*"%4"-./0,5"*$,@"6-''"4%20,*"*$,"$%22%25"/)("*$,)"$-5*%2@"-5"
+%&)(,("*%"2,1,/*"-*5,'4"

KO" 9$,@"/2,",55,)*-/'"*%"*$,"&)(,25*/)(-)0"%4"*$,"3-;-'"6/2"/)("*$,"$%22%25"%4"6/2"

K!" H"*$-)N"*$/*"5$%6-)0"-./0,5"'-N,"*$,5,"/2,"-.1%2*/)*"5%"*$/*"1,%1',"./@"+,**,2"&)(,25*/)("*$,",44,3*5"%4"6/2"

K7" 9$,@"),,("*%"+,"5$%6)"

K<" V/@"+,"&5,("*%",5*/+'-5$"%2"2,-)4%23,"/"*$,.,"+&*")%*"4%2"*$2-'',2"02/*-4-3/*-%)"1&21%5,5"

K>" 9$,@"/2,"5/32,(E""?/2,)*5"5$%&'("N)%6"/$,/("5%"*$,@"3/)"&5,"(-532,*-%)E""#$%6"$%6"32&,'"6/2"-5"/)("$%1,4&''@"
3/&5,5"&5")%*"*%"0'/.%2-D,"-*"+&*"*%"',/2)")%*"*%"2,1,/*"-*E"

KA" H"*$-)N",;,2@+%(@"),,(5"*%"2,/'-D,"*$,"$%22%25"/)("2/.-4-3/*-%)5"%4"6/2"

KB" S-44-3&'*"5&+Z,3*E"?/2,)*"5$%&'("3%)*2%'"*$,"/0,"2,5*2-3*-%)5E"=,"5$%&'(")%*"$-(,"*$,"$%22%25"*$,"5%'(-,2",Y1,2-,)3,"
+,"*$,@"5&2;-;%25"%2"(,/("

KG" _%"6%2(5"/2,",)%&0$"*%",Y12,55"5/32-4-3,5"

KK" U5"'%)0"/5"*$,2,"-5"/"6/2)-)0"R"-*"-5"/112%12-/*,"4%2"/''R"3$-'(2,)"),,("*%"N)%6"'-4,"`"(,/("-5")%*"'-N,"*;"5&1,2$,2%,5E"

KM"
9$,"1-3*&2,5"%4"+%(-,5"6$,2,"*$,"4/3,5"/2,)^*"3',/)"(-(")%*"12%;%N,"5&3$"/)",.%*-%)/'"2,51%)5,5"+&*"5$%6"*$,"
(,;/5*/*-%)"%4"6/2"5%"/2,"-.1%2*/)*E"9$,"%),5"6"3'/)"4/3,5"\%1,)".%&*$]"/2,";,2@"02/1$-3`"6$-',"-"2,3%0)-D,"*$,"
-.1%2*/)3,"%4",(&3/*-%)C"'%%N-)0"/*"*$,"1-3*&2,5"4,'*"62%)0E""H"4,'*";-%'/*,(`"-"4,'*"'-N,"-"6/5";-%'/*-)0"*$,.E"

MO" 9$,@^2,"5&11%5,("*%"./N,";-,6,25"&)3%.4%2*/+',E"9$/*^5"*$,"12-%2-*@"5$%6-)0"*$,"2,/'-*-,5"%4"6/2"

M!" H.1%2*/)*"),,("*%"+,"5,,)"

M7" 9$,@"/2,";-*/''@"-.1%2*/)*E"9$,@".&5*"+,"12,5,2;,("

M<" T;,2@%),"5$%&'("5,,"/)("5*&(@"*$,5,"

M>" J%%(",(&3/*-;,"./*,2-/'E":/'&/+',"$-5*%2-3/'"(%3&.,)*/*-%)"/)("/2*-4/3*"

MA" 9$,@"/2,"5%+,2-)0C"+&*"),3,55/2@E"9$,"4/3*"*$/*"*$,@"/2,"&)1',/5/)*"-5"6$@"1,%1',"5$%&'("5,,"*$,.E"9%"2,.,.+,2"
6$@"6,"3/)"),;,2"',*"-*"$/11,)"/0/-)"

MB" S,/*$"-5"/"2,/'-*@"%4"6/2E"H*"3/)"*,/3$"/''"%4"&5"/"',55%)"/+%&*"*$,";/'&,"%4"$&./)"'-4,"
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MG" #3,),5"*$,"%),5"6-*$"(-2,3*"4/3,"-./0,5"/2,"*$,"%),5"2,Q&-2-)0"2,5*2-3*-%)5"

MK" 9$,@"/2,"$-5*%2-3/''@"/33&2/*,"\-4"@%&"$/;,"(-53'/-.,2"/+%&*"$%6"5%.,"+%(-,5"6,2,"1%5,("+@"1$%*%02/1$,25"

MM" #&00,5*,("/0,"2,5*2-3*-%)5"./N,"5,)5,"*%".,C"+&*"1/2,)*/'"Z&(0.,)*"12%+/+'@"/"$-0$,2"12-%2-*@"

!OO" 8)4%2*&)/*,'@C"[%''@6%%("$/5"(,5,)5-*-D,(".%5*"%4"*$,"&)(,2"BA"1%1&'/*-%)"*%";-%',)3,"*$2%&0$"*$,".,(-/E"
F%.1/2/*-;,'@C"*$,5,"-./0,5"$%'("'-**',"5$%3N";/'&,5"

!O!" ?/2,)*5"5$%&'("2,5*2-3*5"-4"*$,@"(%)^*"4,,'"/112%12-/*,"

!O7" =/2"-5"(,;/5*/*-)0E"H*"N-''5"$&./)"+,-)05E"[%6"3/)"6,"&)(,25*/)("*$,",Y*,)*"%4"$%22%2"-4"6,"(%)^*"5,,"*$,",44,3*"%)"
1,%1',"6$%"/2,"Z&5*"'-N,"&5",;,)"*$%&0$"*$,@"'-;,("!AO"@,/25"/0%f"9$,5,"-./0,5"/2,"5%+,2-)0"`"12%;%N,"*$%&0$*E"

!O<" U'*$%&0$"*$,5,"/2,"(-5*&2+-)0C"*%(/@^5".,(-/"5$%6)"-./0,5"*$/*"/2,",Q&/''@C"-4")%*".%2,"(-5*&2+-)0E"

!O>" H"*$-)N"%)'@"/"4,6"%4"*$,5,"-./0,5"./@"),,("/5"/0,"2,5*2-3*-%)5"./@+,"!7C"&)(,25*/)(-)0"./@")%*"5-)N"-)"-4"*$,@"
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APPENDIX U: Mean scores for eye tracking participants 
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APPENDIX V: Composite scanpath for most preferred images 
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APPENDIX W: Composite scanpath for least preferred images 
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APPENDIX X: Scanpath for images in Dimension 1 (one participant) 
(Image 38, 16 and 35) 
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APPENDIX Y: Scanpath for images in Dimension 2 (one participant) 
(Image 33, 24,28 and 31) 
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APPENDIX Z: Scanpath for images in Dimension 3 (one participant) 

(Image 7, 6, 5, and 12) 
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APPENDIX AA: Scanpath for images in Dimension 4 (one participant) 

(Image 32, 14 and 20) 
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APPENDIX AB: Scanpath for images in Dimension 5 (one participant) 
(Image 27, 11,19 and 13) 
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APPENDIX AC: Scanpath for images in Dimension 6 (one participant) 
(Image 10, 9,17 and 4) 
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APPENDIX AD: AOI Analysis for dimension 2 

(Image 28, 31 and 33) 
 

 
Male participants AOI–Image 28 

 

 
Female participants AOI–Image 28 
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Male participants AOI–Image 31 

 

 
Female participants AOI–Image 31 
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Male participants AOI–Image 33 

 

 
Female participants AOI–Image 33 
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APPENDIX AE: AOI Analysis for dimension 4 
(Image 14 and 32) 

 

 
Male participants AOI–Image 14 

 

 
Female participants AOI–Image 14 
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Male participants AOI–Image 32 

 

 
Female participants AOI–Image 32 




